In a letter from Former
Congressmen William E. Dannemeyer,
Dannemeyer wrote to the leaders in both the
House of Representatives and the Senate, the following:

“The number [of deaths surrounding the Clintons]
has reached a total that can only be
described as frightening.”

Other Comments on Public Record:

Paul Begala, Former Clinton Advisor, The New York Times, July 5, 1998 - “Clinton is pushing the
envelope. He’s constantly trying to take more power than Congress gives him.”
David Schoenbrod, New York School of Law Professor, Los Angeles Times, July 4, 1998 “For example: Presidential Decision Directive 25 [PDD 25] (enacted by Bill Clinton) enables the
US military to be moved under UN command without congressional approval.”
Bruce Babbitt, Interior Secretary, The Washington Times, June 14, 1999- “The abuse of presidential
executive orders and declarations of emergency (by Bill Clinton) is clear and alarming and, in
some cases, frightening. The tyranny must end.”
The Wall Street Journal, editorial, August 6, 1998 - “We’ve switched the rules of the game. We’re not
trying to do things legislatively.”
Howard Fineman , Newsweek- “I’ve decided Bill Clinton is at his most genuine when he’s the most
phony...”
Janet Reno, Attorney General, AP Press, December 10, 1993 - “Waiting periods are only a step.
Registration is only a step. The prohibition of firearms is the goal.”
William J. Clinton, United States President, Today Show, Marh 2, 2000 - “Do I think guns should be
registered? Of course I do, of course, I do.”
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FOREWORD

Virtually since before the beginning of the Clinton Administration, a series of deaths and “accidents”
have plagued this administration resulting in the elimination of many of this Presidents closest advisors,
“friends,” and persons opposed to his various agendas. There have been an inordinate number of plane
crashes, “suicides,” one-person fatal “accidents,” and numerous other unexplained deaths. Contained in
the pages of this report is a synopsis of these deaths, a summary of the links between these individuals and
the Clinton Administration both public and private, and the details of their deaths.
There are designations contained within the independent descriptions describing the links between
these people and the Clintons. The term “friend” designates someone who was personally close to Bill
Clinton, or his inner circle of associates, either business, or political. A person with the designation of
“colleague” describes an affiliation existing between these individuals and Bill Clinton which would position
them to either endorse, or oppose the Clinton plans to carry out miscellaneous agendas, for instance,
health-care reform issues, the Waco Massacre, financial matters, or the reassignment of US troops to UN
authority (FORBIDDEN UNDER OUR CONSTITUTION, BUT CLINTON HAS DONE IT ANYWAY,
[see PDD 25].) or other aspects of military illegalities including the use of US troops against US citizens.
The term “bodyguard” signifies an individual who, through their close attachment to Bill Clinton as a
bodyguard, or escort, would have been privy to actions conducted by Mr. Clinton in a close and personal
way. The term “opposition” indicates a person or persons known to be against Clinton in some fashion.
It is the intention of this report to open for discussion the possibility that this series of so-called
coincidences may perhaps not be so coincidental after all. Those conclusions will be left for the readers of
this document to form, this will merely remain a compilation of the facts of the cases and the links of the
individuals to the throne room in Washington and the questions these deaths pose. Reasonable people will
most certainly form reasonable conclusions based on the sheer numbers of associates of the Clintons now
dead, and the evidences surrounding their deaths.
Contained in these pages, you’ll find extensively researched profiles into the many deaths surrounding
the Clinton Administration. The details of the various scandals surrounding these individuals and their
connections with the Clintons would fill books in themselves. For the purposes of this investigation, condensed
explanations of these various deaths and the scandals surrounding them are given. ThunderStone Digital also
has available much more detailed research into these scandals, with books on them available individually for
any reader of this report wishing more information on these items. Please contact ThunderStone Digital for
more information at (317)536-2823, or by mailing a request to: ThunderStone Digital, 1738 E. 116th St.,
Carmel, IN 46032. Include a self-addressed, stamped envelope when mailing requests.
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Kevin Ives / Don Henry
Found Dead on Railroad Tracks

The Mena Arkansas Airport Deaths
Assorted Death Cases and Causes
Dates of Deaths: 1987-1992
(Various Relationships) - The tragedies
surrounding the Mena Airport, located in Mena,
Arkansas generally comprise themselves of
individuals who were reported to either have
knowledge of, or were direct witnesses to drug
and gun trafficking operations going on in and
out of the Mena Airport, which then Governor
Clinton should certainly have had knowledge
of, or worse, participated in, or profited by. The
list of cases here may be only a representative
of the total number of cases, which may never
be fully known. Later in this report, you’ll see
corroborating reports linking information to this
particular series of events, particularly with the
financial arrangements between the Arkansas
Development Finance Authority and Park-OMeter, discussed at length later in other reports
of fatalities.

Kevin Ives

On August 23, 1987, at approximately 4 am, two
young boys were struck by a train in Saline
County, Arkansas. The boys were later identified
as Kevin Ives, 17 and Don Henry, 16. As the
train approached the sight, before the impact, train
crews had time to notice that neither of the two
boys were moving to get out of the way. The
train, travelling at 55 miles per hour was unable
to stop, and in spite of blowing it’s horn loudly,
the boys didn’t move and the train struck the
youngsters. The train finally braked to a stop,
and train crew members disembarked to examine
the boys. It was noticed at that time, the blood
witnessed by the crew was purple, not red as
might be expected, indicating the boys were
already dead before the train struck them. In
addition to this, the blood had largely already
congealed, and did not flow from the body parts,
as the bodies were dismembered by the trains
impact.

Pivotal player in many of these deaths is a former
Coroner named, Fahmy Malak. Malak,
according to a
1992 article by
the Los Angeles
T i m e s ,
fabricated
evidence
in
Fahmy m u r d e r
Malak investigations in
over 20 known
cases. One case involved the murder of
Raymond Albright who had been shot five times
in the chest with a Colt 45. Incredibly, Malak
had ruled suicide. You’ll see this quite often in
these cases.
Assuming all of this information is true, the
series of deaths discussed here is but the tip of
the iceberg, so to speak, of the wide-ranging
cover-up potentially surrounding this activity,
and the hushed mouths that can no longer tell
us their story. The Mena case itself, provides
enough material for a book on its own merits,
for the purposes of this report, rely upon this
thumbnail, and the corroborating events detailed
later.

Don Henry

13 minutes after report of the incident, Saline
County Deputies arrived on the scene, and
several mistakes were made by them in terms
of recording the evidence, and the location of
the body parts, making the map of the evidence
essentially worthless.
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On top of this already compromised
investigation, Arkansas State Coroner, Fahmy
Malak, after performing autopsies on the two
boys, filed a report listing their deaths had been
caused by a large consumption of marijuana,
which induced the boys to fall asleep on the
tracks, causing their deaths when the train had
struck them. Fahmy Malak had been the
Coroner also assigned to a questionable death
of Susan Deer, 17, under the medical care of
Bill Clinton’s mother, Virginia Dwire Kelly,
surgical nurse. Kelly was in charge of oxygen
control tubing during a surgery in which the
patient died possibly due to lack of oxygen,
again, this would make a book of itself. Malak
ruled in that case in favor of Clinton’s mother.

It is noteworthy to observe the comments of the
officer assigned to the investigation, once it had
been rightfully determined the boys had been
murdered. The murder case was assigned to
Police Investigator John Brown. His comments,
upon receiving the file, and having time to go
over it were this, “When I first reviewed the case
file, I found a lot of things missing...crime scene
photographs were gone, the list of evidence was
gone, interviews were cut short. From 1987 until
1993, no one even went out and talked to the
people who lived by the tracks. It was never
intended for this case to be solved.” Officer
Brown recounted these comments in an
interview with a British television reporter
investigating the Mena, Arkansas operations.

It was later learned about the Ives/Henry case
that the boys bodies had never even been tested
properly by labs for the presence of marijuana
in their systems.
Because of this, and other issues, the parents of
the boys persisted in their protests to state
officials in Arkansas regarding the autopsy
results and the actual cause of death. Upon this
persistence, the state relented, and had the boys
exhumed. Upon the exhumation, a highly
respected out-of-state pathologist was used to
perform new autopsies.
Dr.
Joseph
Burton,
a
nationally
recognized
forensic
pathologist
from Atlanta,
Georgia,
performed the
new autopsies. His findings revealed that Don
Henry had been stabbed in the back and Kevin
Ives' face had been smashed by a blow from a
rifle butt before their bodies were placed on the
railroad tracks. A grand jury was convened to
investigate Malak, and his original findings in
this case. The investigation into Malak found
over 20 cases in which his “findings” were
overturned. Malak was never brought up on
charges, and Clinton continued to stand by him,
give him jobs, had him reviewed by Clinton paid
review boards, and supported him as much as
was publicly feasible, including a series of
raises.

As the British narrator explains it: “What John
Brown discovered was an extraordinary trail of
evidence that led from the tracks to the Mena
Airport. From interviews with Mena pilots, he
pieced together a very different story of what
happened to the boys that night...They were
hunting deer. They had no idea that the tracks
were used by Mena pilots as a site for dropping
off drugs and money, and that a drop had gone
missing three nights previously, causing panic
at Mena.”
John Brown continues: “The concern wasn’t the
$400,000.00 in the [container]; it was the
transmitter that was in the case that everyone
was concerned with because it was trackable,
and it would track them right back to Mena,
Arkansas... What these kids walked into was a
group of law enforcement officials and drug
dealers that were waiting to see who walked up
onto their drop site... They were chased down,
and they were taken to another location. They
were beaten and held. From there they were
taken and then killed. They were then taken
back and their bodies were placed on the tracks
in hopes that all evidence of the murder would
be distorted by the train mangling the bodies.”

The relationship of the Ives/Henry case to the
Mena Arkansas Airport smuggling operation
includes widespread reports that the boys had
witnessed some strange goings-on at the Mena
Airport, including the off-loading of alleged
drugs in the middle of the night. Assuming this
is true, the cover-up surrounding the method in
which these boys were killed would then come
as no great surprise. More details on this
operation are given later in this report.
The following corroboration and quotes come
largely from an article appearing in the
“Washington Weekly,” November 6, 1995 issue.

Brown didn’t get far with his investigation. He
was summoned to sheriff, Judy Pridgen, and was
told, “John, look, you’re going to have to leave
this alone. We’re going to..shut it down. You
will interview no one who tracks this case back
to Mena.”
John Brown resigned the very next morning.
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Fortunately, John Brown was not the only law
enforcement officer who had decided to report
the truth of these murders. Even though Brown
was stifled by his superiors, other information
has come out regarding these atrocities. Jean
Duffey, who headed a Drug Task Force for the
law enforcement community in Arkansas has
also looked into this matter. As a matter of fact,
Duffey and three other law enforcement officers
have come forward with this information in a
video entitled, “Obstruction of Justice: The
Mena Connection..”

as well as a prosecutor and at the time of the
murders, he was in private practice. After the
determination had been made that the boys were,
in fact, murdered, Harmon steps forward and
offers his services to the parents of the victims
to help find the person or persons responsible
for their deaths. Harmon was subsequently
appointed special prosecutor in the case to head
a county grand jury. For years, the parents
thought that Dan Harmon was trying to solve
their murders, but later found out that all he had
done was wisely place himself in the position
of not only being able to effect a cover-up in the
case, but also to control the information stream
that came in and out regarding the murders.

In an interview with Randal Terry, radio talk
show broadcaster, Duffey made the following
statement: “I would like for people to wake up
and understand the massive amount of drugs
that have been transported into the United States
and that the war on drugs is a myth. That our
government is very well aware, and in some
cases, is a participant in the drug smuggling. I
believe that is incredible for people to
understand as it would have been for me had I
not been involved in it and [understood] how it
happened and why it happened. I would like
for people to buy our video, “Obstruction of
Justice.” It will begin to explain all of the
connections of drug smuggling and how it affects
people’s lives. It will help people to understand
how it is allowed to continue, and why it is
allowed to continue. There will be a sequel to
“Obstruction of Justice” that will go more in
depth into the actual drug smuggling operation.
But our video explains very poignantly how it
affected the life of an American family. Linda
and Larry Ives, the parents of Kevin Ives, who
was killed when he was 17-years old because
he stumbled upon a drug drop. [There was also
the death of his friend, Don Henry.] As if their
murders were not bad enough, they were
murdered by law enforcement officers who were
part of the drug-smuggling operation.

Corroborating evidence has come from a woman
who worked at the Mena Airport during this
period of time and witnessed these activities,
and by her own admission participated in the
smuggling operation out of Mena. Sharlene
Wilson described her responsibilities in the
operation to be that she was frequently, over
several years, in charge of picking up cocaine
dropped either by air, or by train, and handing
the shipments over to Dan Harmon. Sharlene is
known to the FBI in the case, and has also
furnished statements to agents working the
investigation.
Sharlene goes on to state, that after Harmon
came into possession of the drops, the cocaine
was then transported to a produce factory, where
it was stuffed in chickens for further distribution
in the US. Tyson Chicken got a “leg-up,” so to
speak, in Arkansas with a loan from, guess
where, the Arkansas Development Finance
Authority! Laura Tyson is STILL holder of the
high-ranking political office of Chairman,
Council of Economic Advisors, appointed by
Bill Clinton.
This witness was present with Dan Harmon on
the night in question regarding the Ives/Henry
murders. She states that she was left in the car
parked off Quarry Road that night, while Mr.
Harmon went to retrieve the drop himself due
to a prior drop being lost. She states that when
he returned to the car, he was covered in blood,
and she heard screaming just before his return.

Duffey goes on to name a pivotal high-ranking
official involved in the smuggling operation, a
man named Dan Harmon, who is profiled in the
video. Harmon has a long history of politics in
Arkansas. He had been a judge in Saline County
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Though Clinton has publicly denied it, Malak
may well have gained this kind of support by a
ruling he made in the case mentioned previously
that favored Clintons mother in a death case.
Susan Deer had slipped into bradycardia shortly
after Virginia Kelley, Clintons mother who had
been the nurse on duty during this surgery
attempted to insert an oxygen tube into the
patient during what was called a “non-critical”
surgery. Deer had suffered a wound from a
thrown rock and died shortly after this attempted
tube placement from heart failure. Malak ruled
the cause of death to be from the injury she’d
sustained, omitting any report of the lack of
oxygen suffered by the patient during the
surgery. This finding came when Clintons
mother was also being investigated in yet
another malpractice suit involving the death of
another patient also who suffered from a lack of
oxygen. The family of Laura Lee Slayton filed
charges against Kelley that Lauras death had
been caused by negligence performed during the
surgery she died in. Virginia Kelley ended up
losing her license to practice at the hospital
anyway, and this case was settled in favor of the
Slayton family for $90,000.00 in the wrongful
death.

Phyllis Cournan, FBI Special Agent, is the one
who interviewed Sharlene. Cournan has also
been in contact with Jean Duffey regarding the
files generated in the Drug Task Force
investigation. According to Sharlene, Agent
Cournan stated that the FBI knew the boys were
murdered, and they also knew who did it, but
the forensic evidence was contaminated in such
a way as to render the evidence useless in a trial.
This was due to the inept handling of the
evidence from the very beginning of the
investigation, as well as the bungling up of what
was left by then Coroner Fahmy Malak. On top
of that, Agent Cournan went on to say that the
witnesses also had some credibility problems,
and without substantiating forensic evidence, a
trial would not be able to be made.
Interestingly enough, Dan Harmon later went
to prison on drug charges. Jean Duffey has fled
Arkansas in fear of her life. John Brown
resigned from law enforcement. FBI Special
Agent Cournan wasn’t able to proceed with
bringing this matter to trial. In any other
organization, or company where this type of
thing was going on, indictments would fly,
prosecutions would take place, but not so in the
Clinton Arkansas.
With regard to Coroner Fahmy Malak, Clinton
continued to stand behind him and excused his
“decision making” to being “overworked” and
gave him financial raises as well as job
promotions. Arkansas State Representative Bob
Fairchild reported in an interview with The
Times (Arkansas-based newspaper) that Dr.
Malak, “...was sort of protected by the governor
and the (state crime laboratory) board.”
Fairchild was the author of a failed bill to reform
the Crime Laboratory Board, which has
authority over the State Medical Examiner,
Clinton, as governor, appointed the board
members. The raise given to Malak by Clinton
came two months after a Pulaski County Coroner
named Steve Nawojcszyk complained to Clinton
about Malak in yet another Malak finding that
set a murderer free. Malak was given a 41.5%
raise by Clinton at that time, his salary went to
$117,875.00 after that raise.

In the days that
followed these
b u n g l e d
“findings” by
Malak, a job was
being arranged
for him by
Clinton
and
Jocelyn Elders, then Director of the US Health
Department. Elders hired Malak as a $70,000.00
a year consultant on sexually transmitted
diseases, Malak “retired” as Coroner. Dr. Elders
later resigned on December 4, 1994 after
suggesting school children be taught how to
masturbate by their school teachers.
Dr. Jocelyn Elders
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There is much more information relating to the
Clinton-Mena Airport investigation that to
contain all of it would be a book in itself. It is
hoped that now with the research in the Ives/
Henry murders you know who the players are,
and how they are connected. There are other
deaths surrounding this story and are profiled
on following pages.

Jamile Milam
Decapitation

Keith Coney
Chase Induced Motorcycle Accident

James Milam

Keith Coney

Local rumor is that Milam had information on
the Mena, Arkansas drug smuggling ring or that
he had apparently witnessed activity to that end.
In May 1987, he was decapitated. The State
Medical Examiner, once again, who was Fahmy
Malak, initially ruled the cause of death as
“natural causes.” Reports out of Malak’s office
were that the cause of death was a “perforated
ulcer,” adding that, in Malak’s opinion, the
Milam boy’s small family dog had eaten the head
in spite of autopsy photographs showing that the
boys neck had been severed cleanly, as though
with a sharp instrument, not the kind of would
you’d expect from an animal, let alone a small
dog. The head was later recovered from a trash
can. So much for “natural causes.”

The locals in Arkansas claimed this boy had
information on Ives/Henry deaths. Coney was
killed in motorcycle accident May 17, 1988.
Authorities report that the motorcycle Coney had
been driving had been stolen from a local citizen
the day before. Though this matter never went
to court, there were reputed unconfirmed reports
from witnesses of a high-speed car chase by
persons unidentified of Coney, who died when
the motorcycle he was riding struck the back of
a tractor-trailer while trying to escape.
Keith McKaskle
Stabbed to Death
Keith McKaskle
In November of 1988, Keith McKaskle, a friend
of the two boys, was found stabbed 113 times in
his home. He had information on Ives/Henry and
knew he was doomed, he’d told his family and
friends goodbye only days before his murder.
Gregory Collins
Gun Shot Wound

Judy Gibbs
Burned to Death
Judy Gibbs
Once again, someone reported to be in
possession of information about the cocaine
smuggling operation at Mena, Arkansas has been
silenced. Judy Gibbs, also believed to have
information compromising Clinton due to his
alleged illegal activities was burned to death.

Gregory Collins
Greg was reported to have been in possession
of information on the Ives/Henry deaths He
died from a gunshot wound to the face in January
1989. No Coroner’s report is available on this
case.

Gibbs had been a former Penthouse Pet and call
girl and was reported by friends that she counted
Bill Clinton among her clients. Add to this that
Judy Gibbs had been involved in Plea
Bargaining with State Officials offering to turn
state’s evidence in exchange for dismissal of
criminal charges against her. Judy had agreed
to help police in an investigation into Arkansas
cocaine trafficking in exchange for dismissal of
criminal charges. Shortly thereafter, before any
investigation could be launched, Gibbs was
burned to death, hushing her mouth in the case.

Jeff Rhodes
Gunshot Wound
Jeff Rhodes
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The burned body of Jeff Rhodes was found in a
trash dump in April, 1989. Officials report the
cause of death to have been a gunshot wound to
the head. There is evidence of bodily mutilation
showing that Rhodes had been tortured prior to
his death. Rhodes’ hands and feet had been
partially sawn off, then he was shot, then the
body burned. It is believed that Rhodes may
have had information in the Ives/Henry and
McKaskle deaths.

Louisiana Attorney General Guste was also the
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Narcotics and
Drug Interdiction of the President’s Commission
on Organized Crime and had presided over a
seminar at which Barry Seal had testified
regarding to the methods smugglers used, and
the equipment used as well. Mr. Guste also has
information regarding drugs brought into the
country by Seal, under direction of the DEA in
various “sting” operations. There is other
information available on Seal and his activities.

Jordan Kettleson
Gunshot Wounds
Jordan Kettleson
The body of Jordan Kettleson was found in his
pick-up truck in June, 1990. Kettleson was shot
to death, presumably while in the truck. It is
believed that Kettleson had information on the
Ives/Henry deaths.
Richard Winters
Gunshot Wounds

Pat Shannan, radio talk show personality offers
this information: “..on my radio show was
presented a video tape showing Governor
Clinton inspecting a load of cocaine inside Barry
Seal’s airplane, along with Dan Lassiter.
Lassiter was the wealthy businessman who later
took the fall for the drug conviction and was
later pardoned by then President Clinton.”
Shannan’s comments can be verified through
searching public records in several different
courts regarding the trial of Dan Lassiter.

Richard Winters
In July of 1990, Richard Winters, who had been
a suspect in the Ives/Henry homicides was killed
in an apparent robbery. Subsequent investigations
proved this robbery to be a set-up.
Alder Berriman “Barry” Seal
Gunshot Wounds

Another confirmation tying Clinton with cocaine
comes from former Congressman Robert
Dornan, speaking on the floor of the House of
Representatives on September 23, 1996,
regarding the surveillance tapes DEA personnel
had made of Bill Clintons brother, Roger who
referred to his brother Bill on these tapes sniffing
the cocaine and what a vacuum cleaner Bill’s
nose was for cocaine, and how he had to “get
some for his brother.” These tapes were made
by law enforcement agencies, not right-wing
conspiracy crack-pots. Dornan did not survive
his re-election bid in November of 1996. Bill
Clinton, under NO circumstances, will disclose
his medical records, making him stick out like a
sore thumb compared to every other president
who’s held office where this information has
ALWAYS been offered for public record. Why?

Barry Seal
Barry Seal was known to be
working for the CIA and
was involved in drug
smuggling and many more
criminal activities. Alder
B. “Barry” Seal was
murdered February 19,
1986 having been machine gunned down
gangland style in his home in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. In a letter from then Louisiana
Attorney General William J. Guste that was hand
delivered to then Attorney General Edwin Meese
III on March 3, 1986 calling for a detailed and
thorough investigation into the Seal murder also
contained revelations that Mr. Seal had been
involved in drug smuggling since the 1970s. The
letter goes on to state Mr. Seal was probably
one of the biggest drug smugglers ever brought
before a court in the history of our country.

Seal was reportedly involved in the drugs for
guns scandal which provided the Contras with
weaponry. Drugs would come in, sales would
be made, weapons would be bought, and then
traded for more drugs. Much of this was ran
right out of the Mena, Arkansas airport.
Remember the Oliver North Senate trial?
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Dennis Eisman
Attorney

Joseph Daniel “Danny” Casolaro
Freelance Reporter

Gunshot Wound

Slashed Wrists

Date of Death: April 5, 1991

Date of Death: August 10, 1991

(Opposition) - In the two sections following
this profile, you’ll see how this death ties in
with other criminalities mentioned in those
sections. On April 5, 1991, Attorney Dennis
Eisman was gunned down, forever silencing
his testimony regarding the Justice
Department and their involvement in the theft
of the PROMIS software (Prosecutor ’s
Management Information System) from
Inslaw Corporation. Eisman was one of the
attorneys for Michael Riconosciuto building
a defense for what is suspected to be trumpedup charges for helping Danny Casolaro in his
investigation into BCCI, Inslaw and other
scandals involving public officials. Eisman
was shot once in the chest in the parking lot
where he was scheduled to meet with a woman
who was giving him crucial evidence
supporting the innocence of Riconosciuto.The
warrant for Riconosciuto was handed down
just one week after Riconosciuto filed his
affidavit that he was the CIA officer who had
been given the assignment of modifying the
software. In the course of his investigation
to prepare Riconosciuto’s defense, Eisman had
already obtained other hard evidence
implicating the Justice Department in the
Inslaw matter. Officials have ruled this death
a “suicide.”

(Opposition) - Danny Casolaro was an
investigative journalist preparing research into
stories regarding the “October Surprise,” the
Inslaw software scandal, and BCCI, the bank
which has been tied into money laundering and
with transaction records linking this bank to the
Arkansas banking conglomerates as well as drug
smuggling monies and a series of other
illegalities.
Casolaro was obtaining evidence linking Justice
Department officials to these illegalities when
he was killed. In a signed affidavit, a friend of
Casolaro testified that Danny had received
documents from an NSA employee named Alan
Standorf that were classified “SCI,” which is
above Top Secret. SCI classification means,
“Sensitive Compartmented Information”. This
classification is usually reserved for data about
sophisticated technical systems for collecting
intelligence and information collected by those
system. This is the definition provided by the
NFIB Security Committee, “Sensitive
Compartmented Information: Characteristics
and Security Requirements,” June 1984.
Some of the classified documents in his
possession involved surveillance technologies
achieved using the PROMIS software package,
developed at Inslaw, and reportedly stolen by
Justice Department officials and later modified
on the Cabazon Indian Reservation by Michael
Riconosciuto, and sold to foreign governments.
This in an affidavit filed by Riconosciuto while
under Congressional Investigations. According
to the affidavit, the software was modified, and
then sold to several foreign powers, including
Pakistan, Libya, Iraq, Egypt, South Korea,
Japan, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Jordan, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Canada and others.

The Justice Department, as you will see in
following sections, was found guilty in a court
of stealing the software from Inslaw.
Modifying the COBOL-based software and
delivering it to foreign powers is information
contained in the Riconosciuto affidavit. The
modified PROMIS software package can be
used as a powerful intelligence gathering tool
used in collection of sensitive information,
and technical data. The BCCI, Inslaw and
“October Surprise” scandals each supplies
material enough for books on their own.

In a coinciding strange development, then
Attorney General Richard Thornburgh resigned
the very day the West Virginia Police released
the autopsy results that WERE made official.
Thornburgh was the only man who could have
verified the findings Casolaro had made.
Thornburgh, by the way, REFUSED to even
show up for a Congressional hearing in
INSLAW.
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Authorities found Casolaro’s body just around
noon, Saturday, August 10, 1991 in room 517
of the Sheraton Hotel in Martinsburg, West
Virginia. In complete violation of state and
county rules, his body was embalmed BEFORE
his family was even notified of his death, and
BEFORE an autopsy was ran. This, in itself, is
illegal as it prevents a thorough and
COMPLETE autopsy from being conducted, if
the family wanted one.

Casolaro was scheduled for a meeting with an
informant during his stay at the Sheraton but when
officials arrived, there were no notes, even though
it’s known he had them when he went to the hotel.
His briefcase was also gone, these items had
obviously been removed. As a matter of record,
the hotel room was “immaculate” in spite of
Casolaro’s habit of being sloppy. All of the
material Casolaro had been in possession of at
the time of this death, has never resurfaced. As
no complete and thorough autopsy could be
performed, it is not known if Casolaro had been
drugged prior to his death, due to the embalming
procedure illegally carried out before his family
was notified. Danny was on the verge of breaking
the story he’d worked on for years. How likely
is it, on basically the very eve of his being able to
do so, that he would’ve killed himself? His family
says he was in good spirits, especially since his
book was almost done. You decide.

In corroboration of what
Casolaro had been working
on, in a ruling from Judge
George Bason, September
1987, Judge Bason ruled
that the Justice Department
“took, converted, stole
Inslaw’s enhanced PROMIS
[software] by trickery, fraud
and deceit.” Inslaw had
Danny Casolaro filed suit against the Federal
Government making these allegations in 1986.
Casolaro was reported to have possession of
documents incriminating those responsible. The
Federal Government appealed this decision, and
in November, 1989, Judge William B. Bryant
of the US District Court in Washington ruled,
“The government acted willfully and
fraudulently to obtain property that it was not
entitled to under contract.”

Alan Standorf
NSA Intelligence Employee
Gunshot
Date of Death: January 31, 1991
(Opposition) - This book maintains these
sections in chronological order, with this single
exception. In the previous profile of Danny
Casolaro, you’ll note the link established
between Casolaro and this man, Alan Standorf.
Standorf, among others was a primary source
of information to Casolaro in his investigations.
As Standorf was an “insider” working directly
for the NSA, it can be safely assumed that his
leaking of information was frowned upon by his
superiors.

His body was found in the bathtub of the hotel
room with a plastic bag on his head, head
contusions, both of his wrists slashed, one of
which was reported to have been slashed at least
10 times, with two slashes on the other wrist.
The slashes were deep, to the point where the
tendons were cut through, with no hesitation
marks, as is common in suicide victims dying
in this manner. The sheer number of slashes is
problematic in determining this to be suicide.
That, combined with the tendons being
compromised, leads to suspicions as to whether
Danny even COULD have done this number of
wounds before losing consciousness, and/or
strength his arms. Strangely enough, a pile of
bloody towels seemingly used to mop blood up
off of the floor was found piled neatly under the
sink. This was never investigated.
Casolaro is included in this report largely due
to his research into BCCI and how that ties into
money laundering schemes all the way to
Arkansas. Casolaro had obtained much more
information on a wide variety of criminal
activities that would, by themselves, fill a book.
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Standorf was found dead in the backseat of his
car in the parking lot of the Washington National
Airport on January 31, 1991. Some time after
his death, Casolaro, apparently still unaware his
source had been killed, mentioned to a friend, Bill
Turner, that a “key source” of information on
these scandals has disappeared. The relationship
between Casolaro and Standorf had been set-up
by Michael Riconosciuto, who introduced the
two. Riconosciuto was subsequently jailed on
drug related charges, several investigators getting
information for his defense were also killed,
including Larry Guerrin, private investigator,
profiled also in this book.

In addition to his other credentials, Victor Raiser
had also been the chairman of the American
Mobile
Satellite
Corporation,
a
telecommunications development company in
Washington, and was Vice-Chairman of the
Mobile Telecommunication Technologies
Corporation of Jackson, Mississippi. This
corporation is involved in the paging and voice
messaging technologies and its main subsidiary
is SkyTel Corporation in Washington, an
international paging company used by
government agencies such as the FBI.

C. Victor Raiser II
National Finance Co-Chairman
Clinton For President Campaign
Montgomery Raiser
Campaign Aide
Plane Crash
Date of Deaths: July 30, 1992
(Friends) - C. Victor Raiser II, 52, the National
Finance Co-Chairman of the Clinton for
President Campaign, and his son, R.
Montgomery Raiser, 22, were killed along with
five other people in a private plane crash on July
30, 1992, near Dillingham. Alaska. The party
was reported to be on a private fishing excursion.

Mr. Raiser was born in Indianapolis, Indiana and
graduated from Princeton University with a
Bachelor’s degree in 1962. He went on to earn
his law degree in 1965 from the University of
Virginia. Also a graduate from Princeton
University was his late son, Montgomery, also
killed in the crash. Montgomery was a campaign
aide in the Clinton for President Campaign.

Investigators declined to draw any firm
conclusions as to what brought down the
DeHaviland Beaver aircraft owned by the Bristol
Bay Lodge. It has been assumed by the
investigators that weather was the contributing
factor causing the accident.

Paul Tully
Democratic National Committee
Political Director
Unknown Causes

Victor Raiser was an Attorney-At -Law from
Washington, D.C., and counsel to the Law Firm
of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue until 1991. At
the time of his death, he was the National
Finance Co-Chairman of the Clinton for
President Campaign, whose press secretary, Dee
Dee Myers has described as a “major player” in
the Clinton organization. Together with his wife,
they had been personal friends of the Clintons
for ten years and had served in the past as the
National Finance Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee. Other credentials included
serving on the board of both the Democratic
Business Council and the Center for National
Policy. Mr. Raiser had also served on the Board
of Advisors for the Democratic Leadership
Council.
Subsequent to his death, on May 29, 1993,
President Clinton appointed Mr Raiser’s widow,
Molly Raiser, 50, to the post of Protocol Chief
and stated his intention to nominate Mrs. Raiser
for confirmation as a United States Ambassador.

Date of Death: September 24, 1992
(Friend) - Paul Tully, 48, Democratic National
Committee Political Director was found dead
of unknown causes in his hotel room in Little
Rock, Arkansas on September 24, 1992. While
no firm cause of death has been arrived at
through investigations, it is surmised his death
was the result of a heart attack or stroke.
In a press release, then Presidential Candidate
William Clinton called Mr. Tully “a dear friend
and trusted advisor.” Mr. Clinton went on to
state that he was “deeply saddened by the loss.”
Tully was the architect of a strategy to make the
Democratic Party competitive again in
Presidential Elections. This strategy was to
target campaign funding and exposure to states
based upon their value in the Electoral College.
This strategy went on to coordinate these
campaigns with the local state and congressional
races.
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Mrs. Gober held a Bachelor of Science degree
in Speech Language Pathology from Henderson
State University at Arkadelphia and a Master’s
degree form the University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences at Little Rock, Arkansas.

Paula Gober
Clintons Speech Interpreter for the Deaf
One-Car Accident
Date of Death: December 9, 1992

She is survived by her husband, Ken; daughters
Sarah Brooke Gober and Mary Emily Gober;
parent Gene Keith Renshaw and Jo Ann Bratcher
Renshaw of Hot Springs, Arkansas; a brother,
Tommy Renshaw of Hot Springs and
grandmother, Pauline “Babe” Givens, also of
Hot Springs.

(Friend) - Paula Gober, aged 36, Speech
Interpreter for the Hearing Impaired under Bill
Clinton was involved in a single car accident
resulting in her death on December 9, 1992. Her
fatal injuries were sustained when her car
overturned on a curve located on Arkansas State
Highway 4 in McGehee, Arkansas. Mrs. Gober
had been thrown 33 feet from the vehicle,
presumably at impact. No witnesses to this
accident have come forward.

Jim Wilhite
Vice-Chairman, Arkla, Inc.
One-Person Skiing Accident
Date of Death: December 21, 1992

At the time of her death, Mrs. Gober was married
to McGehee Fire Chief Ken Gober and was the
mother of two children. Paula Gober had first
accompanied Bill Clinton in 1978 during his bid
for the Gubernatorial Seat in Arkansas and had
traveled extensively with Mr. Clinton for years
having been his formal speech interpreter for
several years prior to her death. She interpreted
then President Clintons victory speech on
November 3 and his acceptance speech at
Madison Square Garden in New York in July.
Mrs. Gober was also being considered for the
job of Hearing Impaired Interpreter for Clintons
inaugural address.

(Friend) - Jim Wilhite, 54, of Shreveport,
Louisiana, suffered fatal head injuries in a skiing
accident on December 21, 1992 when he hit a
tree on Snowmass Mountain while skiing in
Aspen, Colorado. Mr. Wilhite had been a close
friend to and business associate of the White
House Chief of Staff Mack McLarty, and good
friend of President Clinton.
Wilhite was Vice-Chairman of Arkla, Inc., a
multi-state natural gas company, covering
Arkansas and Louisiana. He was also the Chief
Executive Officer of Entex, a Houston based
subsidiary of Arkla, Inc. On an interesting note,
Mack McLarty, prior to his appointment as
White House Chief of Staff, was the former
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Arkla,
Inc.

Quoted through a spokesman, Mr. Clinton called
Mrs. Gobers death, “a great personal loss.”
Quoted directly, Mr. Clinton stated, “Hillary and
I extend our sincere sympathy to Paulas family.
I had the privilege of working with her over
many years.”

Chief of Staff McLarty reported that he had
spoken to Mr. Wilhite on the morning of his
accident and stated that Wilhite had said he was
enjoying his skiing vacation. McLarty is quoted
as saying, “Jim was much more than a business
colleague. He was a special friend and trusted
advisor. We had visited by telephone Saturday
only hours before his tragic accident.”

Paula Gobers credentials also included duties as
the Regional Manager for the Associated
Rehabilitation Services and formerly worked as
a Speech Pathologist at the McGehee School
District

Wilhite is survived by his wife, Shirley and two
children, Kim and Scott.
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Major General Jarret J. Robertson
Deputy Commanding General
V-Corps, Europe

Steve Willis
Clinton Bodyguard
Robert J. Williams
Clinton Bodyguard

Col. William J. Densberger
V-Corps Chief of Operations and Plans

Conway LeBleu
Clinton Bodyguard

Col. Robert J. Kelly
Chief of Intelligence, V-Corps

Todd McKeehan
Clinton Bodyguard

Specialist Gary L. Rhodes
Crew Chief, UH-60 Blackhawk

Killed during Waco Siege
Date of Death: February 28, 1993

UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter Crash
Wiesbaden, Germany

(Bodyguards) - WACO, TX - Four agents of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms were
killed by gunfire during the raid on David
Koresh’s compound known as Mount Carmel
in Waco, Texas on February 28, 1993. All four
of these agents, coincidentally, had happened to
also have served as William Clintons personal
bodyguards during his tenure in politics in his
home state of Arkansas. Response from the
Clinton administration is quoted from the
Presidents address to employees of the Treasury
Department given in the Cash Room on March
18, 1993. Clinton said at that address:

Date of Deaths: February 23, 1993
(Bodyguards) - Three high-ranking military
officers, along with the crew chief of a UH-60
Blackhawk Helicopter were killed in a landing
attempt at Wiesbaden Air Base, Germany on
February 23, 1993. Major General Jarrett J.
Robertson, 52, Deputy Commanding General of
V-Corps was killed in the crash along with
Colonel William J. Densberger, 47, V-Corps
Chief of Operations; Colonel Robert J. Kelly,
48, V-Corps Chief of Intelligence; and Specialist
Gary L. Rhodes, 23, Crew Chief of the
Blackhawk.

“My prayers and I’m sure yours are still
with the families of all four of the
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents
who were killed in Waco -- Todd
McKeehan and Conway LeBleu of New
Orleans; Steve Willis of Houston, and
Robert Williams from my hometown of
Little Rock. Three of those four were
assigned to my security during the
course of the primary or general
election.”

The cause of the crash remains a mystery and
occurred as the officers were returning from a
meeting at the U.S. European Command
Headquarters in Stuttgart, Germany. The
helicopter reportedly plunged to the ground
suddenly in close proximity to Wiesbadens
Control Tower, and burst into flames. V-Corps
is an armored force stationed in nearby
Frankfurt, Germany and is the U.S. Armys chief
combat component in Europe and has deployed
troops into Somalia and a medical unit in
Croatia. Four other officers were also injured
in the crash on the ground.
V-Corps and the 1 st Armored Division are
prominent forces involved in the Bosnia-Serbia
peacekeeping efforts, along with the Aircraft
Carrier Roosevelt. Coincidentally enough 8
other persons associated with President Clintons
visit to the Roosevelt died within four months
of each other in aviation accidents detailed later
in this report.
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After this speech, the Little Rock, Arkansas
office of the ATF confirmed that all four men
had, at one point, been bodyguards for Bill
Clinton, three while he was campaigning for the
Presidency, and the other while he’d been
governor of Arkansas. In the autopsies of these
agents, identical gunshot wounds to the left
temple with exit wounds in the rear of the head
were observed in three of the four agents,
“execution-style.” All four were treated by a
“private physician.”

Five Navy Aviators
Identities Undisclosed
Clinton Bodyguards

James Wilson
Washington DC Council Chairman
Hanging

E-2C Early Warning Plane Crash
Ionian Sea, (Italy)

Date of Death: May 18, 1993
(Opposition) - James Wilson, Wash. DC Council
Chairman was found dead in his home from an
apparent hanging suicide, officials reported.
Wilson was reputed to be involved in the
Whitewater financial scandal and may have been
the reason for his suicide according to officials.

Date of Deaths: March 26, 1993
(Bodyguards) - March 26, 1993, an E-2C
Hawkeye Early Warning Airplane crashed today
into the Ionian Sea off the coast of Italy, killing
five Navy aviators. The cause of the crash
remains undetermined and occurred after the
plane was first “waved-off” from its first landing
approach due to a “foul deck,” according to
Navy spokesmen. (A “foul deck” means
something was obstructing the landing area.)
The aircraft went down approximately a mile
from the Aircraft Carrier Roosevelt as it circled
to await clearance of the deck. The official
statement goes on to say that the plane, at the
time of the crash, was in international waters
and the crash was “not related to any hostile fire
from the former Yugoslavia.”

Staff Sgt. Brian D. Haney
Clinton Bodyguard
Marine Sgt. Timothy D. Sabel
Clinton Bodyguard
Maj. William S. Barkley Jr.
Clinton Bodyguard
Capt. Scott J. Reynolds
Clinton Bodyguard
Helicopter Crash near Quantico, VA
Date of Death: May 19, 1993

President Clinton had paid a visit to the
Roosevelt just two week before the crash after
it left its home port in Norfolk, Virginia on
March 12. While President Clinton was onboard
the Roosevelt, the five airmen killed in the crash
had been President Clintons escorts aboard ship.
The three men who flew Clinton to the Roosevelt
by helicopter were also killed later in another
helicopter crash.

(Bodyguards) - Four members of the Presidential
Helicopter Squadron were killed on May 19,
1993, when their aircraft went down in a heavily
wooded area while conducting an inspection
flight after undergoing maintenance across the
Potomac River from the Marine base in
Quantico, VA, said Capt. Steve Manuel,
spokesman at Marine Corps Headquarters in
Washington D.C. The aircraft involved was a
UH-60N Blackhawk Helicopter and the flight
had originated at Quantico, where the
Presidential Fleet, (Marine Helicopter Squadron
1) is based.

The Aircraft Carrier Roosevelt maintained duties
in the U.N. Peacekeeping activities in BosniaSerbia. This is a similar assignment given to VCorps mentioned earlier in this report, and had
also suffered “mysterious casualties” a month
earlier in yet another helicopter crash.

Marine Security Forces barred reporters from
the scene of the accident, and Debi Higdon, Vice
President of the Indian Head Volunteer Fire
Department said, “Security was tight,” with “lots
of Marines with guns.” Higdon went on to state
that a Marine major had seized a videotape
recorded by a member of her fire department.

President Clinton expressed sadness at the loss
of the crew, stating, “They made America proud,
and I want to say that my thoughts and prayers
are with the relatives and the shipmates of those
five servicemen who are missing at sea.”
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Among the killed were:

Paul Wilcher
Washington Attorney
Investigating Government Corruption

Staff Sgt. Brian D. Haney, 32 of North
Ridgeville, OH, who had once flown with
President George Bush to Europe and in the
presidential campaign all over the U.S. and
frequently flew with Bush to Camp David, the
presidential retreat located in the Catoctin
Mountains in Maryland, according to his mother.
He is survived by his wife, Jeanne, and four
children, Jamie, 6; Anthony, 4; Deanna, 1; and
Kristin, 6 months.

Cause of Death Unknown
Date of Death: June 23, 1993
(Opposition) - Investigating attorney Paul
Wilcher, 49, of Washington D.C. was found dead
in his apartment on a toilet on June 23, 1993.
Wilcher had been investigating connections
between the “October Surprise” conspiracy
during the 1980 Federal Election Campaign.
Also, at the time of his death, Wilcher had been
looking into the matters surrounding the federal
assault on Waco, Texas, and evidence of drug
trafficking and gun running out of the Mena,
Arkansas airport. He had written a 99 page
affidavit to Attorney General Janet Reno just
three weeks prior to his death.

Marine Sgt. Timothy D. Sabel, 27, of Ripon,
Wisconsin, a Marine since 1984;
Major William S. Barkley Jr., 39, of Hickory,
North Carolina, who is survived by his wife,
Sylvia, and three children, Wesley, 15; Travis,
12; and Lisa, 8;
Co-Pilot Captain Scott J. Reynolds, 33, of
Wausau, Wisconsin, who is survived by his wife,
Stacie. Capt. Reynolds enlisted in the Marines
in 1984 and was designated a Naval Aviator in
1987. Reynolds was also a veteran of the Persian
Gulf War.

He had recently interviewed Gunther
Russbacher, who claimed to have flown George
Bush to Paris in a secret effort to delay the
release of the 52 hostages held at that time in
Iran. Wilcher also had spoken to John Parsons,
producer of syndicated television programs just
prior to his death regarding making a
documentary of his investigative findings.
Another contact made by Wilcher in the days
preceding his death was to John Vassillos, a
disbarred Illinois attorney who had represented
Russbacher and another CIA operative named
Mike Riconosciuto, who is currently still
incarcerated. Riconosciuto alleges he was
involved in a web of underworld, CIA and
Department of Justice dealings, including the
Inslaw scandal as well as being a party to the
drug and gun running operations conducted out
of the Mena, Arkansas airport.

President Clinton has flown on that particular
aircraft, this according to Dee Dee Myers, White
House Spokeswoman. The flight the President
had been on in that craft was when he visited
the USS Aircraft Carrier Theodore Roosevelt off
the Virginia Coast in March of 1993, again,
according to Dee Dee Myers.
A witness to this crash, Archaeologist Frank
Owens, was first on the scene and found bodies
burned, but hair and clothes intact. Also deep
lacerations on the bodies, but no blood. Owens
was never allowed to give an official statement.
All four men who were killed had also escorted
President Clinton on the flight to the Carrier
Roosevelt, while the only crew member
regularly assigned to the downed helicopter had
been Crew Chief Sabel.
Also killed within a four month period, as
outlined in other sections of this report, were
the five men who had personally escorted
Clinton while onboard the Roosevelt, and 3
Army Officers associated with the Bosnia-Serbia
UN Peacekeeping Mission of the USS Roosevelt
deployed with V-Corps.
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Recent developments coming to light regarding
the Clintons’ bank dealings in Arkansas tie into
these smuggling activities by way of the
Arkansas Development Finance Authority.
Former law partner of Bill Clinton, Hillary
Clinton, Vincent Foster, and business associate
of Mack McLarty, Webster Hubbell, until March
15, 1993, was Associate Attorney General.
While Mr. Hubbell was in Arkansas however,
he was one of the principal founders of the
Arkansas Development Finance Authority and
also structured the first loan from this agency.
This was a 2.75 million dollar loan for his sonin-law, Seth “Skeeter” Ward, for a company he
owned called Park-O-Meter, a metal fabricating
operation. It was later discovered that Park-OMeter was manufacturing retro-fit hollow nose
cones for aircraft, ideal for smuggling
operations. This company also made chemical
bombs and ferry drop canisters for the Contras.

In a notebook of Wilchers personal effects,
interesting notes were found, apparently made
as he was preparing for his affidavit. Scribbled
in a margin of a page detailing information
implicating Janet Reno as having, “been in on
it,” referring to the Waco Massacre, is found
scrawled, “Sessions has been notified.” Shortly
thereafter, in July, 1993, William Sessions was
fired as FBI Director. Wilcher believed that there
is a shadow government running the country
being run though the intelligence community.
He believed these groups were responsible for
many of the deaths and cover-ups that have been
front page news over the years as well as
changing political winds softening toward
Communist countries.
Wilcher also believed there are many sleeper
agents created by mind control techniques to do
dirty work for the intelligence community. He
did not believe Janet Reno was involved in any
of this, was merely an innocent puppet, and
would do something to correct it. At the time of
his death, Wilcher was seeking immunity
protection from Reno for 16 witnesses with
extensive intelligence and covert operations
backgrounds who wanted to come forward and
expose these links to the American public.

Danny Casolaro, 44, profiled earlier in this book,
was one of the reporters looking into the
“October Surprise” and its connections to the
now commonly called “Inslaw Scandal,”
involving the theft of a computer program from
the Inslaw Corporation by the Justice
Department, Danny was found murdered in a
hotel bathtub in Washington, D.C. in 1991. This
murder took place the very day after Casolaro
had told friends and family that he was about to
receive materials that would provide proof of
the connection linking Inslaw with the October
Surprise and the Iran-Contra scandals.

In Wilchers affidavit, he was very specific in
his allegations and cites a number of statutes
and other authorities in an apparent attempt to
guide Janet Reno on the course of action she
should take against this. The 99 page affidavit
filed with Reno rambles and is strikingly
paranoid. A conclusion that Wilcher was not
emotionally stable would not be unexpected.

Wilcher had been investigating these very same
issues at the time of his death, as well as potential
connections linking the deaths of the ATF agents
profiled elsewhere in this book at Waco, Texas,
along with the 76 dead Branch Davidians, which
including numerous women and children.
Webster Hubbells resignation, and subsequent
indictment is known to be part out of concern
that his former involvements in Arkansas would
be brought out into the open during the
Whitewater Investigations, which truly, is the
tip of the iceberg regarding the Clintons financial
dealings. Hubbell seemed to keep what he knew
to himself and successfully stymied the Starr
investigation.
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However, within the report and its attachments,
there are raw facts and information which may
be verifiable and useable on their own merit.
Beginning on the following page, a timeline has
been constructed using Wilcher’s report and
notes documenting his activities in the time span
shortly preceding his disappearance and death.
As already mentioned, officials were apprised
of much of this in the 99 page affidavit filed by
Wilcher with the Department of Justice. (100
pages including the cover sheet.)

Based on the Wilcher report, attachments to it,
his notes and known events:

Vincent Foster
White House Deputy Counsel

February 28, 1993
Initial raid on the Waco compound.

Gunshot Wound to the Head
Date of Death: July 21, 1993

March 11, 1993
Wilcher received information that Koresh had
an extensive CIA background.

One of the highest profile cases to come out of
this series of deaths is the apparent suicide of
Vincent Foster, White House Deputy Counsel
and longtime friend to the Clinton family.
Foster’s ties to the Clintons go back many years
to Arkansas with then Arkansas State Attorney
General Bill Clinton, long before his days as
governor. While the rumor mill is wild with
stories regarding Vincent Foster, this report will
deal only with the facts surrounding his death
and known documented dealings with the
Clintons. It is not known as to the veracity of
reports indicating Foster and Hillary had been,
or ever were, lovers. As all of the personal
letters and notes have been destroyed by the
Clinton machine, there is no evidence to support
such claims, and they are omitted here in this
case. Even so, justice cries out to be made, and
there are a tremendous number of problems with
the Foster death. Here is his story.

April 19, 1993
Waco burns.
April 20, 1993
Wilcher received initial information that Waco
was a mass murder.
April 27, 1993
Wilcher received confirmation of the April 20th
information.
May 3, 1993
Wilcher received specific information on how
the April 20th information was carried out.
May 5, 1993
Wilcher’s originally scheduled appointment with
Janet Reno.
May 21, 1993
Wilcher filed his 100 page report to the
Department of Justice. On the cover page he
stated, “…The lives of key participants, other
witnesses, and even myself are now in grave
danger as a result of my passing this information
to you…”

Foster

(Friend) - In a statement
issued by White House Press
Secretary, Dee Dee Myers on
July 21, 1993, it was
announced that staff legal
counsel to President Clinton,
Vincent
Foster,
had
“committed suicide in a park
outside Washington.” Secretary Myers stated that
Vincent Foster, Jr., 48, White House Deputy
Counsel, was found dead in a suburban Virginia
park, from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. Foster,
like Clinton, had come to Washington from the
Rose Law Firm, where Bill and Hillary Clinton
were formerly employed, along with Thomas
“Mack” McLarty, who at this time, was Chief
Legal Counsel to the White House, along with
Webster Hubbell, who, at that time, was
“Associate” Attorney General.

On or about June 11, 1993
Wilcher disappeared
June 23, 1993
From the Death Report 93-875. At 1000 hours
Ms. Sara McClendon called the missing persons
section of the DC Police to report the finding of
a possible missing person. Lt. Quigley
responded along with the DC fire department to
Wilcher’s home where Paul David Wilcher’s
badly decomposed body was found. The death
report indicates the cause of death to be
unknown, that Wilchers body was found sitting
on the toilet inside his bathroom wearing a
striped shirt. Doctor Carol McMahon
pronounced him dead at 1430.
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No note was found near the body, which was
discovered by Park Police authorities in Fort
Marcy Park, located near Fairfax, Virginia. No
witnesses have offered to come forward with
evidence that Foster had been planning any sort
of suicide attempt, or had any indication this
could happen. No possible reason has been put
forth that would explain why Foster would seek
to end his own life. At the time of his discovery,
Foster was clad in a business suit, clutching a
gun that he didn’t own. His car was not found
in any location near to the park.

As mentioned previously in this report, it was
precisely during this time frame that Webster
Hubbell had secured the first loan from the
Arkansas Development Finance Authority to the
tune of 2.75 million dollars for his son-in-law,
Skeeter Ward, of Park-O-Meter. After that loan
was secured, Hubbell went on to secure a loan
for his father-in-law, as well. Hubbells
resignation as Associate Attorney General may
well have simply been a damage control measure
to deflect any further scrutiny into his family
financial dealings. It is reported that his fatherin-law has a vested financial interest directly in
the Mena, Arkansas airport.

Vincent Foster had widespread duties and
influence within the Clinton political machine.
He was among those who triggered the audit of
the White House Travel agency, but was
stonewalled in his efforts to get an FBI
investigation underway in what is now known
commonly as the “Travelgate” scandal. This
amounted to seven longtime employees of the
White House Travel agency being fired, with
one of the replacements being a cousin of Bill
Clintons.

What is little known regarding Foster and his
ties to the Clinton machine, is his direct
involvement in a blood program ran out of the
Arkansas State Prison system when Bill Clinton
was governor. It has been verified that prisoners
were routinely recruited for blood drives without
any regard given as to their current health status,
or the number of times they would donate. In
fact, mandatory, routine tests of inmates to
qualify for this program were ignored, and not
even conducted in most cases. This “harvested”
blood was then shipped off to Canada, and other
countries for a tremendous profit, none of which
the prisoners saw themselves, of course. To this
day, lawsuits in Canada alone against this
program would fill an entire library with the
number of people who have died, and are dying
from diseases in this blood from AIDS to
Hepatitis, and others. Vince Foster had
knowledge of this program, and had files on his
computer that would implicate then governor
Clinton as being compliant with these illegalities
in pursuit of profits.

Then Chief Counsel Mack McLarty conducted
his own investigation and documented Fosters
involvement in the process, including contacts
Foster had with Hillary Clinton on the subject
of possible criminal wrongdoing. McLarty is
also reportedly to be the last person to speak
with Foster before his death.
Many people are aware that in the hours following
Fosters death, aides to First Lady, Hillary Clinton,
were known to have ransacked Fosters office in
an effort to retrieve documents. In a statement
issued December 21, 1993, White House
Spokesman, Mark Gearan reported that Chief of
Staff to the First Lady, Maggie Williams, and
Special Assistant Patsy Thomasson had removed
Fosters files and documents within a few short
hours of his body being discovered. This was
before authorities could retrieve them. Kenneth
Starr, in his independent investigation, is believed
to have uncovered evidence in spite of this
suggesting an illegal “slush fund” used by the
Clintons in Arkansas, probably tied directly into
the Arkansas Development Finance Authority, and/
or BCCI. There are presently at least two known
bank scandals involving the Whitewater Bank and
the Madison Bank, in which the Clintons have an
interest. Foster was Financial Advisor to Clinton
while he was governor of Arkansas.

Immediately following the death of Foster, the
White House assigned the investigation into his
demise to the Park Rangers. The FBI should
have been the first choice, but this was bypassed
in favor of the Park Rangers investigating what
they were told was a suicide, and that was how
they were told to handle the inquiry, as though
it were a suicide.
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The exclamation point to this was the fact that
while the Park Rangers were kept outside the
White House, Vincent Fosters personal effects
were itemized and “sorted” by White House
Staffers. Foster’s personal diary and a box of
personal papers “disappeared” out of existence.
When the smoke and mirrors show was over, and
the Park Rangers had dutifully determined the
death to be suicide, the FBI was finally let in to
conduct their investigation. Bill and Hillary
Clinton, at first, lied about any knowledge of the
diary or box, but later agreed to surrender these
materials to authorities after the items were
“inventoried.” Congress is also conducting an
investigation into these matters as well, I suppose
it’s a shame that all the evidence is probably now
gone, or “inventoried” somewhere...

10. It is known that the Secret Service placed
a transponder on Fosters car as he was leaving
the White House, this is normal security, the
question is, why does the FBI claim they “lost”
the signal on this vehicle?
11. Why have the security tapes in the White
House showing the placement of the transponder
disappeared?
12. Blonde hairs were found in Fosters shorts
after his death. A blonde woman, identified by
the State Department as an agent for a foreign
government was videotaped going into Fosters
apartment, who is she?
13. Bank records indicate a funds transfer out
of Mellon Bank in an amount slightly over
$286,000.00 going to Lisa Foster four days
before her husbands death, where did the money
come from and what was it for?

The following discrepancies remain in the Foster
case, with no reasonable explanation:
1. If Foster had put a gun in his mouth and
pulled the trigger, as is the “official” story, then
why isn’t there any powder burns on his face,
or near the wound, and why were the powder
burns on his hands consistent only with burns
from the END of a gun, not from the REAR of
the firing cylinder?

14. Evidence was given to Kenneth Starr
regarding the funds transferred to Mrs. Foster
and that they came from the Democratic
National Committee. Why didn’t Starr pursue
that investigation, and who authorized the DNC
to pay this sum to Fosters wife, and for what
services?

2.
Why wasn’t there any bullet found, or
at least, an exit wound?
3.
Powder from a bullet never completely
burns up, why wasn’t there any granules found
in the wound?

15. The money was wired by Susan FosterAnthony, Vinces sister. Her husband is Beryl
Anthony, former congressman from Arkansas,
former president of the DNC, and legal counsel
to the Hong Kong Trade Development Council.
Why haven’t these connections been
investigated?

4.
Even though evidence in the case is
sealed, why did the FBI have to go to Federal
Court later for witness harassment, and evidence
tampering in the Foster death?
5.
Why did Medical Examiner in the Foster
case report that he’d taken X-rays of Foster, but
when asked about them later, Dr. James C. Beyer
denied that X-rays ever existed?

16. Why did the DNC pay Mike Wallace of 60
Minutes the amount of $150,000.00 for reporting
the story that, according to Wallace without any
doubt, Foster had indeed committed suicide?

6.
Why was there no blood around the
body?
7.
Of the blood that was found on the body,
why did it seem to have travelled uphill,
especially since Foster apparently “fell dead?”

17. Why wasn’t there any blood or tissue on
the gun?

8.
What exactly was the staff of First Lady
Hillary Clinton looking for in Fosters office just
after his death, and why weren’t they prosecuted
for obstruction of justice?

18. The gun was “found” in Fosters hand, so
why weren’t there any fingerprints on it?
19. The NRO (National Reconnaissance Office)
maintains 24-hour satellite surveillance on
properties near CIA headquarters, where Ft.
Marcy Park is located, why haven’t those images
been investigated from the day of Foster’s death?

9.
Why is there a discrepancy regarding a
witness encounter with a possible subject
contained in the FBI reports? See following
pages.
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Notice carefully the
hand
position
indicated in the
official report. From
this position, it is
nearly impossible
not
to
leave
fingerprints on the
weapon, further, it is
also equally nearly impossible to position the
gun in the way you’ll see Beyer claimed Foster
did when he shot himself in the mouth.
According to Dr.
Beyer, this is the
trajectory of the bullet
wound, with the
alleged exit wound
appearing in the back
of the head. This
illustration is based on
the autopsy findings he
filed with authorities.
Unfortunately, as in
the autopsy results filed by Dr. Malak in the Ives/
Henry murders, these “findings” are in direct
dispute with other expert findings. Notice also
that the trajectory of the
bullet, according to Beyer,
would have required
Vince Foster to have
broken his own jaw in
order to position the gun
to fire this shot himself.
Clearly, that isn’t possible.
However, as in other cases
Gun in Fosters Hand
of impossible “findings”
made by coroners in the deaths on these pages,
Beyer was able to “convince” people Foster shot
himself. Why was this allowed to happen?

20. The FBI found two fingerprints underneath
the removable hand grips on the gun, neither
one of them belonged to Foster. No effort was
made to identify these prints, why not?
21. The gun found in Fosters hand shown in an
ABC color photo, is black. The FBI showed
Lisa Foster a silver gun, stating this is the gun
that was found, why the swap?
22. The home of the Saudi Arabian Ambassador
is located 700 feet from the place where the body
was found, yet no bodyguards or security
devices picked up any sound of a gunshot, how
could this be?
23. With no exit wound, according to Dr. Julian
Orenstein, the doctor who certified Fosters death
at the morgue, or blood or tissue “blowback” on
the gun, or on Fosters clothes, why do
investigators swear the gun used was a .38
calibre, which would, in fact, cause both an exit
wound, and substantial blood pooling?
24. Why did Medical Examiner James Beyer
indicate later that no X-rays could be taken at
the time of the Foster autopsy due to a defective
X-ray machine, when service logs for that
machine show that not only was it operational
at the time of this autopsy, but didn’t need service
of any kind for three months after the autopsy
because the machine was working well?

Dr. James C. Beyer
In an autopsy report in the tradition of Fahmy
Malak, mentioned in an earlier case in this
report, Beyer claims he’d “found” an exit
wound, and established the wound was
consistent with a suicide. Let’s look at this
finding. In the first illustration, Beyer claims
this to be the position Foster used to hold the
gun when firing.
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On the following page, an excerpt from the FBI
files on the Foster death is given. You will note
that according to FBI findings in this case, no
exit wound exists. In testimony given to the
Starr Investigation, being duly sworn on his oath,
Officer Morrissette, who was the Park Police
witness of the autopsy that day testified that, “Dr.
Beyer stated that X-rays indicated that there was
no evidence of bullet fragments in the brain.”
[USPP Report (Morrissette) at 1]. So, it would
appear that X-rays were, in fact, made. What
happened to them?

Original Park Police Autopsy Report

In this FBI Telex, you can see that the FBI
findings indicate NO exit wound. Portions of
this Telex were censored by the FBI before the
release, as is customary on “sensitive”
documents. This was not done by the author of
this report.
This is an
enlargement
from the original
autopsy report
filed by Beyer, indicating he HAD performed
X-rays of Foster. Beyer later testified before
Kenneth Starr, in his investigation that no Xrays existed. Sound familiar?
What follows next in this report, is the original
Park Police autopsy report. As is the case in the
testimony given by Beyer before the Starr
Investigation, and as reported by Beyer himself
in other documents filed, this report also
indicated that X-rays had been taken. Any one
of these “inconsistencies” by themselves, could
well be cast off as a matter of an honest mistake,
albeit an incompetent mistake, a mistake
nonetheless. However, considering the various
sources of this information, all put together, it
definitely looks like a cover-up. Why?
Following the copy of the Park Police autopsy
report, you’ll see another diagram made by
Beyer showing the exit wound he “found.”

Dr. Beyers Diagram in Autopsy Report
Again, the artistry of Dr.
Beyer finds its way into
the official record. This
diagram appeared on
page 5 of the autopsy
record filed in the Foster
case by Dr. Beyer. If
this exit wound had
been present on Foster
when he was shot, why
wasn’t there any blood
pooling at the scene? What happened to the Xrays Beyer himself has stated were taken? Why
do reports from the FBI say there was no exit
wound? A .38 calibre pistol would make a
wound like this, complete with tissue
“blowback” and blood pooling, this was not how
Foster was found.
There is another glaring discrepancy in the Beyer
findings. In sworn testimony given later, Beyer
claimed that no X-rays were possible at the time
of this autopsy due to the X-ray machine being
broken. A service record of this particular Xray machine appears in this report on the next
page.
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Along with the service log affidavit, you’ll note
included here are excerpts from the original
autopsy, again, indicating X-rays had been taken
by Beyer. Also, you’ll find the US Park Police
report indicating that the X-rays were not only
taken, but also that they were readable.
Combined with the affidavit regarding the Xray machine as working, you’ll see that
somewhere along the line, someone seemed to
want to cover this up. In the final attachment
above, you’ll see the Fiske report on the Foster
death says the X-ray machine was inoperable!
Why weren’t these inconsistencies investigated?
According to the sworn service log, this X-ray
machine didn’t even need servicing until more
than three months AFTER the Foster autopsy.

This artwork, compliments of Dr. Beyer, was
included on page 6 of the official autopsy report
filed with authorities. Even though an exit
wound appears on this diagram, no tissue, or
blood pooling was found near the body. If Foster
HAD committed suicide, there definitely would
have been both. Unfortunately, as in the case of
the X-rays taken, the existence of all the photos
taken by the various investigators at the crime
scene has been denied. No photos exist of the
crime scene! What happened to THEM?

There is much speculation about why the Foster
death is so shrouded in inconsistencies and
contradictions. The following illustration given
in this section shows the head diagram filed by
Dr. Beyer giving both front and back views. This
diagram is completely inconsistent with the state
in which the body was found. No brain tissue
or blood pooling was found at the scene, if this
diagram is accurate, there would have been both.

As in other cases presented in this report,
evidence “disappearing” or being “damaged” in
some way is the standard in these deaths. Why?
You decide.
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Dr. Beyer wasn’t the only physician filing
contradictory documents regarding the death of
Vincent Foster. Dr. Haut was the medical
examiner dispatched to the scene of the Foster
death. The following reports filed by him were
concealed from the general public, but were later
retrieved from the National Archives four years
after the death. You’ll note on the two page
report that, initially, on page 1 that the wound is
reported to be from mouth to head. On page
two, the wound is reported to be from head to
neck. It is a felony to alter wound paths on an
autopsy report, yet this discrepancy was never
prosecuted. Why not? Although Dr. Beyer was
the Coroner who signed the report filed by Dr.
Haut, as is common in these cases, Dr. Haut was
the M.E. who prepared these documents. Under
conspiracy laws regarding evidence tampering,
both Dr. Haut and Dr. Beyer should have been
prosecuted, yet were not. Why not?
In an interview in the Washington Weekly, dated
November 2, 1998, Dr. Haut admitted he falsely
described the wound path in his report and knew
that this report was false when he filed it. As
mentioned above, filing a willfully falsified
death report is a felony crime, yet that didn’t
stop Dr. Haut, and he was never prosecuted for
this. Sound familiar?

Dr. Hauts Report Page 1

Speculation has arisen that there was another
wound in the neck of Vince Foster, and that this
wound was purposefully hidden from reports
and from the media. If the shot had been to the
front of the neck, with the bullet travelling
upward, this would explain the wound trajectory
cited earlier in this section. So why the
complicated broken jaw report? Could it be that
the weapon was of a different calibre and there
would be no way to explain the difference in
the sizes of the wound(s)? We may never know,
all we can safely determine is that there are
numerous contradictions and problems with this
entire “investigation” and the case should be
reopened. Unfortunately, the evidence is gone.
What follows are copies of the original report
filed by Dr. Haut, complete with the glaring
contradictions, will we ever know the truth?
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Dr. Hauts Report Page 2

Various Maps and Illustrations pertaining to Vince Foster
This is a map showing the general location of
the CIA Headquarters in relation to Ft. Marcy
Park. The NRO (National Reconnaissance
Office) maintains 24-hour satellite surveillance
of this entire area due to the close proximity of
the CIA. Why hasn’t that office come forward
with their video imagery of the park during the
time Foster was “killing himself?”

Here is a more detailed map of the park
showing location where Foster was found.

Aerial View of Ft. Marcy Park showing
locations referred to in this section.

When the FBI had finally been assigned this
case, a witness was located who had seen a
suspicious man walking on a hidden path
near the location where the body of Vince
Foster was discovered. Leslie Rutherford
reported to FBI Special Agents assigned to
the case interviewed Ms. Rutherford and
there was a discrepancy regarding the
location of this encounter. In the typed
version which was filed, the location is
given as being toward the northeast corner
of the park. In the original notes
handwritten at the time of the interview, this
location is clearly written as at the WEST
BORDER of Ft. Marcy park, VERY close
to where the body was found. Why this
discrepancy?
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Page 1 of the FBI typed report of the interview with Leslie Rutherford regaring the man she’d seen on
the hidden trail leading to the body of Vince Foster. These documents were obtained under the Freedom
of Information Act. Page 2 and the handwritten version appear on following pages.
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This is page 2 of the FBI typed report into Vince Foster, the handwritten version follows on next page.
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Left is the handwritten version of the FBI
record of location of the body of Vince
Foster, arrow highlights the discrepancy
between this original evidentiary report and
the typed version on previous pages with
respect to the encounter Ms. Rutherford had
with a suspicious man on a hidden path
which led to the location of the body.

At right, is a handwritten page from this initial interview
including a diagram of where the encounter took place.
Combine this with the other excerpt from a handwritten page,
and it becomes more difficult to understand the strange
difference that showed up on the official typed copy of the
report filed in this case, which stated the “northeast corner”
away from the location of the body. This official typed report
completely moves that encounter to the very end of the park
in the opposite direction. To make matter worse, in the
location filed in the official typed version, there is not any
such “intersection” as appears in the diagram taken by the
FBI at the interview in that area of the park, the only location
that intersection exists, is near where the body was found.
So, the FBI moved the location of this encounter to the
opposite side of the park, and placed it in an impossible
location. Why this discrepancy? The only location which
fits the description given by Ms. Rutherford is in an area of the park detailed in maps and photos previously
given in this section, and that is at the location of the back road into the park. This location is some 200
yards from where the body was found, and fits the description given by Ms. Rutherford exactly. The man
was seen as being “suspicious” due to his wearing a “dark suit, white shirt, and tie” as outlined in the FBI
documents. It was reportedly also a “hot” day, strange to
see a man in that area of the park dressed as he was, which
is why Ms. Rutherford made a note of his presence and
later reported this to the Park Police and FBI. The road is
said to be “hidden” because the only way to access this
road directly is through an easement off of the driveway
of a residence located at 681 Chainbridge Road. While
the hidden back road doesn’t appear on this map, it is
clearly evident in the aerial photo of the park shown in
previous pages in this section. The driveway to this
residence hides this road from view of the highway thus
obscuring the existence of the road to passersby, unless
one, of course, was already familiar with it for some reason.
Many nagging questions surround this death, will we ever
know the complete story?
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There’s much more in these court records, Dr.
Beyer, when he was being questioned by Senator
Faircloth, said he had no explanation for the
senator regarding the X-rays the Park Police had
said were readable and denied making any Xrays. Why wasn’t he prosecuted for perjury?

In court records obtained by Thunder
Publications, Investigator John Rolla testified
in a deposition that no less than three cameras
were used at the time of the discovery of the
body to take photographs. Two Polaroids, and
one 35 mm were used in gathering the evidence.
Scarce few photos have survived despite the
number of cameras and pictures taken. In this
section appear rare photos obtained that are still
in existence. Where are the other ones? Det.
Rolla also testified in these court records that
he was the officer who examined the body and
that he found no exit wound on Foster. This
completely refutes the diagram offered by Dr.
Beyer, again, an exit wound that size would
leave not only blood pooling, but also brain
tissue. Neither of these were present. Rolla also
has testified in these documents that Dr. Haut
asked HIM when they arrived at the scene. Rolla
indicated he was puzzled by that but gave the
information to Dr. Haut. This is when Dr. Haut
said to Rolla he would just enter that down as
the time of death. This is critical, he didn’t say
that is when he was PRONOUNCED dead, but
that was the OFFICIAL time of death. This is a
glaring negligence on the part of Dr. Haut and
Dr. Beyer in his cooperation of this, similar to
those of Dr. Malak in the Arkansas deaths
surrounding Clinton.
Dr. Haut is on the record in FBI papers
associated with the court records as stating he
was aware of cases where a .25 calibre weapon
caused greater injuries than what he saw on
Foster. He made this statement to the FBI.
Again, a discrepancy of the type of gun used.
Of course, the stories have all changed since
then. An EMT on the scene when emergency
services were dispatched reported the gun to
have been on the ground next to Foster, and the
weapon was a .45 calibre semi-automatic. This
is also contained in court records. Fire Dept.
EMT Richard Arthur attached to Fairfax County
Fire Department made these statements on the
court transcripts. Again, this discrepancy was
never fully investigated, why? Arthur also
testified regarding a bullet wound he indicated
was present on Foster’s neck. Again, shy no
more on this? Arthur goes on to state the wound
didn’t match the calibre of the weapon found.
Again, this was never the “official” story. Yet,
Arthur was on scene, with many years
experience.

On this and the following page, you’ll find
documents extracted from the court papers
obtained by us. It is revealing inasmuch as the
“official” findings can, in no way, line up with
the actual facts surrounding the case. One
eyewitness on the scene as you will see on this
page, identified a bullet wound on Fosters neck!
Much of this information and these exhibits
come directly from the court files. This case
was filed in the United States Court of Appeals,
Special Division for the Purpose of Appointing
Independent Counsels on June 23, 1999, file ID#
29D-LR-35063. These suppressed records
contain explosive information and is the basis
for much of this section.
To begin, let’s look at the testimony of an EMT
who was on the scene. Richard M. Arthur:
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Gunshot residue

To the left is another sensitive page obtained by Thunder
Publications found in the court papers. This diagram
shows how Foster probably lived in his last few
moments. This coincides with the powder burns on his
hands being consistent with the type of burns
experienced at the END of the gun, and not from firing
it. The residue has subtle differences chemically, and
the fact that there was a ring of burn/residue around
the webbing on Fosters hand seems to lead us to this
conclusion. This also accounts for the trajectory of the
bullet, another point in contention.

The autopsy

Mr. Foster held his hands with the palms facing the revolver's
cylinder -- consistent with his hands being in a defensive posture

To the right is yet another diagram contained
in the court records which provides expert
analysis that directly refutes the findings of
Dr. Beyer. This documents the “impossible
trajectory” claimed on the autopsy report
claiming suicide by a self-inflicted gunshot
wound into the mouth and corroborates the
testimony of EMT Richard Arthur. Clearly,
the “official” findings couldn’t be true. Much
like the case profiled early in this book
regarding the Ives/Henry murders, these
Coroners seem not only incompetent, but
criminal. Why haven’t they been prosecuted?
In spite of acknowledgments publicly, and on
the floor of the Senate, these “gentlemen” seem
to be able to just walk away from these things.
People have been killed, why doesn’t anyone
care to investigate and prosecute these matters?

he pulled the trigger."333 Yet, Beyer's Autopsy Report
claimed that the "entrance wound is in the posterior
oropharynx."334 These accounts cannot both be true. A
single bullet could not have pierced both the soft palate
and the oropharynx and exited the top of the head, as the
drawing below illustrates.

The posterior oropharynx is the back wall of the throat below the soft palate.
The soft palate is the tissue that forms the aft portion of the roof of the mouth.
The Report of Autopsy stated that the entrance wound was in the oropharynx.
Fiske's pathologists concluded that the muzzle was placed against the soft
palate. Both cannot be true. An entrance wound in the oropharynx could not
have resulted in the reported official exit wound because the trajectory of an
Intra-oral gunshot wound entering the oropharynx would have been too low.
BULLET TRAJECTORY: Much of the evidence presented in this paper is
offered to prove the trajectory shown above.
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Exhibit 130, Forensic Pathology and Medical Examinerrelated Findings and Conclusions pertaining to the Investigation
of the Death of Vincent W. Foster, Jr., undated.
334

Exhibit 23, Report of Autopsy by Dr. James C. Beyer, July
21, 1993.
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Like so many other deaths on these pages, the
truth of the case doesn’t match the “official”
version of events. Yet, time and time again,
nothing is done. In the Foster case, a potential
source of information regarding the illegalities
of the Clinton Administration was silenced.
Despite all of the information out there to show
the cover-up, the only ones who seem to suffer,
like many other cases profiled here in this book,
are the ones who loved the victims. Justice, it
seems, is simply a matter of how connected you
are.

In one account, a witness described him as
“being ready for a casket.” Blood found on
Foster’s shoulder was ABOVE the ground as
illustrated here
below.
The
picture is the
actual site of the
body location,
the pencil marks
where his feet
were. Notice
the
steep
incline. Not
likely someone
could shoot
themselves and
end up straight
line, with the
gun being under
Hill where Foster was found
the thigh, as
shown in other records printed in this section.
Note the shaded area on top of shoulder, blood
can’t roll uphill, unless your Coroner is like Dr.
Beyer. Was Foster murdered? You decide.

Foster could well have implicated both Bill and
Hillary Clinton in numerous criminal activities.
What else would explain the search and seizure
of the records in Foster’s office? What else
would explain the bungled investigation? What
else would explain the witness tampering?
Patrick Knowlton had seen events as an
eyewitness that completely refute the filed
reports in this case. When he stepped forward,
he was immediately subjected to harassment and
abuse by at least 25 individuals connected to
the investigation. His attorney wrote an
alarming letter to the members of Congress.
Knowlton was in the park and made a statement
that Vince Foster’s car was not in the park at the
time of his death. The car, of course, turned up
the be there later, and was filed in reports as
having been there all along. Keys to the vehicle
could not be found by Investigator Rolla while
searching the body and clothing. Magically, the
keys turned up later right in Foster’s pants
pocket. This is all detailed in the court records.
Since Dr. Beyer testified he wasn’t “concerned”
about the exact time of death, it had to be reverse
engineered. Stomach contents showed meat and
potatoes. Foster had a cheeseburger and fries
for lunch. Digestive action of the stomach
contents had transpired between 3 and 4 hours,
placing his time of death somewhere near 4 pm
or a little after, by 4:20 according to court
records. Knowlton was in the park at 4:30 and
reported that Foster’s car wasn’t in the parking
lot at that time. The haphazard Coroners report
also contained in this section places time of death
at time Dr. Haut was on scene which was 6:15
pm. This could not have been more false. This
has been corroborated in this section with
eyewitness reports contained elsewhere in this
section. Other documents contained in the court
papers show that Foster’s body was found
completely straight, arms at his side.

Before
These illustrations show Mr. Foster's body as it appeared to the early observers
who saw the body before Sergeant Edwards was alone at the body site. There
was very little blood on Mr. Foster's face, and it all appeared dark and dry.
Illustrations clockwise from the bottom: (1) this close-up view shows very little
blood on the face and some inside his mouth and nose. Also shown is blood on
the right collar and shoulder of the shirt. (2) This illustration shows a bird's-eye
view of the dried blood soaked into the right collar, shoulder and down the
sleeve. (3) This side view depicts the body lying straight, face up on an incline
with the arms straight at the sides [a gun in his right hand is not shown].
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According to National Transportation Safety
Board investigator, Margaret Napolitan, the men
had experienced mechanical difficulties with a
private plane while enroute to Dulles Airport,
Washington D.C. and had landed in St. Louis
and chartered the plane that went down.

Jon Parnell Walker
Whitewater Investigator
Fall from a Building
Date of Death: August 15, 1993
(Opposition) - Investigator for Resolution Trust
Corp., Mr. Walker is reported to have jumped
from the balcony of his Lincoln Towers
apartment to his death on August 15, 1993. The
apartment building Walker had moved into is a
22 story building located in Arlington, Virginia.
Walker, identified as an investigator for the RTC
was probing illegalities between the Clintons
and the Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.

Dickson’s law partner, Judy Pope, reported that
the flight originated in a plane owned by
Dickson, but that plane developed mechanical
problems on the way to Washington. Dickson
left his plane in St. Louis for repairs after
chartering the other plane from the Air Spirit
Aviation company.
A bachelor, Dickson was active in the
Democratic Party in his home state of Kansas.
He conducted an unsuccessful bid for Congress
in 1984 and specialized in law relating to the
Chiropractic field of medicine. Dickson was
also special counsel to the National
Chiropractors Health Care Advisory Committee
to the Clinton Administration. According to his
law partner, this is how he had met Dr. Heard.

In a related death for which little information is
available, is the death of Stanley Huggins. He
was also an investigator in the Whitewater
scandal. Huggins was investigating Madison
Guaranty as well as Walker. His death was ruled
a suicide. No other records have been made
available concerning Huggins death, so the
decision was made to include his information in
this profile, along with Mr. Walkers information.
His 300 page report on Madison has never been
released to the public, and Huggins is now gone.
Vince Foster is also reported to have used
Walkers apartment as a “weekend getaway.”

Shortly after take-off from Dulles, as the men
were returning from a briefing on the Clinton
Health Care Reform measures, at that time being
crafted by the administration, Dickson reported
a fire onboard to the Dulles tower. This report
comes from Fauquier County Sherriff Joe Higgs.
The rental plane crashed while attempting an
emergency landing at a nearby farm.

Stanley Heard
Chairman National Chiropractic
Health Care Advisory Committee
Steve Dickson
Counsel to the National Chiropractic
Health Care Advisory Committee

Reported in the Health Care Professional
Program Newsletter, Heard met Clinton in the
1970s at a Hot Springs restaurant over a pingpong game. The two became friends, and Heard
was later appointed Chairman of the Health Care
Advisory Committee. The newsletter went on
to state that Heard had treated Clinton’s mother,
step-father and brother at his Hot Springs clinic.

Plane Crash
Date of Deaths: September 10, 1993
(Colleagues) - On September 10, 1993, shortly
after take-off, in a plane rented from Air Spirit
Aviation in St. Louis crashed near Dulles Airport
in Washington D.C. killing Stanley Heard, 48, a
chiropractor from Hot Springs, Arkansas and
Steve Dickson, 37, an attorney from Topeka,
Kansas. Heard was chairman of the National
Chiropractic Health Care Advisory Committee,
and Dickson was Counsel to the Committee. Both
men were active and considered advisors to the
President on the Health-Care reform issues.

Dr. Heard was a graduate of the Palmer
Chiropractic College, and active in Democratic
politics. In his days as governor of Arkansas,
Clinton appointed Dr. Heard to an Arkansas
Chiropractors’ Ethics Committee, according to
John E. Nelson, a retired chiropractor from the
Hot Springs area.
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Heard is survived by his wife, Penny Rennae
Heard; daughters Paisley and Cassandra Heard;
and sons Dexter, Dustin and Louis Heard.

Kathleen Willey, Ed’s wife, however, may have
an idea. In a 60 Minutes interview with Barbara
Walters, Mrs. Willey stated that at one time while
she was in the presence of President Bill Clinton,
he removed a Starbucks cup of coffee from her
hand, and placed her hand on his groin. That
SAME DAY, Ed Willey committed his “suicide.”

Luther Parks
Head of Clinton Security Detail
Gunshot Wounds
Date of Death: September 26, 1993
(Bodyguard) - The former head of Clinton’s
security detail in Arkansas while Clinton was
governor there was shot in his car and killed
while driving near the intersection of Chanaul
Parkway and Cantreil Road near Jacksonville,
Arkansas at around 6:45 pm on September 26,
1993. Luther “Jerry” Parks, 47, who owned the
security firm, “American Contract Services,”
served Mr. Clinton out of Little Rock, Arkansas.
His family reported that prior to his death, they
were being followed by persons unknown. The
initial report offered by the Arkansas Democratic
Gazette which cited Arkansas State Police
sources, stated the Mr. Parks had been shot
“multiple times;” however, the Arkansas State
Police now are refusing comment on the case,
other than to say that Mr. Parks had received a
gunshot wound to the head. In fact, he’d been
shot 10 times with a 9mm semi-automatic pistol.
Mr. Parks had been compiling a dossier on Bill
Clinton and his “indiscretions.” The dossier was
subsequently stolen. Gary Parks, Luther
“Jerry”’s son, claimed Vince Foster knew of the
files his father was compiling. No further details
have emerged about this killing, no suspect has
been arrested in this case.

An autopsy ordered by authorities revealed the
cause of death to be a self-inflicted shotgun
wound to the head, according to Virginia State
Police officials. The coroner could not
determine the time of death from the remains,
but the family of Mr. Willey indicated he hadn’t
been seen in over 24 hours prior to his body
being discovered.
In 1993, Mr. Willey, along with his wife,
Kathleen, were hosting a catered party for Mary
Sue Terry, then gubernatorial candidate in the
state of Virginia. Mr. Willey was an influential
fund-raiser for the Clinton for President
campaign. He and his wife flew back to Little
Rock, Arkansas in order to attend Bill Clinton’s
victory rally. As late as 1994, Mrs. Willey was
still working for Hillary Clinton during at least
part of each week, according to friends of the
family. Mr. Willey’s father, in addition to being
an influential state senator, was also the
Chairman of the Finance Committee and is
considered to be one of the most powerful
legislators in the history of Virginia.
Gandy Baugh
Attorney to Dan Lassiter
Fall from Window

Ed Willey
Clinton Fund Raiser

Date of Death: January 8, 1994

Gunshot Wound to the Head

(Colleague) - In another one of those pesky
suicides that seems to plague this administration,
Gandy Baugh, attorney for Dan Lassiter,
longtime friend and business associate of
President Clinton, apparently jumped to his
death from a window in a multi-story building.
Dan Lassiter, whom Baugh had represented,
went on to rack up indictments on drug-related
activities and other criminal wrongdoing. Mr.
Lassiter came out alright in spite of the loss of
his attorney, he ended up being fully pardoned
by President Clinton. Exactly one month later,
to the day, Baugh’s longtime law partner also
committed “suicide.”

Date of Death: November 30, 1993
(Colleague) - A prominent real estate attorney and
land developer, Ed Willey, 60, son of the late
Edward E. Willey, Sr., Virginia State Senator from
Richmond, was found deep in the woods late on
the morning of November 30, 1993 with a fatal
shotgun wound to his head. The body was
discovered by King and Queen County Sherriff’s
deputies in Virginia after receiving reports from
a hunting party that Mr. Willey’s Isuzu Trooper
had been parked off State Route 14. Investigators
found no suicide note, and have ascertained no
reasonable explanation for the apparent suicide.
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Friday was a partner in the largest law firm in
Arkansas. He was a much-loved man with
friends in high places in both political parties,
including former President Bush and President
Clinton. In 1971, sources in the Nixon
Administration stated that President Nixon
planned to name Friday, a Democrat, to the
Supreme Court, but that he decided that Senate
confirmation would be unlikely, and searched
for other names. Friday, like Victor Raiser,
profiled earlier in this book, was a prominent
figure in Clinton’s 1992 presidential Campaign
Finance Committee.

Hershell Friday
Former Clinton Finance Committee
Plane Crash
Date of Death: March 1, 1994
Little Rock authorities announced that Hershell
Friday, 72, prominent Arkansas attorney, was
killed in a private plane crash near North Little
Rock, Arkansas. The plane, a Riley modified
Cessna P337H, registration ID: NY2QY, was
destroyed when it crashed into the ground in a
landing approach on Hershell’s private runway
after returning from a cross-country business
flight. The plane was being flown by Hershell
himself a commercially certified pilot with
instrument and multi-engine ratings. Hershell
had requested a landing change from the Little
Rock airport to the private strip. This was
normal for him to do when flying home.

On March 1, 1994, Friday was approaching his
private air strip in the country near North Little
Rock, Arkansas, when he temporarily lost his
instrument lights. When he regained the lights,
according to his son, who was waiting for him
at the strip to monitor his landing, Friday began
his base turn to land, when the plane nose-dived
into the ground, exploding on impact. The NTSB
report simply cited “pilot error” as the cause of
the accident. No serious problems with the
airplane were found in the investigation of the
crash.

Hershell’s son was present at the runway to meet
his father. Upon seeing the plane approach, his
son was in radio contact with his father. Hershell
had lost panel lights in the airplane during the
approach, and his son helped him to reset the
circuit and get the lights back. At that point,
Hershell indicated by radio he was beginning
his final approach. The boy saw the plane begin
the turn, and then drop sharply at an angle.
Radio contact was attempted with his father,
instructing him to pull up. The plane made a
slight upward move and disappeared behind a
hillside. A flash was witnessed as the plane went
down in the Camp Robinson Military
Reservation, two miles south of the private
airstrip. A second witness reported to the NTSB
that he’d seen the plane drop sharply from the
window of his truck, with no time to recover.
This witness saw the plane impact nose first and
explode.
NTSB reports that the plane had taken on 110
gallons of aviation fuel in Indiana before the flight
to Arkansas. When the plane pitched forward, if
the gauge had been flawed to indicate empty, fuel
would’ve been cut to the engines, similar to the
Rogers air crash profiled later in this book.

President Clinton called Friday a “good man and
a great citizen,” and stated that he had been a
friend of his for 30 years. At the end of a
relatively coherent and lively press conference
in which the President addressed a number of
other matters, a reporter asked him whether he
was going to go to Arkansas to attend his funeral.
Clinton gave this odd response: “I don’t know. I
don’t know what the facts are yet. I just heard
about it this morning. I actually - right before I
went to work early this morning I heard about
it.” He did not attend the funeral.
A curiosity runs through many of the deaths
surrounding the Clintons. Many of them have
been in aircraft accidents, and virtually all of
them have either included military personnel or
been near a military base of some kind.
Coincidence? You decide.
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Dr. Ronald Rogers, DDS
Bill Clinton’s Dentist

Bill Shelton
Arkansas State Trooper

Plane Crash

Gunshot Wound

Date of Death: March 3, 1994

Date of Death: June, 1994

(Friend) - Arkansas dentist, Dr. Ronald Rogers,
DDS, died in a plane crash in March 3, 1994. Dr.
Rogers had been personal dentist to William
Clinton in his home state of Arkansas. Dr. Rogers
had come into some undisclosed information that
was deemed worthy to write an article on by the
“London Sunday Telegraph.” The plane that was
transporting Dr. Rogers to the interview for the
article being written went down due to
“undetermined causes.” The material Dr. Rogers
had been in possession of was never recovered,
and the article was never written by the Telegraph.
The plane was reported by authorities to be found
virtually fully fueled, despite a call reportedly made
to the tower moments before indicating the plane
needed refueled. If the gauge had been sabotaged,
it may have read empty, and cut fuel to the engines.

(Opposition) - Bill Shelton was an Arkansas State
Trooper and was engaged to Kathy Ferguson at
the time of her death. Official reports cite his
death was due to another one of those selfinflicted gunshot wounds behind the left ear,
execution-style. Mr. Shelton had been extremely
vocal about his belief that his beloved Kathy had
not only not killed herself, but was, in fact, the
victim of an assassination in order to keep her
from testifying in the Paula Jones matter. Again,
he apparently killed himself, according to
“official” reports before he could do anything to
prove what his fiancee had been saying.

Kathy Ferguson
Witness in the Paula Jones Case

Calvin Walraven
Prosecution Witness

Gunshot Wound

Gunshot Wound

Date of Death: May, 1994

Date of Death: July 27, 1994

(Opposition) - Kathy Ferguson was the ex-wife
of Arkansas Trooper Danny Ferguson, who
transported Paula Jones to that hotel room where
she was sexually molested by Clinton and had
vital knowledge concerning the Paula Jones case,
and was on the witness list. She was found dead
5 days after Paula Jones filed her lawsuit of what
was officially termed a “suicide.” Her fatal
gunshot was behind her left ear, execution-style,
again, “officially” self-inflicted. Kathy came into
knowledge of the Paula Jones matter because her
husband at the time was the Arkansas State
Trooper who had escorted Paula up to the
Presidential hotel room. Kathy was vocal about
her intent to help Paula win her case on the truth,
but “killed herself” before she could help her
friend, or litigate her own claims against Clinton.

(Opposition) - In a relatively
famous case of drug trafficking,
Kevin Elders, son of the former
Surgeon General, Jocelyn Elders
was sentenced to 10 years for
cocaine distribution. Key witness
in the case for the state was this Walraven
man, Calvin Walraven. The case went to trial
on July 14, 1994, with Mr. Walraven testifying
on behalf of the state. The drug buy occurred in
a parking lot, with law enforcement present to
back up Mr. Walraven. During the drug trial,
Mr. Elders seemed strangely detached and
gloating as can be seen in the picture on the
following page while in handcuffs. Just 10 days
after the trial and conviction, Calvin Walraven
was found dead in an unlocked apartment by
his landlord, Kenneth Johnson. Johnson called
authorities at 6:40 am, July 28, to report his
finding, Johnson became suspicious when he
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noticed the
door
to
Walravens
apartment
was open.
Johnson
entered the
apartment
Kevin Elders (left) with his attorney and found
Walraven,
who was already dead. Authorities pronounced
Walraven dead at the scene. Johnson declared
in a public statement that, “Everyone in Hot
Springs thinks he (Walraven) was ‘bumped off’
because he testified against Elder’s son.”
Fingers point in all directions, but no one seems
to have any proof of this. Walraven had been
working with law enforcement for over a year
gathering evidence on various cases associated
with the Mena, Arkansas cocaine connection and
distribution network. Kevin’s mother, then
Surgeon General, Jocelyn Elders is also on
public record in the days prior to her son’s arrest
stating in a press conference on December 7,
1993 that, “I do feel that we would markedly
reduce our crime rate if drugs were legalized.”
Just 8 days after making this statement, warrants
were issued for her son, Kevin for these cocaine
related charges. Date of the warrant was
December 15, 1993. Jocelyn Elders was named
Arkansas Health Director by Bill Clinton in
1987, and was prominent in her support of
Fahmy Malak, Arkansas
Coroner, mentioned in prior
sections of this book.
Walraven was recruited by
Detective Kyle King in
1993 as a police informant
in drug related matters.
Shortly after the trial, before
his death, Walraven started
carrying a gun, claiming he
Jocelyn and Kevin Elders knew his life was in danger.
Just before the trial, he begged to be released
from this case due to threats already being made
against him. His death has been ruled a suicide.
Sound familiar?

Florence Martin
CIA Accountant Subcontractor
Multiple Gunshots
Date of Death: October, 1994
(Opposition) - Florence Martin, Subcontracting
Accountant to the CIA was found sprawled face
down in her bed in October of 1994 dead from
multiple gunshot wounds to the head. A pillow
was apparently placed behind her head before she
was shot three times in execution
style fashion. There was no evidence of any
property having been stolen,
no missing items apparent in
the home, and $20.00
remained in her billfold lying
in plain view of the murder
scene. Her late husband had
left her his gun collection,
and none of these inventoried
Florence Martin
weapons were missing.
There was no evidence of a robbery of any kind.
Martin was one of the accountants analyzing
money laundering in the Mena Arkansas
Investigation looking into Barry Seal, profiled
earlier in this book. He too, is dead.
Alan G. Whicher
Chief of Clinton Secret Service Detail
Oklahoma City Bombing
Date of Death: April 19, 1995
(Bodyguard) - Former Chief of President
Clinton’s Secret Service Detail, Alan G. Whicher,
died April 19, 1995 while on-duty during the
Oklahoma City bombing. Whicher had an
illustrious career with the Secret Service. In
1974, after a scholastic career including a
Summa Cum Laude honors graduation, Whicher
was recruited into the Secret Service at the age
of 21, one of the youngest agents ever. His initial
post was out of the Washington DC office and
quickly received a promotion to the Vice
Presidents security detail. Subsequent
promotions included his assignment to then
president Clinton. Rising in the ranks, Whicher
was promoted to the supervisors position, with
responsibilities of assigning the 24-hour roundthe-clock detail serving Clinton, and setting up
his personal security wherever he went.
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Whicher came to a decision that this position
was too draining for him after sometime, and
applied for a transfer to a quieter assignment.
According to his wife of nearly 30 years, he just
wanted to get away from
it all and live in peace
with
his
family.
Oklahoma City was the
post Whicher was
transferred to. Whicher
had served then presidnet
Clinton for years, and no
doubt took much detailed
knowledge of his life
Alan Whicher
with him when he
moved. On the morning of the blast, Whicher
had called his wife shortly before the bombing
to encourage her about a speech she was to make
for her Bible study group, assuring her he loved
her and he knew she would be fine. This would
be the last time she would hear his voice, and
later said in court proceedings that her initial
reaction to hearing the tragic news was that she
just wanted to die herself. They married when
she was just 17 and had a life-long powerful
bond and a deep love for one another.

Duane Garrett
Democratic Fundraiser
Suicide
Date of Death: July 26, 1995
(Colleague) - Prominent Democratic Fundraiser,
Duane Garrett died July 26, 1995 from an
apparent suicide jump. In addition to being a
fundraiser for the Democratic party, Garrett was
also a lawyer and a talk show host for KGOAM in San Francisco, CA. During his
prestigious career, Garrett served as the
campaign finance chairman for Diane
Fienstein’s run for the senate seat in California,
and was known to be a personal friend and
fundraiser for Al Gore as well. Despite his
obvious well-placed connections within the
political arena, at the time of his death, Garrett
had been under investigation for defrauding
investors in a failed sports memorabilia venture
that he headed. Garrett reportedly was

The bomb which rocked several city blocks was
powerful enough to be picked up by the United
States Geological Survey Office located at the
University of Oklahoma in Oklahoma City. Many
more details on this event are profiled in the
section detailing the death of Terrance Yeaky
on May 8, 1996. Yeaky was the first OKC Police
Officer on scene at the buidling when the blast
actually took place.Yeaky reported to authorities
and his family that he saw two smoke plumes at
the time of the blast, one coming from inside
the buidling. Whicher didn’t have a chance to
escape the building, and even though it was
reported that virtually all other ATF, FBI, and
Secret Service personnel had fortuitously
received pages or phone calls to report to other
locations for meetings, or assignments far from
the Murrah building, Whicher was the only agent
in the OKC field office who had personally
attended the Clinton. Needless to say, Whicher
lost his life in the incident.

attempting to strike a deal with prosecutors and
come to some kind of an arrangement to either
avoid prosecution altogether, or come away with
a negotiated plea. On July 26th, Garrett had a
scheduled appontment for an afternoon meeting
with his attorney but canceled this meeting
stating the reason as being that he had to meet
some people at the San Francisco airport. Three
hours later his lifeless body was found floating
in the bay under the Golden Gate Bridge. This
chronicles yet one more untimely death tied to
campaign finance personnel. Garrett would
obviously have had intimate knowledge of these
goings on, but alas, as with so many others, he
can no longer come forward with anything he
may have known.
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John Hillyer
Investigative Journalist

Sgt. Sharlott A. Donovan
White House Communications Officer

Heart Attack

“Suicide” by Suffocation

Date of Death: 1996

Date of Death: Feb. 29, 1996

(Opposition) - John Hillyer had been a
cameraman for NBC and also helped to produce
the documentaries “Circle of Power,” and “The
Clinton Chronicles.” These videos documented
the illegal activities surrounding Bill Clinton
while he was on his rise to power out of
Arkansas. The Mena Airport drug trafficking
scandal was a featured point on the
documentaries. Hillyer had hard information on
Mena. He mysteriously died of a heart attack
while in his dentist’s chair in 1996 for no
apparent reason.

(Opposition) - Air Force Tech. Sgt. Sharlott A.
Donovan was found dead in her room with a
plastic bag duct taped over her head at the
Holiday Inn-Riverview located at 301 Savannah
Highway in Charleston, SC on Feb. 29, 1996.
Donovan served under Bill Clinton as White
House Communications officer during his
presidency. The Communications office of the
White House is a military office chartered to
oversee secure communications utilized by the
president. It was Donovan who was in charge
during the “Coffeegate” scandal whereby
Clinton had denied having personal contact with
individuals making campaign contributions. In
fact, as a sheer matter of fluke luck, 49 video
tapes were found to exist proving Clinton had
multiple contacts with donators at the White
House. According to interviews with central
participants, administration aides had assured
Senate investigators and Justice Department
prosecutors that there were no videotapes of
President Clinton mingling with donors at White
House coffees. But here, in the White House
communications database was confirmation of
a taped record of Clinton at a coffee with Roger
Tamraz, the big Democratic contributor and
international oil financier whom a national
security official had warned was a shady
operator. Within days, the existence of snippets
of video from 44 White House coffees escalated
into a full-blown public relations disaster for two
government institutions that had already suffered
bad news on the campaign finance front: the
White House and the Justice Department. The
discovery of the tapes exposed the
vulnerabilities of both institutions and set off
rounds of allegations and recriminations that
embarrassed Clinton and Attorney General Janet
Reno. Donovan set up the telephones and the
satelite uplinks in advance of a presidential visit.
She also ran the White House video systems
while not on the road.

A World Net Daily article appearing 8/3/99 by
Sarah Foster indicated that the producer of the
documentaries, Pat Matrisciana recalled that his
cameraman, John Hillyer, was “fearful” for his
safety. “John thought his life was in danger —
and we had experienced a lot of harassment
when we were doing the films,” recalled
Matrisciana. “We were followed; we were
harassed. So he was very concerned. He called
me from Atlanta (where he was living) and told
me he had heard there was a drug that that could
be given to someone, and it would look like he
died of a heart attack. “I started laughing and
said, ‘John, you’re so healthy, it would never
come off like a heart attack.’ He said he knew,
but figured that’s what they’d do. “A couple of
months later he phoned and said he had some
vital information. We figured our phones were
tapped and that we couldn’t discuss it over the
phone, but planned to make arrangements to
meet.
Three days later, John died of a heart attack in
the dentist’s office. About a year ago his widow
sent us some videos he had made of himself,
saying he was afraid he was going to be killed,”
Matrisciana said. “I don’t know if he was
murdered,” Matrisciana admitted, “But it was
strange.”
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According to her roommate, Donovan was in
fear for her life at the time of her death. The
roommate went on to say that Sharlott had come
into “many dark secrets.” “Why would someone
travel 500 miles to kill themselves?” Sharlott
Donovan left Delaware where she lived and
supposedly killed herself in South Carolina by
wrapping her head in a plastic bag and then duct
taping it tightly around her throat. Sharlott had
taken packed luggage, and left without a word
to anyone. “I did not know where she was for
two days until the coroner called her parents and
I called them to find out if they had heard from
her. She disappeared for two days, Monday night
until Thursday morning when the maid at the
Holiday Inn found her dead with the plastic bag
duct taped over her head.” No mention was made
of any roll of duct tape being found on the scene.

Tech. Sgt. Sharlott A. Donovan
Michael X. Imbroscio, 29, a lawyer in the White
House counsel’s office, was keystroking his way
through a restricted computer database when,
he says, he stumbled into an electronic cache of
videotapes that he had been told did not exist.
On Oct. 1, Imbroscio typed into the computer
database the date of the Tamraz coffee on a
“photo op” index. He learned that at least a few
tapes may have been recorded, and notified his
boss, Mr. Breuer. Breuer said he had told
Imbroscio to determine whether the tapes
actually existed. The next day, Oct. 2, Imbroscio
went back to the computer, and for the first time
tried the word “coffee,” and came up with 49
hits. “I was stunned,” Imbroscio said. Imbroscio
then informed the White House counsel, Charles
F.C. Ruff, that the tapes existed. Ruff met later
that afternoon with Reno at the Justice
Department for a weekly meeting but, he has
acknowledged, did not tell her that tapes were
found. The timing was crucial because the next
day was the deadline for Reno to decide whether
there was evidence on which to base an
independent counsel investigation of Clinton
over the coffees.

Sharlott had been married twice and had
divorced her second husband, Phillip Donovan
in 1995. According to her roommate, Sharlott
lived out of her car for two months after her
divorce before moving in with her in May, 1995.
On the Sunday before her death, her roommate
indicated Sharlott had contacted Phillip, who
advised her that he’d received notice from the
IRS that a property seizure was being conducted,
and would begin the following morning. Sharlott
disappeared the next day (Monday) and was
found by a hotel maid dead on Thursday.
Early in his first term, Clinton brought private
telephone lines into the White House that
bypassed the main switchboard. The White
House Communications office called this an
outright security violation. We may never know
what Donovan had overheard during her work
at the White House. What we do know for sure,
is that she will never be able to tell us herself.
Other White House Communications personnel
will not be able to tell us either. Fortunately for
Clinton, those people were killed in the Jackson
Hole, Wyoming plane crash, August 17, 1996,
profiled also in this book. Coincidence, you say?
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The next case presented
here in this report is the
profile on the death of
Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown. It was widely
reported on the news from
all the major media hubs
Ron Brown
that Mr. Brown died in a
plane crash. A statement probably closer to
the truth would indicate that he died in the
plane RIDE, before the crash, or possibly
AFTER the crash, as you will see. During the
Air Force examination of the body before the
censors could step in, pictures were taken of
Mr. Brown, and notes were made. These
photos and notes were subsequently
destroyed, as are most evidences surrounding
the deaths listed on these pages, but one
certain Air Force individual conducting the
examinations had made copies. The aircraft
was a T-43 (Modified Boeing 737, actually
known as a 737-200) file information on the
plane shows that of the series it was
manufactured in, it was of Line # 347/Serial
# 20696 and had approximately 17,000 hours
on it, quite “young” for one of these
workhorse planes, hour logs exceeding 5
times that amount are within range of these
planes, suggesting the plane was in good
shape, and discounting the “official”
explanation the plane went down due to
electrical problems. Mentioned here in this
article are reports of the fact that the U.S.
had said this plane contained no “black box”
required to be on ALL aircraft. Interestingly
enough to note, however, are the facts that
both Croation and French TV reports
documented with footage the recovery teams
physically recovering the “black box.” Also
interesting to note is that, for the first time
ever, as outlined later, the Air Force
cancelled the safety investigation of a U.S.
Government crash occurring on friendly soil.
Here are details on these facts and much
more surrounding his death. You be the
judge, and draw your own conclusions.

Ron Brown
Secretary of Commerce
Plane Crash or Bullet Wound?
Date of Death: April 3, 1996
(Colleague) - The death of Ron Brown, US
Commerce Secretary along with a large number
of support staff has once again rocked the Clinton
Administration with yet another “tragedy” for the
President to offer “prayers and sympathies” over.
The doomed flight of Secretary Brown and his
support staff ended in a twisted pile of metal and
bodies, but was the death of Mr. Brown himself
the result of the crash, or some mid-air activity?
The photo shown here is a picture of a bullet
wound in Mr. Browns skull, .45 calibre to be
exact, taken by military personnel in the aftermath
of the crash. While it’s common practice for
deaths around the Clinton Administration to be
cloaked with missing evidence, lost photos,
“inventoried” materials, in this case, one faithful
Armed Forces Pathologist maintained copies of
the original slides.

Military slide showing measurement of wound.

Military slide showing wound by itself.
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Bill Clinton appointed Ron Brown Commerce
Secretary, partly as a reward for Ron Brown’s
success as a campaign fund-raiser. From day
one, allegations surrounding the exact means and
methods by which this success was attained have
plagued the Clinton Machine and resulted in
numerous investigations. Investigations into
Ron Brown’s activities (his son would later plead
guilty to money laundering) were nearing the
point of indictments, and Ron Brown had
publicly stated that he would turn state evidence
and if he went to jail, he wouldn’t go to jail
alone, if was very shortly after this when the
flight carrying Ron Brown and about 30 other
people crashed in Bosnia.

Two senior military medical examiners have also
challenged the official line, and suffered greatly
as a result. Air Force Lt. Col. Steve Cogswell
and Army Lt. Col. David Hause have long since
been proponents of criticism for the cover-up
surrounding the
head wound and
the fact that an
autopsy wasn’t
ordered, as is the
case in ALL
gunshot cases.
Col. Cogswell,
who is also a
trainer at the AFIP,
released these
copies of the
original X-rays
and photos, has been subjected to treatment no
better than a common criminal for his position,
even having his house invaded by military
personnel during an evidence recovery mission
to hide information regarding Secretary Brown’s
death. On top of this treatment, the Chief
Medical Examiner for the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology, has issued strict gag
orders on all the personnel involved, and under
threat of court-marshal, the information stream
on this case has all but dried up. Sound familiar?
This is the way this administration deals with
these issues. Cover the truth, and threaten
anyone who dares to speak it.

Yolanda Hill, business partner of Ron Brown,
testified on March 23, 1998, in US District
Court, that Brown was furious about being
forced to comply with White House plans to sell
seats on international trade missions in exchange
for campaign contributions. For $50,000 or
more, under this administration, you could buy
your way into lucrative overseas contracts.
According to Hill, Brown said that Hillary
Clinton was the instigator of the plan, and Bill
Clinton supported her in this as President.
Highly illegal activities.
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The essential thrust of this venture was for the
“rebuilding” of Bosnia, which is why Sec.
Brown was in the Balkans to begin with. In
exchange for the donations to the Democratic
National Committee, certain heads of donating
companies were privy to the contracts for
rebuilding the nation. This amounts to corporate
welfare, similar to the “Mexican Bailout” a few
years ago, which kept Goldman-Sachs alive, and
other US companies with holdings in Mexico.
Browns flight was the first installment of the
$600 million in US foreign aid to be “delivered”
under the “Dayton Peace Accords.” What Mr.
Brown, and the business leaders accompanying
him were doing was ensuring that US companies
received back the bulk of the foreign aid in
exchange for the campaign contributions.
Highly profitable, also highly illegal, amounting
to what is commonly known as “street protection
rackets.” Yolanda Hill reported that Brown was
extremely angry at the White House perverting
of these trade contracts, but unfortunately, like
so many others opposed to the Clintons and their
agendas, he can no longer tell us his story.

There are other “problems” with the “official”
story lines regarding this death. A conservative
Legal Watchdog group, Judicial Watch is asking
the U.S. District Court of Appeals to instruct a
special prosecutor, who was previously assigned
to the Ron Brown corruption probe, to now
investigate his death. The reason cited by the
group for the request is the way officials have
acted since Ron Brown died. To some highranking officials in this group, it looks like a
cover-up and screams for an inquiry.

Shelly climbed into a helicopter and was
evacuated to the hospital, but strangely, was dead
on arrival from blood loss! An autopsy on her
body later revealed a 3 inch incision penetrating
the femoral artery in her leg inflicted at least
three hours after the rest of her injuries. Clinton
quickly orders all of the bodies cremated.
During the first week of 1998, Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology convened a panel of it’s
pathologists and issued a report claiming that all
of it’s pathologists agreed with the official cause
of death, only to have members of that panel break
ranks just days later to publicly state that the report
was not representative of the actual conclusions
of the AFIP panel! It was during this time that
Cyril Wecht entered the picture.

This opinion was even expressed by the
authorities on scene. "In our opinion, there has
been a cover up of the facts," says C.P.O.
Kathleen Janoski, chief of the forensic
photography division of the armed forces
medical examiner. Janoski was assigned to
photograph Brown's body in the examination
room. "So I'm at the head area, and I see what I
think is an unusual wound." What she saw was
this: an inwardly beveling circular hole
measuring .45 inches across. "And I said, 'Wow,
look at the hole in Ron Brown's head,'" says
Janoski. "'It looks like a bullet hole.'" In her
affidavit, Janoski says the attending pathologist
told her to be quiet and not to tell anyone.

Wecht is considered by many to be the world’s
foremost forensics expert with over 40 years
experience including gunshots and plane crashes.
He is also a Democrat which means that the White
House cannot quite paint him with their usual
broad brush of "it’s a Republican plot". Wecht
concurs that the hole in the top of Ron Brown’s
head is consistent with a gunshot, based on the
inward beveling, and the "snowstorm" of highly
dense particles seen on the X-rays behind Ron
Brown’s left eye. Wecht also pointed out
additional lead particles in the photos as well as
the cracking one would expect near the entry point
of a bullet. As for Dr. Gormley’s comment about
there not being an exit wound, one need only look
at the relationship of the entrance wound to Ron
Brown’s neck to postulate that the bullet is lodged
somewhere in his abdomen. Most significantly,
according to Wecht, Ron Brown’s other injuries
were not that serious, and it was quite possible
that Ron Brown could well have survived and be
alive today, much like Steward Kelly could also
have been alive today.

Clearly, to those inside the “trade” the fabric of
a cover-up in this death was becoming clearer
and clearer. Probably the most damning piece
of evidence comes from a highly respected
specialist entering the scene after the fact, and
corroborating all the evidence you are seeing
put forth here. While all the “official” accounts
were being fed to the public, behind the scenes,
the truth was emerging.
It is worth noting that Ron Brown was just one
of four Clinton campaign fund-raisers to die
under questionable circumstances. The others
were C. Victor Raiser II, Hershel Friday, and
Ed Willey, a total of three plane crashes and one
"Fosterization.” Following Brown’s demise, his
personal attorney as well as a co-worker at the
Department of Commerce, Barbara Wise, also
died under questionable circumstances. There
also was another death at the scene of this
accident that is highly suspect. There was a
reported SURVIVOR among the wreckage, at
least she was alive when she was found.

This opens up the possibility that during those first
few hours after the crash, a "clean up" crew visited
the crashed T-43, to make certain there were no
survivors. Somehow, Ms. Kelly was overlooked,
which required "special handling" during her
helicopter ride to the hospital. (A Dubrovnik airport
worker also required "special handling" in the days
immediately following the crash).
Regarding the crash itself, it too is fraught with
discrepancies. The initial official report the
plane crashed at sea was deliberate
misinformation, also there was no storm like
what was broadcast that caused the crash either.

Rescuers spotted Sgt. Shelly Kelly, Steward and
member of the flight crew moving about the
wreckage, several hours after the crash itself.
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The first announcement of the crash came not
from Dubrovnik, or anywhere else in Bosnia,
but from a Pentagon spokesman who requested
anonymity (an odd occurrence in a supposed
simple airline crash) while announcing that the
wreckage was not on land but in the Adriatic. In
a news story carried by UPI on April 3rd 1996,
the White House claimed that the actual
wreckage had been spotted in the Adriatic! This
most certainly could NOT have been possible,
the plane crashed into a hillside near the
Dubrovnik airfield.

African-American leaders are very upset with
Janet Reno's refusal to investigate the death of
Commerce Secretary Brown. NAACP head
Kweise Mfume, Congresswoman Maxine
Waters, and Jesse Jackson have all called for a
probe. Comedian Dick Gregory has been
arrested protesting the alleged cover-up, and has
started a fast.
The doomed aircraft literally disappeared from
two distinctly different radar systems at the same
time. While there was no serious “storms” in
the region, the plane was into some cloud cover.
After the plane vanished from scopes, no effort
was made to bring the craft into clear air. Clear
air is cloudless air, and was present just below
the aircraft as it was approaching the airfield.
The only explanation for this would be a failure
of the control cables at the same time as the
electrical failure. These two systems are not
interdependent, and there is only one place on
the aircraft where these systems converge or
could be accessed at the same time and that is
near the cockpit.

" WASHINGTON, April 3 (UPI) -- A U.S. Air
Force plane carrying Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown has crashed in the Adriatic Sea near the
port city of Dubrovnik on Tuesday, officials said.
The White House said wreckage, including the
tail section, was spotted in the Adriatic Sea near
Dubrovnik. The debris apparently came from the
plane, which was carrying Brown and an
undetermined number of leading U.S. business
executives, who were on a trade mission to
Bosnia-Herzegovina. "The wreckage in the
Adriatic is his," a Pentagon official told United
Press International, speaking on condition of
anonymity. "
Because of the misinformation of these initial
stories issued by the Clinton Administration,
rescue forces sent out by French and Croatian
forces in the area all headed to the wrong spot.
This resulted in several hours passing before the
rescue parties arrived at the actual crash site.
But according to an Associated Press report,
when the rescue party did arrive at the crash site,
they found three unnamed Americans already
there who had been lowered in by helicopter!
This serves to reinforce the theory of a “cleanup” crew arriving at the crash site first, and
simply “overlooking” Steward Kelly. With the
conclusions arrived by Dr. Wecht, it also raises
the ugly possibility that Ron Brown was STILL
ALIVE AFTER THE CRASH, and was
KILLED ON THE GROUND! Add to this that
reported visibility from the Dubrovnik airfield
is officially recorded at 5-miles, and the report
that TIME magazine stands by regarding the
“worst storm in many years” causing the crash
also simply could not be true according to these
records from the Debrovnik airfield.

It is possible that some type of bomb, or
incendiary device could have been used to place
the plane without both communications and
navigation simultaneously.
No other
explanation seems likely due to the nature of
the two systems. Suppose the White House
reports were pre-fabbed BEFORE the crash, and
the airplane was never EXPECTED to reach
landfall. This is a reasonable conclusion based
on the evidence. Just prior to the crash, the plane
vanished from both AWACS radar and a system
known as “Split” radar. It was precisely at this
very same moment in time, the control tower at
the Dubrovnik airfield also lost voice
communications with the flight. Again, all the
more reason for the pilot to move into clear air,
rather than stay in cover. There is no reason
why any pilot would stay in cover under these
conditions, not one, unless navigation systems
had went down also. To understand the radar
systems without getting into a great deal of
techno-babble, here’s a brief explanation of the
systems, and how they operate.
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The Split radar watches the approach to
Dubrovnik airport, which is where the flight was
when it dropped off of the radar screen. The
aircraft was out over the water, with open space
all around. The radar at Split routinely tracks
aircraft through that airspace without problem.
If it were normal for the Split radar to lose traffic
at that point on the approach path, nobody would
have mentioned it because it would be normal
and expected behavior. There would be nothing
unusual about it. That a comment was made
about the target dropping off of the Split radar
establishes that it was an unusual event.

How do we know that the AWACS was tracking
the Ron Brown plane via transponder? Because
the AWACS lost it’s track at the same time that
the Split radar lost its transponder return. Had
the AWACS been tracking the Ron Brown plane
via skin-paint, there is no reason for it to lose
track of the aircraft at the same time that Split
did, while the aircraft was still 7 miles from the
crash site.
Had the AWACS not reported losing contact, we
could surmise that either the AWACS was
tracking on skin paint or the Split radar suffered

The Split radar, like all ATC radar, tracks
primarily by aircraft transponder. So, when the
Split radar lost track of the aircraft, what was
actually lost was the transponder return, as the
aircraft was still there, on the approach path,
although just starting to veer slightly left. Now
let’s look at the AWACS.

a momentary failure, but this was not the case.
It is also true that the AWACS could have
immediately reacquired the Ron Brown aircraft
on skin paint but, even though this flight
contained a White House Cabinet Official, failed

The AWACS system is designed to track NONtransponder targets. Radar "hits" are placed in a
computer system that keeps a list and tries to
match the returns from the present radar sweep
to the returns from the previous sweeps in order
to generate meaningful target tracking data for
the operators and weapons management
systems. Part of that process involves target to
target comparisons to make certain that what the
computer thinks is target XYZ this sweep is the
same target it thought was XYZ last sweep. The
total workload on the computer is a power
function of the total number of non-transponder
targets being carried in the target list.

to do so. Why? As mentioned previously in

If a target has a transponder, the AWACS will
track the target using the transponder return,
because not only is less computer power needed
for a transponder target, but the workload for
non-transponder targets is reduced.

violating financial disclosure laws on May 17,

this report, other members of the Clinton
Financial Network have met similar unnatural
deaths. The direct correlation with these events
in relation to Secretary Brown’s death could be
the following:
Ron Brown had become a serious political
liability to Bill Clinton in April 1996, as had all
those who handled large sums of cash that
flowed in and out of the 1992 campaign. Janet
Reno had even appointed an independent
counsel to investigate Brown on charges of
1995. All of these people had all helped Bill
Clinton come to power. Knowing his secrets,
they had become liabilities. They are now all
dead.
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“Official” releases to the press from White
House sources were that the weather was the
worst storm for quite some time, and that it was
a “dark, stormy night.” In fact, the plane crashed
at 2:58 pm in the afternoon, local time. As far as
the weather, in addition to evidence already
presented in this section, only minutes before,
Captain Amir Schic lands a twin-engine
corporate jet carrying the Croatian Prime
Minister and the American Ambassador. It is one
of five planes to land routinely- on Runway 12
in the hour preceding the scheduled 3:00 arrival
of EFOR-21, (Ron Browns flight) the Boeing
T-43A carrying Ron Brown and his upbeat
entourage of American industrial deal-makers.
Another footnote to the weather conditions
comes from the Dubrovnik airport weather log
itself. During that time, there was a “perfect”
14 mile-per-hour breeze blowing. “Perfect,”
because the breeze was coming from a direction
which made it only 1 degree off from being a
true “headwind.” These are ideal landing
conditions. A light rain was in the area, but not
anywhere near severe enough to delay landings
or cancel flights, or cause weather related
problems of any kind.

An exclamation point supporting this probable
conspiracy is glaringly out in the open. This
plane, also referred to as, “Air Force II” was
said by Pentagon officials after the crash to not
have either a Flight Data Recorder, or a Cockpit
Voice Recorder, two devices ALWAYS required
on ALL aircraft. The Air Force CANCELLED
the investigation after this statement was issued.
It sets a strange scenario. A United States plane
without a black box. A victim who died of
injuries sustained after she had been “rescued.”
A claim that the weather was much worse than
it was. Add to that the fact that Time magazine
was planning a major story on the sabotage angle
when the head office of Time ordered the story
killed.
Here is a picture of the airplane seat in the tail
section of the
plane from
which Shelly
Kelly was
thrown from
in the crash.
This picture
was taken as
a matter of
r o u t i n e Shelly Kelly’s seat on plane
procedure by the original Air Force team
conducting the onsite investigation. The autopsy
performed by Croatian medical personnel
indicated the wound to her femoral artery which
killed her came after the crash itself.
Unfortunately, we will never know the truth
because in an unprecedented act, President
Clinton ordered ALL of the bodies cremated
before a more detailed investigation could be
done.

Incidently, or could it be said, “coincidently,”
all of the tapes recording air traffic controllers
during the time of the Durbrovnik crash carrying
Ron Brown have “disappeared.” It is a routine
procedure for all airports around the world
handling jet traffic to keep detailed tapes of the
control orders to aid in any investigations
regarding airline mishaps or accidents. Also, it’s
noteworthy to mention that the beacons used to
guide these planes could easily fit in a jeep or
car. A decoy beacon deliberately placed on the
mountain known as Sveti Ivan seems to be the
plausible cause of the crash. Since there are no
witnesses left to tell us, and no evidence exists
to stand on it’s own, it’s unlikely we will never
have the full truth out in the open.

At the time of the crash, Ron Brown was under
investigation by no less than 7 different federal
agencies: the Justice Department, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
Congressional Reform and oversight committee,
the FBI, the Energy Department, the Senate
Judiciary Committee and the Commerce
Department. Brown was going to fact a Grand
Jury indictment three days after his death.

Perhaps about the only “official” report we can
faithfully rely upon is the actual death toll of
the incident. According to White House
officials, here is the list of persons who died in
this crash. Whether they died IN the crash,
BEFORE the crash, or AFTER the crash may
never be known for sure, it’s impossible to
conduct autopsies on ashes.
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Flight crew:
* Captain. Ashley Davis, pilot
* Captain Tim Shafer, pilot
* Staff Sergeant Gerald Aldrich, flight mechanic
* Staff Sergeant Robert Farrington Jr., steward
* Sergeant Cheryl Turnege, steward
* Sergeant Shelly Kelly, steward

Department of Commerce:
* Ron Brown, U.S. Commerce Secretary
* Duane Christian, Brown's security officer
* Adam Darling, Brown's confidential assistant
* Gail Dobert, Deputy Director for the Office
of
Business Liaison
* Carol Hamilton, Brown's press secretary
* Kathryn Hoffman, Brown's senior advisor for
strategic scheduling and special initiatives
* Steve Kaminski, commercial counselor for
U.S. and foreign commercial services
* Kathy Kellogg, confidential assistant in the
Office of Business Liaison
* Charles Meissner, Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for International Trade
* William Morton, Deputy Assistant Secretary
for International Economic Development
* Lawrence Payne, Special Assistant for U.S.
and Foreign Commercial Service
* Naomi Warbasse, International Trade Specialist
Business leaders:
* Barry L. Conrad, Chairman and CEO of
Barrington Group, Miami, Florida
* Paul Cushman III, Chairman and CEO of
Riggs
International Banking Corp.,
Washington,
D.C.
* Robert E. Donovan, President and CEO of
ABB Inc., Norwalk, Connecticut
* Claudia Elia, Chairman and CEO of Air &
Water Technologies Corp., Somerville, New
Jersey
* David Ford, President and CEO of InterGuard
Corp. of Guardian International, Auburn
Hills, Michigan
* Frank Maier, President of Enserch International
Ltd., Dallas, Texas
* Walter Murphy, Senior Vice President of
AT&T Submarine Systems Inc.,
Morristown,
New Jersey
* Leonard Pieroni, Chairman and CEO of
Parsons Corp., Pasadena, California
* John A. Scoville, Chairman of Harza
Engineering Co., Chicago, Illinois
* Donald Terner, President of Bridge Housing
Corp., San Francisco, California
* Stuart Tholan, President of Bechtel-Europe/
Africa/Middle East/Southwest Asia, San
Francisco, California
* Robert A. Whittaker, Chairman and CEO of
Foster Wheeler Energy International,
Clinton, New Jersey

Clearly, the death of Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown calls for greater investigation, perhaps
if enough people call for it, this will happen.
Then again, maybe not.

Wreckage of Secretary Brown’s Plane
In a footnote to this investigation, another
military investigator who disputed the official
findings, is Kathleen Janoski, Chief Petty
Officer, United States Navy. She was the
photographer who took the pictures of the bullet
wound in Browns head at the scene, and the
subsequent X-rays of the skull, showing the
wound. In addition to this proof, Janoski also
reported that the senior law enforcement officer
at Dover, Jean Marie Sentell, told her the
evidence in this case was purposefully destroyed
by the military to hide the evidence of the bullet
wound. Excepting for the copies released by
Col. Cogswell, there would be nothing left.
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Janoski was admitted to Bethesda Naval
Hospital in December of 1998 with a strange
cough. It was discovered she had a collapsed
lung. The lung was reinflated, and she was
released only to develop serious complications
requiring further hospitalization which revealed
a “strange ulcer” on her lung. Doctors could
not find the cause of the ulcer. Janoski
announced her retirement in January of 1999.
Coincidence?

Looking at a timeline regarding activities
surrounding Huang after Browns and Meissners
deaths, a pattern seems to emerge:

Charles Meissner
Asst. Secretary for International
Economic Policy
Plane Crash

April 28, 1997 - The White House ignored a
noon deadline to deliver subpoenaed documents
relating to John Huang ordered by the House
Government Reform Committee.

Date of Death: April 3, 1996
(Colleague) - Asst. Secretary Meissner perished
in the same incident as Commerce Secretary
Brown was killed. Meissner was responsible
for a high level security clearance being given
to a man named John Huang in the Clinton
Administration. Mr. Huang, reputed to be a
close friend of Bill Clinton is alleged to be an
agent working for the Chinese government, and
in fact, has been convicted on a felony
conspiracy charge for violating campaign
finance laws. Huang was sentenced to one year
probation, fined $10,000.00 and has to serve 500
hours community service. Huang must also
cooperate with the Justice Department in the
investigation with the Campaign Finance Task
Force. Huang was convicted of charges that he
conspired with other employees to defraud the
Federal Elections Commission (FEC). The
employees were reimbursed for their political
contributions with corporate funds. The
employees were members of the Lippo Group
and the amounts in question
were a total of $156,000, according to Justice
Department sources quoted to CNN in a report
filed August 12, 1999. This report goes on to
indicate that the Democratic Party has already
had to refund over $1 million in donations that
Huang funneled to political campaigns from the
Asian-American community.
Huangs attorney, Ty Cobb, said Mr. Huang
planned on performing his community service
by
educating
Asian
Americans on how to get into
United States politics.
Incredibly, during the
hearings in front of the
House Committee on
Government Reform, Huang
admitted to receiving
John Huang
$38,000 from the Lippo
Group. This was the same group which gave
Webster Hubbell $100,000.00 when Hubbell
was being investigated. Neither Hubbell, nor
Huang cooperated with the investigations.

April 29, 1997 - Las Vegas Sun reported that
the Commerce Dept. had identified 109 meetings
in 1994 and 1995 where Huang was given
classified material. Previous Commerce Dept.
reports that number as having been 37.
May 10, 1997 - China’s Far Eastern Economic
Review reported that in April of ‘97, Wang Jun,
Chinese arms dealer, gave John Huang
$30,000.00. This appeared in Insight Magazine
in an article covering the wholesale
compromising of US technology to foreign
powers, who, in turn, have used these
technologies for weapons development both
nuclear and otherwise. The Commerce
Department reclassified many tooling machines
and computer equipment so China could
purchase them without having to go through a
review process by the Defense Department for
licensing and clearance. This report also
appeared in a blurb on the AP newswire.
Following this timeline are documents obtained
under the Freedom of Information Act
documenting this action.
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May 15, 1997 - The Washington Times reported
that Rep. Gerald B.H. Solomon, Chairman of
the House Rules Committee indicated to the
press that John Huang had attended 146
classified meetings with CIA and others and
asked in a letter whether or not President
Clinton, or V.P. Al Gore had attended any of
these briefings held at the White House. This
total included at least 37 one-on-one CIA
briefings on China with CIA Officer John
Dickerson.

May 29, 1997 - Rep. Henry Hyde of Illinois
wrote Attorney General Janet Reno a letter
revealing that a 1994 fiber optics deal between
the US and China not only involved sensitive
technology, but encryption software as well. The
US doesn’t even sell encryption to our allies,
but secretly transferred this sophisticated
technology to China under a deal known as Hua
Mei. This deal was pushed through by Clinton
over the loud objections from both the Defense
Department, and the National Security Agency.
This high-speed system, with the accompanying
encryption is now being used in the Chinese
Nuclear Strategic Forces. It’s interesting to note
here, that when Clinton was facing the stiff
outraged opposition from the DOD and NSA that
he thumbed his nose at his own country’s
security issues by RECLASSIFYING THE
COMPUTERS AS BUSINESS MACHINES!
This was a complete outrage, if not outright
traitorous in it’s scope. Following on the next
couple of pages are documents formerly
classified above Top Secret showing how this
“transaction” took place.

Exhibits
for
this
section
begin
on

So, all taken together, one can understand that
what China received in exchange for their
contributions to Clinton, was a 20-year leap in
their nuclear capabilities, assorted highly
sensitive weapons computers, state-of-the-art
encryption software, PLUS getting their money
back! Congress has ordered that the “illegal”
constributions be returned. Nice gesture,
considering the money had already been spent
on Clinton, and now the TAXPAYERS get to
foot the fill for the refund! Ron Brown was going
to expose this had he lived. Meissner, who
cleared the way for the pipeline to China existed
through John Huang, cannot be questioned
anymore either as he is now dead. As mentioned,
on the following pages are contained the
documents in redacted form showing this
transfer of technology, and how Clinton did it.

the
following
page:
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As if the wholesale compromise of our nuclear
weapons technology to a hostile, communist
government wasn’t bad enough, another knife
in the back of our country planted by Clinton
was the delivery to China of the means to deliver
their developed nuclear missiles to long-range
targets. A little known fact that Clinton did while
in office was to reclassify sensitive rocket engine
technology to the Communist Chinese as well.
This triangle between Ron Brown, Charles
Meissner, and Bill Clinton further damaged our
national security in a deal that left CIA people
livid. Ron Brown, under Clinton’s direction,
okayed the sale of a newly developed U.S. gas
turbine engine to China for use in its cruise
missiles. McDonnell Douglas developed the
turbine as a military engine, but by Clinton
having Ron Brown arbitrarily reclassify this
technology as “civilian,” Brown enabled China
to build a fleet of nuclear missiles which they
can now accurately point at America. The end
result of this fiasco is now China can power their
missiles developed by compromised US
technology in such a way as to accurately strike
US targets and do this by way US developed
engine technology. A good question at this point
might be, “Why didn’t we just go ahead and
build them for the Chinese as well?, or, “Why
not just target our nuclear missiles at ourselves?”
As part of this lucrative, traitorous deal,
McDonnell Douglas also decided to set up an
airplane manufacturing plant using cheap slave
labor in China, so perhaps, we ARE building
the weapons they intend to use against us,
anyway.

After the Chinese had gained the computers
necessary to design the nuclear warheads and
the engines to deliver them against US targets,
they were still lacking possession of the sensitive
machine tools to put them all together. In order
to capitalize on the potential arsenal now at their
disposal, they needed to acquire those tools. As
you will see, proof exists to show that they did
indeed manage to put these missiles together.
How did they do that? Yes, they accomplished
this end with MORE US technology.
Gary Milhollin of the Wisconsin Project on
Nuclear Arms Control wrote an editorial in the
New York Times of April 24, 1997 (p. A23)
noting that US satellite photos confirm that
China diverted machine tools imported from the
US for use in a missile factory. When the US
Commerce department gave the rubber stamp
to that deal, it was “reported” that China would
only use those machine tools for “civilian”
enterprises. They lied. The equipment shipped
to them out of a Columbus, Ohio company was
developed to build our state-of-the-art B-1
bomber. This equipment package included hightech milling and measurement devices and a
giant press for bending metal.
Pentagon officials were outraged and warned the
administration that China would use these hightech equipment packages and tools for military
purposes, but the Clinton Administration turned
a deaf ear to these protests because Clinton had
a debt to pay and was dead-set on supporting
China with no regard for the security risks that
would compromise the US.

Verifiable advances by the Chinese made due
to this horrible arrangement were uncovered in
June, 1998. It was discovered that China
currently has 13 nuclear warheads directed at
US targets. These weapons could not have been
developed without the use of the technology that
Clinton gave the Chinese. Despite the outrage
given him by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other
US intelligence agencies, Clinton went ahead
and compromised our national security with
these deals. The Chinese poured vast amounts
of money into the Clinton campaign illegally,
as is well documented, and Clinton made sure
they were rewarded.

When the proof came in that the Pentagon had
been right and that this high-tech equipment had
indeed been sent to a missile factory, Commerce
Department officials in late 1995 “demanded”
trade sanctions. However, once again, the
Clinton Administration disregarded this advice
and spoon-fed the American people through the
media this preposterous myth that we need
friendly “engagement” and trade to influence
China. Sadly enough, this couldn’t be further
from the truth.
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In a quote from the article, Mr. Milhollin stated:

The extent to which Clinton ignored, abandoned,
and eviscerated all standing security procedures
and threw open the U.S. military and technology
candy store to the enemy is mind-boggling. An
astonishing parade of “Chinese arms dealers,
spies, narcotics traffickers, gangsters, pimps,
accomplices to mass murder, Communist agents,
and other undesirables” were welcomed to the
Clinton White House, feted at Clinton-Gore
coffees and dinners, and given access to our most
secret military facilities, documents, and
technology.

“Where has our engagement policy
actually gotten us? Since 1994, China
has refused to even talk to us seriously
about its exports of weapons of mass
destruction. Despite its promises . . .,
American satellites and intelligence
agents have observed regular travel by
Chinese missile technicians to Pakistan
and have documented steady transfer of
missile-related equipment. A Pakistani
factory for the production of missiles
capable of carrying nuclear warheads
is expected to be ready for operation
within the year. It was built with Chinese
help.

The marriage of the Clinton-Gore team with the
Communist Chinese goes all they way back to
their initial election in 1992. The biggest
contributors to the Clinton-Gore ticket in 1992
were Indonesian businessman James Riady and
his wife, Elaine. The Riadys are ethnic Chinese,
whose huge Jakarta-based Lippo Group
conglomerate is closely partnered with
Communist China’s corporate fronts around the
world that serve Communist China’s military
and intelligence interests. The Riady family and
their Lippo minions are, in fact, agents of the
Peoples Republic of China. The work Charles
Meissner did to get John Huang his high-level
security clearance earned Huang the dubious
title James Riady had bestowed upon him as
being: “My man in the American government.”

“In addition, China has been outfitting
Iran with poison gas ingredients and
equipment for at least five years,
something that the United States has
done little to stop.
“Our policy toward China is essentially
the same one that we followed toward
Iraq before the Persian Gulf war. By
selling Saddam Hussein what he wanted,
the State Department said, we would
persuade him to stop being a rogue.
Haven’t we learned our lesson?”
So, what is really going on here? As already
covered in the section profiling the death of Ron
Brown, China has advanced over 20 years in
their nuclear capabilities thanks to our furnishing
them the necessary technologies. The vast
amounts of monies paid by the Chinese to the
Clinton campaign to insure this was ordered by
Congress to be refunded to them as those
donations were illegal. The taxpayers have had
to foot the bill for that refund as the actual
monies were long ago spent by Clinton, so the
Chinese got their money back as well as this
technology. How could this horrific chain of
events be called anything besides treason?
Thanks to former President Clinton, we have
equipped the most hostile government on the
planet with the means to destroy us.

What kind of sensitive information did Huang
have access to? Here’s some of what is known:
• Huang had 37 classified one-on-one briefings
from CIA officers in his Commerce office.
• He saw between 370 and 550 pieces of CIAproduced intelligence.
• He attended at least 109 additional briefings,
several at the White House.
• He visited the White House over 90 times, a
highly inordinate number for his position.
• Senator Fred Thompson’s Governmental
Affairs Committee found that he had received
intelligence in ten key areas — all of which
would be greatly valued by the PRC.
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A security officer from the US Commerce
Department testified at the Thompson
Committee that, “no other consultant on the
Department of Commerce payroll was ever
granted a top secret security clearance.” To say
the interest Bill Clinton had in security issues
was lax would be an understatement, to say he
disregarded them completely would be closer
to the truth. On June 5, 1995, as one of Huang’s
CIA briefers came out of Huang’s office, sitting
in the reception area waiting to be Huang’s next
appointment was none other than Minister Wang
from the Chinese embassy. After other classified
sessions on other days, Huang went to the
Chinese embassy or met with Red Chinese
officials after the briefings concluded. According
to Huang’s own secretary at Commerce, he often
carried with him as he left the office, classified
files and documents and did not bring all of them
back. No accounting was ever made of the
missing information, nor was there ever the
threat of prosecution for the missing documents
even though this would be proper procedure.
Why not?

An appointment into this type of position cleared
the way for Huang to maintain a low media
profile and also escape a Senate Confirmation
hearing. Timperlake and Triplett point out, “If
Huang had been appointed one step farther up
the bureaucratic ladder, his Lippo connections
would have been open to congressional
examination...” Had this occurred, we can only
hope he would not have been confirmed.

Distinguished Congressional Researchers,
Edward Timperlake and William Triplett II may
have the answer. Stopping just short of calling
Bill Clinton himself an agent of the Communist
Chinese, Timperlake and Triplett wrote, “Before
Bill Clinton took office, the United States was
the prime obstacle to the CCP’s [Chinese
Communist Party’s] ambitions to dominate East
Asia. After he was elected, the CCP expressed
two major needs — political and economic
intelligence on the United States, and assistance
with its military modernization program. The
Clinton administration has met both Chinese
Communist goals.” In accomplishing this, John
Huang was one of the key agents, if not the key
agent himself.

House Rules Committee Chairman Gerald
Solomon revealed on June 11, 1997, “John
Huang committed economic espionage and
breached our national security by passing
classified information to his former employer,
the Lippo Group.” Huang, remember, is the same
friend of Bill Clinton who was former head of
U.S. operations for the Indonesia-based
conglomerate Lippo Group. He raised tons of
illegal cash for the Clinton-Gore campaign,
much of it from Red Chinese sources. This same
John Huang was conveniently given a position
and top secret security clearance at the
Commerce Department. This is where he had
access to extremely sensitive information
concerning America’s national security and our
strategic resources, many of which are now in
the hands of the Communist Chinese. The extent
of the damage this infiltration of the Chinese
has caused has scarcely been examined by our
elected leaders, sworn to defend the US and the
Constitution. These same leaders have been only
interested in pursuing such mundane matters as
Whitewater, and “Zippergate.” It’s time for a
serious investigation into the treasonous
activities of Clinton regarding “Chinagate.” Ron
Brown and Charles Meissner had information
they can no longer give as they are dead. Will
we ever know the truth? Is it already too late?

Underlings at the US Commerce Department
protested loudly about John Huangs ties to the
Lippo Group, calling those ties an outright
conflict of interest and made repeated attempts
to block Huangs appointment. Needless to say,
with Bill Clinton making personal intervention,
those protests went nowhere and John Huang
was appointed strategically into a Deputy
Assistant Secretary position within the US
Commerce Department.

As the House Judiciary Committee’s
impeachment inquiry was about to begin, it was
announced that Independent Counsel Kenneth
Starr might be called upon to discuss the
testimony given by John Huang regarding “hush
money” used to persuade Webster Hubbell from
testifying against Hillary Clinton concerning the
Whitewater scandal. In fact, Huang himself
could be called to testify in the matter, it was
reported. But it was clear that Judiciary was only
interested in looking at Huang’s role in the
apparent payoff over a relatively minor real
estate scam and no inquiry was even threatened
regarding espionage charges, which is clearly
what was going on.
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William Colby
Former Director of the CIA

Niko Jerkuic
Air Traffic Maintenance Chief

Boating Accident

“Suicide”

Date of Death: April 28, 1996

Date of Death: May 6, 1996
(Opposition) - Chief Niko was the Air Traffic
Maintenance Chief in charge of the flight in
which Ron Brown lost his life. His death was
ruled a suicide by officials, with no other details
available, excepting that it’s known he was shot
to death before investigators could question him.
Chief Niko may well have been worth talking
to regarding the Brown flight, but, unfortunately,
that is now impossible.

(Colleague) - William
Colby, in addition to his
duties with the CIA,.
also served as the editor
for a highly respected
financial newsletter
entitled, “Strategic
Investment.” Many
corporations
and
organizations also hired him to do consultant
work as well. “Strategic Investment” hired three
handwriting experts to investigate a letter of
resignation, “officially” known as the Foster
suicide letter. This document was conveniently
torn into many little pieces, completely void of
fingerprints, and found in Foster’s briefcase
supposedly after that very briefcase had already
been searched with a fine tooth-comb more than
once already. The experts hired by Mr. Colby
determined that even though the note was in the
right place, it was still a forgery, and didn’t match
Vincent Foster’s handwriting. The exact finding
of the experts was that the note was a “poor
forgery.”

What is known, is that Jerkuic was in charge of
the beacon which controlled the direction of Ron
Browns flight. It has been reported that the pilot,
trying to recover the aircraft, realigned the plane
with the beacon. This sent the plane into the
hillside. Jerkuic isn’t around to explain this. The
record DOES indicate, however, that one of the
portable beacons used in the event of system
failure at Dubrovnik Airport had been stolen,
and never recovered. Coincidence?
Terrance Yeakey
Oklahoma City Police Department
Gunshot Wound?
Date of Death: May 8, 1996

Some time after filing the report with his
findings, Mr. Colby called his wife one evening
and said he was going to get something to eat
and then go to bed. Apparently, he then got up
from his dinner (clams and white wine) and
decided to take a canoe trip in the middle of the
night down a rough and winding river without a
lifejacket. (NOT his routine) then simply had a
heart attack from the excitement and fell into
the river and drowned. At least that’s the
“official” version. None of this fits his character,
or personality. You decide.
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(Opposition) - The day of the bombing of the Alfred
P. Murrah Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
is a day which still provides a great number of
unanswered questions. Oklahoma City PD
Sergeant Terrance Yeakey was the first uniformed
officer on the scene of the blast due to the fact that
he’d made a traffic stop in close proximity to the
building. Yeakey filed reports with officials
indicating he’d seen a flash inside the building,
and windows were blown OUT of the building.
According to interviews with his ex-wife, Tonia,
Yeakey had called her to pick him up that day and
told her that, “it’s not what they are saying it was.”
Yeaky had apparently mentioned windows blown
“out” of the building, not consistent with a bomb
location outside the building.

What he meant by that
she said he didn’t tell
her. All his ex-wife
knows for sure is that
he became extremely
nervous and frightened
in the weeks before his
death,
sometimes
coming over to her
house in the middle of
the night with life
insurance policies he’d
taken out, naming her
and his children as
beneficiaries. The two
had been divorced, but
according to Tonia,
Sgt. Terrance Yeakey
they were attempting to
work things out and perhaps get back together,
in fact, Terrance had asked her to remarry him
shortly before he died. Tonia had custody of
the two children, and Terry saw them often. She
described their relationship as good, friendly and
positive.

USGS Seismograph Record
You’ll find the entire sheet on the following page
provided as reference material, in this section,
here you can see an enlargement of the graph
made at the time the blast occurred. Notice the
first set of wavy lines inside to the left of the
circle. Immediately following is a “flat line”
indicating no seismic activity. Then another set
of wavy lines, indicating a SECOND event.
Actual records from the USGS show that the
first surface wave arrived at 9:02 and 13 seconds
to the USGS, the second wave arrived at 9:02
and 23 seconds. Given the time it took for the
wave to travel, the first blast took place at 9:02
and 4 seconds, the second at 9:02 and 14
seconds. This would concur with the initial
reports of multiple devices as leaked by CNN.
Perhaps an ignition problem delayed one
explosion to a few seconds afterward, and
prevented yet another device from exploding at
all. DETCORD is used in construction
implosions to simultaneously explode differing
charges with a split second delay between the
two. If something had gone wrong, this could
account for the 10 seconds, as well as the
unexploded device likely removed and taken by
the Ft. Ord munitions team.

Another witness on the scene early after the blast
was Dr. Chumley, profiled elsewhere in this
book, he too, is now dead. What these men saw
conflicts with what the media had portrayed of
the incident. I personally watched first-hand the
initial reports of the bombing. I had CNN on
when the story broke, and saw the first report as
well as watching everything on it the rest of the
day. In the beginning, while the story was
breaking, a blurb about “another device” had
been found INSIDE the building and that a
special military munitions team had been
deployed from Ft. Sill to disarm the device. The
only other reference to this development was
the video shown of the Bomb Squad truck on
the scene. No further reports on this ever took
place.
In other research I’d done regarding the OKC
bombing, I obtained seismograph reports from
the US Geological Survey of the time of the
blast. I’m including that material as part of this
profile, to show that Officer Yeakey may well
have had information on this that is both relevant
and damaging to the “official” version.

There are other curiosities about this. The farm
in Michigan which was later searched for
ammonium nitrate reported by the media as
being used in the blast had a search warrant
issued for those items FOUR DAYS BEFORE
THE BLAST. This is on file in court records.
Also, conveniently, all the FBI and ATF agents
had been told not to come in that day, except for
the Clinton bodyguard assigned there who had
worked for Clinton in the Arkansas days. This
lone agent, Alan Whicher was the only FBI
casualty in the blast. Coincidence?
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On the following page, you’ll see the entire
USGS seismograph report for that morning.

Geological Survey Office Seismograph Report for 4/19/95
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Also, El Reno investigators found no gun at the
scene, despite searching the entire area, however,
when the FBI arrived, they were able to “find”
the gun within minutes. Sound familiar? In
another twist on these events, a relative of
Yeakeys, by chance, ran into the mortician who
prepared the body. This mortician reported that
Yeakey had multiple rope burns, handcuff
marks, and had been beaten prior to his death.
This mortician refuses to be identified publicly.
The place where the body was prepared was at
the Russworm Funeral Home.

The death of Sgt Yeakey also presents a series
of problems. He was found dead in a field near
the El Reno Reformatory, near El Reno,
Oklahoma just 3 days before he was scheduled
to receive the Medal of Valor from the Oklahoma
City Police Department. His body was found
with his wrists, arms and throat slashed. Both
jugular veins had been severed. When his car
door was opened by authorities, it was so full of
blood, it ran out of the car when the locked door
was opened. The body was not in the car,
however. No less than a mile and a half AWAY
from the car, his body was found with a
downward traveling gunshot to the head, near
the temple, “execution style.” Yeakey suffered
from sickle cell anemia so it’s impossible to
think that a man reported as having blood loss
in excess of two pints, with his jugulars slashed,
making the 1 and 1/2 mile journey on foot
through rough terrain, over a barbed wire fence,
and into a ditch. Of course, this death was
immediately ruled a “suicide” and the records
were sealed.

Yeakey’s family is certain he was murdered. In
fact, his ex-wife revealed in an interview that
he’d had a bad argument with officials over his
requesting the reports he had filed and his refusal
to modify them to conform with the media
reports. This case should certainly be re-opened
and the public should have access to the
investigation records, mortician reports, medical
examiners reports and anything else in these
files.
As far as the official version of the story that
Yeaky had filed his report on regarding the OKC
bombing, it’s interesting to note the
corroboration offered by the Oklahoma
Governor Frank Keating. Here’s a statement
made during a live telecast of the coverage:
“One device has been deactivated, apparently,
there is another device. Obviously, whatever
did the damage to the Murrah Building was a
tremendous...a very sophisticated explosive
device.” In another live interview conducted at
the time of the bombing, Dr. Randall Heather, a
terrorism expert said, “We should find out a lot
when the bombs are taken apart. I think it was a
stroke of luck that we actually have diffused
bombs. It is through the bomb material that we
will be able to track down who committed this
atrocity.”

In the case of any violent death, autopsies are
required. This was not done in spite of the fact
that not only had Yeakey suffered a violent death,
but he was also a police officer scheduled for a
Medal of Valor! Why no autopsy? Forensics
units didn’t even bother to dust his car for
fingerprints. When the car was released to his
brother-in-law, Glenn Jones, Mr. Jones found a
bloody knife inside the glove box. Original
reports state that Yeakey used a razor blade on
himself, so where did the knife come from?
Whose blood was on it? Why wasn’t this
investigated?
In the investigation that was conducted, Dr.
Larry Balding, OKC Chief Medical Examiner
ruled a suicide, despite the fact that no “stellat”
marks were on the bullet wound. These marks
are made from high-velocity gases escaping the
muzzle of a gun when it is fired. The only reason
no marks would be on a point-blank or near point
blank bullet wound (REAL suicide gunshot)
would be if the gun had a silencer on it when it
was fired at that range.

In additional corroboration to the multiple
explosions are videos shown early on in the
coverage that revealed TWO smoke plumes, one
from in front of the building, the other coming
from INSIDE the building. Again, this is a sight
that Yeakey could have testified to.
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There is a great deal more physical evidence to support the conclusion
that multiple explosions rocked the Murrah building. In this diagram,
Brigadier General Benton K. Partin USAF (retired) illustrates clearly
that the impact caused by a truck bomb alone would not have been
sufficient to topple the Federal Building with the reinforced steel/concrete
support beams used in it’s construction. In fact, by the time the blast
wave would’ve reached the support columns the force would only have
been approximately 27 ft. pounds per square inch. These columns were
designed to withstand pressures in excess of 5600 ft. pounds per square
inch, far and away ABOVE the force exerted against them by the blast
wave from a truck bomb parked in the vicinity indicated on official
records. General Partin was Commander of the United States Air Force
Munitions Laboratory in Elgin, Florida for many years, his expertise in
these areas is unchallenged.
Below are the official report
findings made by General
Partin.

This is damning

evidence of a cover-up. Along
with eyewitness testimony
from workers inside the
building indicating the first
blast felt like an “earthquake”
followed by a loud blast is
indicative of support columns
being
Brig. Gen. Benton Partins Diagram Assessing OKC Bombing
Illustrating a support column was left standing that was closer to
the truck bomb than the one blown out, simply not possible.

compromised

by

explosive devices just prior to
the truck bomb detonation.
These two events combined,

would have been enough to topple the building as shown in photographs in this section. In an expert
assessment offered by General Partin, he points out this issue and several other “problems” with the “official”
version that has been fed to us by the major media. In his report, which is outlined in the page that follows,
you’ll see how the evidence in this case simply doesn’t conform to the “findings” offered by authorities to
the general public. The list of General Partin’s credentials would fill several pages. Partin, is arguably the
foremost expert and authority on munitions in the United States. For those seeking confirmation of these
credentials who have not seen them, his resume and bio are in our files for reference. On the following
page, excerpts from his findings and conclusions are offered.
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1. The red dot surrounded by circles shows the location of the truck bomb.
2. The force of an explosion (pounds per square inch) diminishes drastically as it moves through air. By the
time it reaches column B-3, in the second tier of columns, it is only 27 pounds per square inch.
3. Column B-3 was entirely taken out while the column next to it B-4 which would have received slightly
more force was untouched.
4. Columns A-3, A-5, and A-7 were collapsed at the 3rd floor level. Columns A-4, A-6, and A-8 were
collapsed by the odd number columns adjacent to them. Note that Column A-7 is well out of the
area of main blast force.
5. These results are entirely consistent with demolition charges going off on B-3, A-3, A-5, and A-7. The
size of the explosives needed would be minimal if they were attached directly to the columns.
6. Several experienced demolition experts, physicists and munitions experts agree with Partin that there is
no way this damage could have been done by the truck bomb alone. None of these were permitted
to be witnesses on the McVeigh or Nichols trial. The only munitions expert allowed to testify was
from the UK and her testimony did not address Partin’s thesis.
7. Contrary to investigative procedures - and common sense - the Murrah Building was demolished and its
remains were buried in a local landfill. Requests for an independent examination of the evidence
were denied. Clearly, the rubble would have been infused with explosive material and dust. It’s
interesting to note that the US used a British witness. This reminds me of the fact that the US called
in British personnel and technology in the Waco Massacre. Why a UK witness?
General Partin was interviewed by the FBI and despite his vast knowledge, was not called in as a witness.
A “specialist” from Britain was used instead. Partin in a news release, in his attempts to urge the delay of
the demolition of the remains of the Federal Building in Oklahoma, stated, "When I first saw the picture of
the truck bomb's asymmetrical damage to the Federal building in Oklahoma, my immediate reaction was
that the pattern of damage would have been technically impossible without supplementary demolition
charges at some of the reinforced concrete bases inside the building, a standard demolition technique."
Partin further explained that "reinforced concrete targets in large buildings are hard targets to blast. I know
of no way possible to reproduce the apparent building damage through simply a truck bomb effort." Partin
also issued findings in his analysis that clearly indicate that explosive residue would have been present in
samples of the concrete and dust left over from the blast, yet these tests were never done publicly, if at all.
Why not? General Partin's request to have the bomb site preserved in order to examine the possibility of a
second explosion was ignored by the government. Why? In his final conclusions, Partin made the following
sad observation:
“The Murrah Federal Building was not destroyed by one sole truck bomb. The major factor in its destruction
appears to have been detonation of explosives carefully placed at four critical junctures on supporting
columns within the building. The only possible reinforced concrete structural failure solely attributable to
the truck bomb was the stripping out of the ceilings of the first and second floors in the “pit” area behind
columns B4 and By. Even this may have been caused by a demolition charge at column B3. It is truly
unfortunate that a separate and independent bomb damage assessment was not made during the cleanup,
before the building was demolished on May 23 and hundreds of truck loads of debris were hauled away,
smashed down, and covered with dirt behind a security fence. All evidence of demolition charges had been
removed from the building site (i.e., the stubs of columns B3, A3, A5, A7 and the demolished junctures at
the header with columns A3, A5 and A7. All ambiguity with respect to the use of supplementing demolition
charges and the type of truck used could be quickly resolved if the FBI were required to release the
surveillance camera coverage of this terribly tragic event.”
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You have already seen in this section the fact
that multiple bombs were announced by the
press reporting information given them directly
on the scene. This was later denied and claims
of the “additional bombs” have met with
ridicule. However, in this rare photo, you can
see the panic that erupted in the streets when it
was announced that additional bombs had been
discovered unexploded within the interior of the
Murrah Building.
While you can’t quite see the concave gutting
of the Murrah Building in this photo above,
and aerial views are “unavailable,” you can
easily see this concave damage in the rare
roof shot below which corroborates General
Partins assessment of the building damage
with physical evidence.
The Oklahoma County Sheriff’s Department
called in the bomb squad. Deputy Mark Sterling
is shown in this photo below with his certified
bomb detection dog, “Ben.”

In another rare photo below, you can see the
damage inside the Murrah Building as being
extensive. Not the kind of damage you would
expect to a building with reinforced steel and
concrete support pillars, again, this photo
physically corroborates the report made by
General Partin as to the extent of the interior
damage to the building.
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As mentioned in this section
Governor Frank Keating
had
made
the
announcement that these
were
“sophisticated”
devices that had been
found. A CNN report at the
time this announcement
was made indicated a crack
bomb disposal unit had
been deployed from Ft. Sill
to handle these devices due
to their sophistication.

Detective Eric Mullenix was also interviewed
for this section who was assigned the Yeaky case
while he was a detective in the homicide
division. He corroborated for me the fact that
the reports of El Reno officials being first on
the scene and that they were able to locate the
body but were unable to locate the weapon were
true. He also advised me when I asked about
the gun, he stated, “We had the gun.”
Yeaky’s mother had reported to me that she had
gotten a call from OKC PD in her home town,
about a two hour drive from OKC indicating her
son was “missing.” It was at that time that she
left her home and traveled to Yeaky’s apartment
with her son-in-law. Together, they arrived at
Yeaky’s apartment and gained entrance from the
landlord. While there, the OKC PD called and
after identifying who was in the apartment, asked
them to look around for his service weapon. The
weapon was located in the apartment, and a
detective was dispatched to pick it up.
According to both his mother and brother-inlaw, his patrol car had already been removed by
OKC PD by the time they arrived at the scene,
and together, they handed over his service
weapon, a 9mm Glock semi-automatic,
identified by the brother-in-law. Police didn’t
notify the family that he’d been found dead. So,
if he hadn’t been found, why the call, and the
seizure of the property? If he HAD been found,
why not notify the family? According to Glenn
Jones, the brother-in-law, and Yeaky’s mother,
a second call came in from OKC PD. This time,
they were wondering if another weapon was in
Yeaky’s apartment. After searching around,
Jones indicated the family located a silver plated
.380 automatic with a black handle, and then
OKC dispatched another detective, Det. Ramsey,
to retrieve that weapon. Still no mention of the
whereabouts of Yeaky. The same two questions
remain. Why the property seizure? Why no
notification? When his car was finally released,
according to family members, the panels had
been torn away and the seats had been removed.
What were officials searching for? No
fingerprints were taken, however.

Gov. Keating

In spite of the fact that media coverage after this
report disappeared regarding the outcome of
these events, a rare picture has been released
showing the arrival of the ATF federal bomb
disposal unit, presumably carrying the military
personnel. In this photo below, you can see that
officials on the scene didn’t feel the presence of
the Oklahoma Bomb Disposal Unit was
sufficient to deal with the threat posed by the
bombs that were reported as being found
unexploded.

In an interview I personally conducted with Sgt.
Yeaky’s mother, she corroborated the earlier
information given regarding the nature of
Yeaky’s disposition. He did not become
mentally unbalanced, as media reports indicate.
He did become quite frightened after his
argument with his superiors over the report he
had filed on the day of the blast. According to
his mother, Yeakey had a meeting with his
supervisors, Lt. JoAnn Randall, and Maj.
Upchurch, and had requested a copy of his own
report. He was told he couldn’t have it and an
argument broke out. That report is sealed to this
day.
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Another related story regarding evidence in the
Oklahoma Bombing came from CNN on March
22, 1997. In the CNN report, which cited sources
in the Los Angeles Times revealed that the FBI
crime laboratory working on the bombing had
made, “scientifically unsound” conclusions that
were “biased in favor of the prosecution.” This
ran in the Los Angeles Times on the Saturday
prior to the CNN release. According to the article,
the paper had obtained a secret draft report which
concluded that supervisors approved lab reports
that they “cannot support” and that the FBI lab
officials may have erred about the size of the blast,
the amount of explosive used and the type of
explosives used in the bombing. The report also
indicated the FBI couldn’t identify the triggering
device for the truck bomb or how it was detonated.
Criticisms also appeared in the paper regarding a
“poorly maintained lab environment” which
could have led to contamination of critical pieces
of evidence, the Times said.

Jones also told me that he was there with Terry’s
mother when the body was being viewed prior
to burial. Yeaky’s mother also confirmed this.
Jones stated the depth of the wounds were at
least 2 to 3 inches deep in the throat, more than
deep enough to sever both jugular veins. Also
noted by Jones were the slashes located on
Yeakey’s arms at the hollow of the elbow where
the pulse can be felt, as well as deep slashes
across both wrists deep enough for tendons to
be visible. Jones also confirmed that he was the
one who located the knife in the unlocked glove
box of Yeakeys Ford Probe. Upon notifying
Oklahoma City Police of the knife finding, Jones
was stunned that they didn’t even want to see
the knife, let alone take blood samples from it.
According to the family, they were told Yeaky
had used a razor blade on himself. So, where
did the knife come from? Whose blood was on
it? Why weren’t the police interested in this?
Very troubling questions.

In the course of the trial of McVeigh and Nichols,
US District Judge Richard Matsch signed a
written order strictly prohibiting either side from
discussing the report or providing it to others.
This was also covered by the L. A. Times. The
order went on to prohibit the report from being
used in pre-trial hearings or during the McVeigh
trial “in any form or for any purpose whatsoever.”
Why not? Matsch was the judge who refused the
stay of execution of McVeigh despite over 3000
pages of documents illegally witheld by the FBI
disclosed just prior to the execution.
Other critical evidence is inside the report filed
by Sgt. Yeaky of the events that he’d seen as the
first uniformed officer at the scene. In an
interview conducted with Oklahoma City Police
Department, Lt. Phil Hoile told me that the filings
made by Yeaky were sealed due to an ongoing
investigation.
According to Hoile, OKC PD has turned all
records of the bombing over the Federal
Prosecutor Fern Smith. I was given the case
number for the file, 95-036389 in regards to the
bombing. I was also informed that these records
will not be available until the prosecutions are
concluded and the investigations are closed.
Official reports filed on the Yeaky death are under
OKC PD# 96-045432.
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With no one interested in this discovery, and
these questions remaining, what could be a
possible answer? One possibility comes from a
motion filed by Nichols during his trial. In this
motion filed, a request was made for the court
to subpoena some classified documents Nichols
claimed would be relevant to his defense. What
possible classified material could he have been
referring to? On the following pages, you will
see the possible answer. If this answer proves
to be true, then the level of the cover-up reaches
to the highest levels within the power structure
of our system. If this proves true, it’s easy to
see why Yeaky may well have been killed to
cover this information up. Nichols filed the
motion and had a hearing on it on April 9, 1996
in the US District Court for the District of
Colorado, Criminal Case # 96-CR-68-M
(formerly CR-95-110-MH WDOK). This is a
matter of record in the court documents. The
following pages give a possible answer. The
next few pages are “eye-openers” to say the
least.

On this page, you’ll see pictures taken by the United States Geological Survey of Camp Gruber, Oklahoma.
While perhaps unconnected, a classified Department of Defense operation was staged in this area in April
of 1995. At that time, along with the maps and USGS pictures on this page you’ll see pictures on this page
and the page that follows of aerial views of a temporary encampment set-up for this operation. It’s clear in
these photos also that a Ryder truck is present. Why? The military uses it’s OWN transport vehicles. What
were they doing with a Ryder truck in an enclosed area with no exits in the weeks prior to the Oklahoma
City bombing? As this was a classified operation, no answers to this question can be ascertained. The
maps and photos on these pages will have to speak for themselves.
USGS Aerial Photo Camp Gruber

Camp Construction
Army Camp Gruber near Braggs, Oklahoma
USGS Survey Map, Camp Gruber, OK
Camp Gruber is an Oklahoma Army National Guard
training center located near Muskogee and Braggs,
Oklahoma. A wide range of training operations take place
at that location involving National Guardsman and other
military personnel as well as federal, state, and local law
enforcement personnel. Camp Gruber is over 60,000 acres
of wetlands providing training environments well suited
to various types of combat and related activities. Camp
Gruber, and the various extensions and branches held
thousands os POWs in the early 1940s during WWII. On
the following pages you’ll see activity in this camp taken
aerially showing an interesting temporary construction that
was made in the days prior to the blast in early spring 1995.
Points of interest are highlighted and blown up and
examined on these next few pages. This activity, due to
Map showing Braggs, OK relative to Camp Gruber the presence of a Ryder truck at a military base raises some
questions. Although not confirmation
enough of a conspiracy perpetrated by the
government against the Murrah Federal
Building, conclusions will be drawn at the
end of this section illustrating the
possibility. Again, reports early on
indicated a “sophisticated” military-type
explosive was located unexploded.
Map showing Oklahoma City, OK relative to Braggs, OK
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The photo below is an aerial view of a temporary encampment taken inside the airspace above Camp
Gruber in early April 1995, before the Oklahoma City bombing. Circled are areas of importance with
accompanying descriptions. Note the remote location of the camp.

Photo taken of side view of
this structure as the plane
circled around. A closer
view of the camp from the
above angle appears on the
next page. See following
pages for further analysis of
this anomaly.
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This series of pictures
shows the side view taken
along with a blow up made
of the circled area
providing
physical
evidence of the Ryder truck
located at the military
installation.
Highly
unusual material, what it
means, you decide.
On the following page,
you’ll see another point of
interest rendered from the
wide angle view of the
base.
On the following page,
proof is offered as to the
time of year the photo was
taken. DoD officials have
claimed this “exercise”
took place in November of
1994, but the pictures show
otherwise.
In the photos above, to the lower
right, and on the first page of this
exhibit, notice the surrounding
fence has no exits, or doors, and is
completely sequestered from
chance visibility or access. This is
consistent with what is called,
“compartmentalization” of secured,
classified operations while in
staging phases of the operation.

A closer view of the actual
encampment from a different
angle than that shown above.
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In the first photo shown of the Camp Gruber military base showing the location of the temporary compound containing the Ryder truck, another element is examined below for details.

This particular section shows the tree near the concrete
platform after being blown up illustrating the greenery
within the tree. Foliage of this type only occurs during
the early spring of the year, confirming the relative time
in which these photos were taken. An analysis of these
photos was claiming they were taken in November by
DoD officials, and that the growth was ivy. This is
inconsistent with the evidence.

In this computer enhanced version of the image, you
can see that the branch BELOW the greenery is bare.
This completely disproves the ivy theory. Ivy grows
up around trees from the ground, first establishing a
root system, then climbing the tree. This clearly
shows the greenery of the tree was above the bare
branch, and not yet in full canopy indicating early
spring growth of the tree itself, not late fall ivy.
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“Special” operations originating out of Camp
Gruber, include specialized transportation
services. The 24th Transportation Company
(Medium Truck) division was organized July 25,
1942 at Camp Gruber, Oklahoma under the 937th
Combat Engineer Group. Combat engineers are
highly skilled individuals in all manner of
demolitions work and construction. In the mid’60s, the unit was deployed to Vietnam under
the 36th Transportation Battalion. Furthermore,
the unit also served as a member of the 7th
Transportation Group during the Gulf War.
Yeaky happened to be a veteran of the Gulf War,
having served a two-year activation during his
career in law enforcement. This unit also found
action in Somalia under Operation Rescue Hope.
The unit is now home based at Fort Riley and
currently provides command and control support
to a platoon detachment of the 2nd Transportation
Company (Heavy Truck). This makes the
presence of the Ryder truck even more
questionable due to events following this
sighting and photos. In addition to this, Camp
Gruber is also near to McAlester Ammunitions
Plant, a munitions factory. This facility is only
100 miles from Camp Gruber. While this, by
itself, may not mean anything, these facts are
noteworthy considering the other evidence.

During the massacre at Waco, Texas, it is well
known that there was a military presence on
scene. In fact, the infrared imaging equipment
and support personnel were from the UK,
dispatched out of British military forces. Many
records of these events were maintained at the
Murrah building and the FBI unit that was
dispatched to Waco was out of the Oklahoma
City office. These records were either destroyed
in the blast itself, or buried in the rush to bulldoze
the Murrah Building. Incidently, the remnants
of the building hauled away are kept in a secured
landfill. The bombing also coincided with an
anniversary of the Waco tragedy. The infrared
imagery taken on the FLIR (Forward Looking
InfraRed) equipment was analyzed by Carlos
Ghigliotti, profiled later in this book. He, too,
is dead. No witnesses, no records, experts
analyzing evidence dead, foreign witnesses
being called into Federal investigations, sealed
reports, the death of Yeaky, and much, much
more all tend to breed suspicion that there’s alot
we’re not being told about regarding this
bombing. Was Yeaky killed to guarantee his
silence?
Another interesting “coincidence” also rears it’s
head. In a sidebar to this, Hillary Clinton, on
April 17, 1995, two days before the bombing,
was indicted on three felonies regarding the
removal of files from Vince Fosters office, and
her role in the Whitewater crimes. The
indictments were to be unsealed on April 19,
1995, but were withdrawn to avoid a panic
against the government in the bombing
aftermath. The indictments were later
“reworked” down to a perjury indictment handed
down April 24, 1995. This has yet to be acted
upon. Noted journalist Sherman Skolnick
uncovered this Hillary Clinton fiasco.

As he was the first uniformed officer on the
scene of the bombing, Yeaky might have seen
something that would have supported a
conspiracy in this tragedy. Did he?
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Dr. Larry Balding was the Medical Examiner
who filed this report. The report also says clearly
that NO AUTOPSY WAS PERFORMED. The
time of death didn’t seem important and was
listed as the time the body was found. This is
similar to the tactic used in the Vince Foster
death.

Despite repeated attempts made by Thunder
Publications, the Oklahoma City Police
Department refused to release any pertinent
records in this case, which should be considered
to be public access documents. Family members
have provided some official reports that were
given them. In those documents, toxicology
tests indicated the Yeaky had NOT been
drinking, in spite of some of the slurs made
against him regarding the hours prior to his
death. Also contained in those documents were
the details of the multiple slashes, however, the
official records say, “superficial” while family
members stated the depth of the wounds to be
at least 2 or 3 inches. This depth was noted by
them in SPITE of the fact that Yeaky’s body had
swollen some after his death. In all probability,
those wounds were MUCH deeper when they
were made. Furthermore, the official diagram
of the bullet wound and trajectory indicate the
gun was placed forcibly against the right temple
above the ear, and the trajectory went
DOWNWARD, exiting near the left cheekbone.
This angle is virtually impossible to recreate
even IF your hands and arms are working
correctly, let alone trying to do it with severed
tendons and extreme blood loss with an
underlying blood disease. More impossible
findings being spoon fed to the masses.

Like Vince Foster, this is another death that
should be reopened to investigation. This would
require an exhumation and subsequent
examination by an independent expert
pathologist. Certainly, in view of the evidence,
reopening this case is warranted. Family
members are certain Yeaky was murdered. The
evidence seems to support this which leads us
to the conclusion that for reasons listed in this
section, and perhaps others, that there is a far
reaching cover-up surrounding the death of this
Gulf War veteran who knew too much.
What follows are the official records released
to us by family members. Oklahoma City Police
Department refused to divuldge these documents
despite repeated efforts by our office. Our efforts
to that end are detailed after the exhibits. The
first exhibit offered here is the head diagram
showing the downward trajectory of the bullet,
unlikely due to the extent of Yeaky’s blood loss
and injuries to his arm:

For that angle to be accomplished, one must
almost turn the wrist in such a way and have the
elbow raised so high along with it that the
placement would be painful, even with healthy
arms and full strength. Strangely absent from
the official record is any mention of the “stellat”
marks mentioned earlier in this section. A
“barrel mark” is mentioned, indicated the
weapon to have been forcefully placed against
Yeaky’s head, but no mention of the stellat marks
which certainly would have been there unless a
silencer was used.
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Here is the diagram of the body made at the time of the “investigation.” You can see the open cuts shown
on both sides of the throat as well as in the pit of the elbows. The description made of these injuuries by
family members who viewed the body are in direct opposition with the “official” reports. Family members
described terribly deep knife slashes showing tendon damage and bone. Why didn’t the doctor see these?
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In yet another absolutely unbelievable fiasco, here’s the official medical examiners report indicating he
didn’t care enough to do an autopsy, or was he told not to?
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The final damning piece of evidence comes from the report on drug tests given Yeaky. He was reported to
have been acting “drunk” by “witnesses” reported by the police. The offical lab results showed NO
ALCOHOL PRESENT! Why such an obvious conflict? Why isn’t this case reopened?
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In the course of the investigation into the Yeaky
death as part of this book, the only cooperation
we received warmly was from that of the
immediate family members interviewed for this
section. OKC PD Lt. Hoile even made a call to
our office and accused us of trying to “find
weaknesses” in their department in order to
obtain records, and that, in his words, “wasn’t
going to happen.” His response to our inquiries
speaks for itself. Repeated contact with the OKC
Public Information Officer has resulted in us
being told we would have to begin court actions
against the department if we pursued these
records any further, and then they still may not
be released, because, in the words of Public
Information Office, Capt. Chuck Allen regarding
releasing what are normally public access
documents regarding Yeaky, he said, “...we don’t
have to.” Again, another response that speaks
for itself.

To date, there have been no further developments
in this death. Oklahoma Governor, Frank
Keating was reported to us by family members
to have been interested in pursuing this case,
but that “inquiry” quietly vanished. A media
inquiry was made to the family by another
journalist, but that investigation was superficial
at best, and nothing more was done in the matter.
It is the hope of the family to clear Yeaky’s good
name. As a matter of course, this section has
been forwarded to Oklahoma authorities. As
already mentioned in this section, “officials”
were defensive, uncooperative and essentially
resistive in obtaining information on this case.
A copy of this section has been forwarded to
the Oklahoma Attorney General, as well as the
United States Attorney General, John Ashcroft.
May there be justice and closure to this tortured
family.

The records found in this section were provided
to us directly by family members with full
permission to reprint. The family was
approached as the direct result of the
stonewalling given to us by the OKC PD. We
also obtained permission from the family to
query the mortician assigned to the case,
Kenneth Russworm. In an interview conducted
with Russworm, who handled the body of
Terrance Yeaky, a disclosure regarding what the
moritican called “restraint marks” was made.
After verifying with family members of Yeaky
that we were investigating this death, and
obtaining permission from the family to discuss
the case, Russworm offered information
regarding these marks and that they were located
on both wrists of Officer Yeaky. Although
Russworm declined to state whether his opinion
of these marks was the result of handcuffing or
being tied with ropes, his opinion was given that
he found these marks both troubling and highly
unusual, seemingly not consistent with the
suicide line being offered by the Oklahoma City
Police. He further stated that, in his opinion,
these marks found on the wrists were definitely
marks resulting from Yeaky being held in some
kind of restraint prior to his death.

Admiral Mike Boorda
Chief of Naval Operations
Gunshot Wound
Date of Death: May, 1996
(Colleague) - Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral
Mike Boorda was found in his home with a
gunshot would to the chest and a gun found lying
nearby. His death was ruled as a “suicide” by
investigators assigned to the case. Adm. Boorda
took command in the wake of the “Tailhook”
scandal and the
C l i n t o n
Administrations
agendas to allow
homosexuals in the
military and increase
combat assignments
given to women
aboard Naval ships. Authorities claim his reason
for suicide was that he had been subject to
allegations of wearing combat awards he had not
earned. These allegations stemmed from
reclassification of some of the medals he had
earned. Admiral Boorda even made the
comment after this reclassification of his medals,
that if were perceived as a “big deal,” he
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wouldn’t wear them at all. This all happened a full
YEAR before his death, unlikely depressions could have
set in over this after so long a time. Even if this were
true, even so, it reflects a haphazardness in the Clinton
Administration to assign high-ranking promotions to
persons of this type of character, either way, the
administration has problems with this one. Other
researchers I’ve talked to believe that Admiral Boorda
was a member of a group of 16 high-ranking flag
officers (known as COM-12) who wish to arrest Bill
Clinton for treason due to PDD-25, signed by Clinton
which can be used to reassign military personnel to
UN authority. This is forbidden under our Constitution,
PDD-25 remains classified, which is also illegal as it
is considered to be a law of the land. His death occurred
minutes before a scheduled interview with Newsweek
magazine. Coincidence? You decide.

In addition to his ties with Ron Brown, it is also
believed Herndon was involved in the work done
with the White House database responsible for
connecting the various telephone networks. The
White House system, is known as the WHODB
(White HOuse DataBase) system. The White
House has repeatedly said that the telephone logs
of the day Vince Foster died have been lost, this
information would, of course, be contained
somewhere in the WHODB system. It should
be mentioned in this report, that Herndon was
found dead only days after Attorney General
Janet Reno handed over the brewing WHODB
scandal to Special Counsel Kenneth Starr, who
presumably has a back-up dataset.
Aldo Franscoia
Secret Service Agent

Lance Herndon
1995 Presidential Appointee

Plane Crash

Blunt Force Trauma

Date of Death: August 17, 1996

Date of Death: August 8, 1996

(Bodyguard) - In a news release offered by the
Pentagon, on August 17, 1996, a Texas Air
National Guard C-130 Turbo-Prop transport
plane crashed into a mountainside in the Grand
Teton Mountains near Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
On board the flight was Secret Service Agent,
Aldo Franscioa, 8 other personell, a
communications van, many pieces of luggage
and White House support material for the trip
to JFK international airport in New York, where
the president was traveling to for his 50 th
birthday celebration. Only minutes after takeoff,
the plane flew into the side of a mountain, killing
all aboard.

(Colleague) - A computer specialist and
prominent entrepreneur, died August 8, 1996 at
his mansion under mysterious circumstances.
Investigators determined Lance Herndon had
died from multiple blunt force traumas to the
head, resulting in a fatal injury. Police also said
that they found no weapons of any kind in the
house, off of Riverside Drive, located in
Roswell, Georgia, nor had Mr. Herndon been
shot or stabbed or showed any other indication
of violence and that there was no signs of any
forced entry or theft of any property in the
upscale home. The home reportedly had a
sophisticated security system installed.

Upon hearing news of the death, President
Clinton and First Lady Hillary Clinton expressed
sadness and shock over the death, indicating that
Franscoia had “worked for them.” The official
findings were that the aircraft had went down
due to “crew error,” however, in a quote from
the statement, this appears to be a guess. “The
crew failed to monitor the aircraft’s position and
flight path relative to high terrain...Radar
information...was not correctly interpreted.”
This, from the official records of the
investigation.

Herndon was appointed by President Clinton to
the White House Conference on Small Business,
part of Ron Brown’s Department of Commerce
in 1995. He was also a participant in a
government trade mission to South Africa in
1995. Among his other credentials, Herndon
was founder of Access, Inc., an Atlanta based
information systems consulting firm and was
listed in Inc. Magazine as one of the nations
fastest growing private companies.
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Besides Franscoia, the other known dead from
this crash are the following reported crew
members of the transport:

There has been known ties to the area of Jackson
Hole by the Clinton family. This area happens to
be the location of the Rockefeller ranch, where
Clinton had celebrated part of his birthday
festivities. The Rockefeller ranch is also the
locations where Clinton had an inauguration party.

Capt. Kevin N. Earnest, aircraft commander
Capt. Kimberly Jo Wielhouwer, pilot
2d Lt. Benjamin T. Hall, navigator
SSgt. Michael J. Smith, Jr., loadmaster
SrA. Rick L. Merritt, flight engineer
SSgt. Michael R. York, loadmaster
SrA. Billy R. Ogston, crew chief
Amn. Thomas A. Stevens, loadmaster

Neil Cooper Moody
Stepson of Vince Fosters widow
Car Crash
Date of Death: August 25, 1996
(Opposition) - In another officially reported
suicide, an individual holding damaging
evidence against the Clinton Administration is
now dead. Neil Moody was the son of Judge
Moody who is the man that Vincent Foster’s
widow had gotten remarried two roughly two
years after Foster’s death. Judge Moody is a
Clinton Appointee and serves as a Judge in
Arkansas. It is reported that Judge Moody’s son
had retrieved damaging documents from the
personal possessions of his stepmother, Lisa.

C-130 Transport Plane
This crash occurred just 4 months after the death
of Ron Brown. On the morning after the crash
and fatalities, the exact quote President Clinton
stated in a news conference was that, he and
Hillary were, “very sad and shocked” about the
crash. Clinton went on to state that he “..was
told that they thought the pilot had turned around
to come back to the airport.” It is not known
who supposedly told this to the President but no
one has been found that thought the plane had
“turned around.” It most certainly had not.
According to the Air Force investigation, the
crew never even knew anything was wrong.
Furthermore, a Clinton spokesman had stated
that the plane had radioed that it was having
mechanical problems, however, the Air Force
investigation revealed that Jackson Hole didn’t
even have a radio operator on duty to receive
such a distress call.

Realizing what he had found, Neil reportedly
made contact with Bob Woodward of the
Washington Post. According to some reports,
this would have been a blockbuster story for
Woodward, and Neil had made comments that
he was going public with his findings. All of
this occurred centering around two events, one
was the beginning of the Democratic National
Convention and the other was that this was also
near the time Susan McDougal was going to jail
for failing to cooperate with Grand Jury
testimony.

The plane that crashed was from Dyess Air Force
Base in Abilene, Texas and was assigned to carry
the White House support equipment during the
birthday vacation back to JFK airport.
Among the listed dead were members of the
White House Communications office staff."This
is especially painful to us because they worked
for me," Clinton said. "They did an invaluable
service, and I'm very, very sad about it."

Similar to the Laughton case profiled in this
report, witnesses report seeing Moody with an
unidentified man sitting together in his car. The
witness account reports that the men seemed to
be engaged in some kind of argument. Shortly
afterward, his car was seen speeding out of
control and crashed violently into a brick wall.
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Foster’s autopsy came so quickly for one simple
reason, the White House had put pressure on
the D.C. Coroner’s Office to expedite the
autopsy due to the high-profile of the case. The
D.C. Coroner’s Office is generally always in a
state of “back-log” and is usually only able to
rotate autopsies within the two to three days
following transport to the morgue. Notice in
the AP report, that the family hadn’t even been
notified yet. That is alarming. That isn’t the
only alarming piece of information on this
investigation.

Barbara Wise
US Department of Commerce Staff
Unknown Causes
Date of Death: November 29, 1996
(Colleague) - Barbara Wise was found dead
inside her locked office partially naked with
bruises covering her entire body. Wise was
prominent in the Commerce Department, a coworker of Ron Brown, and his personal attorney.
She was last seen alive some days before her
body was discovered on November 26, 1996.
Her death has been attributed to unknown natural
causes, this according to officials, in spite of the
many deep bruises on the body. Wise was
claimed to have had a history of health problems
associated with a chronic liver condition.

At 1:30 am, the following morning, AP carried
a story revealing, at that time, Sgt. Michael
Farish, Homicide Investigator with the D.C.
Police Department stated that there were “no
signs of foul play” in the death and that she died
of “natural causes.” Then comes the shocker,
Farish went on to state, “A preliminary autopsy
was unable to determine the cause of death.”
So, the glaring question is: What “natural
causes” are being referred to here that can’t be
found in an autopsy? And HOW can he be so
sure that it was “natural causes” if the autopsy
hadn’t actually shown that? And IF what he’s
stating is true, HOW can they “rule out” foul
play? Either way, this one leaves a lot of
questions unanswered. Questions that are
troubling.

Oddly enough, President Clinton made an
unscheduled return to the White House from
Camp David the morning she died, but before
the body had been discovered claiming he
needed a book of poetry in order to complete
his inauguration speech. Strange because of the
fact that this cut short his Thanksgiving holiday,
and also because, certainly, you’d think he’d
have staffers who could have done this for him.
Wise worked under Johnnie Huang in the
Commerce Department headed by Ron Brown.
Her department was the International Trade
section, headed by John Huang himself. The
ITA was where a large quantity of documents
were being subpoenaed out of regarding the
election finance investigation being conducted
at the time. As mentioned above, her body was
found partially nude in a locked office. What
isn’t widely known is that her autopsy began in
an amazingly short period of time, within 10
hours of her body being discovered. At 5:21
pm the AP reported that the “The name of the
48-year old woman was being withheld pending
notification of relatives.” This was followed by
a statement made by D.C. police spokesman, J.
C. Stamps who stated at that time that an autopsy
was being performed. The only other case which
received such a quick autopsy was Vincent
Foster, detailed elsewhere in this book.

In the pages of this book, you will find many
deaths that occurred to people associated with
either the Commerce Department, or Campaign
Finance efforts. Details on some of the activities
taking place under the Ron Brown Commerce
department are outlined in the section of this
book dealing with his death. So many
coincidence, so few people left.
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Eric Henderson
Economic Advisor to Ron Brown

In the pages of this book, you will find many

Gunshot

Department and a fuller examination of the

deaths surrounding the Ron Brown Commerce
goings-ons at that department are given in the

Date of Death: February 25, 1997

section profiling the death of Ron Brown
himself. Could it have been that Henderson had
information that could have either corroborated

(Colleague) - Eric Henderson was a true modern
day financial wizard. Henderson had not only
served as an economic advisor to the Commerce
Department, but had also served as economic
advisor to the South African government under
Nelson Mandela. His friends and family
remember him as a certified financial genius.
He’d helped put together the debt restructuring
plan that saved Parks Sausage, a black-owned
company in Baltimore. He had also
distinguished himself as a financial advisor to
the United States Agency for International
Development. As if that wasn’t enough to prove
his genius, Henderson had also worked as an
investment banking associate at Smith Barney
and PaineWebber. In 1995, he started the Onyx
Group, an investment banking firm in
Washington. He told friends that his goal in life
was to create employment opportunities for
struggling young black males.

evidence that Ron Brown may have given had
he lived against the Clinton Administration or
could he have had first-hand information that
Ron Brown would have needed to prove his
case? Or is it more probable that this gifted civil
rights oriented genius was just another dead-beat
drug addict that wasn’t worth identifying? You
decide.
Mary Caitlin “Caity” Mahoney
Former White House Intern
Multiple Gunshot Wounds
Date of Death: July 7, 1997
(Colleague) - Former White House Intern, Mary
“Caitlin” Mahoney, 25, along with two co-workers,
Emory Evans, 25 and Aaron Goodrich, 18 were
gunned down “execution-style” in the case which

The details of his death are particularly tragic.
He was gunned down while riding his bicycle
in northeast Washington, DC. At the time of his
death, authorities reported Henderson as not
having any ID on him. As a result of this, his
family did not realize what had happened and
had searched for him as a missing person for
fully three days later before finally finding him
in the local morgue. Officials had tagged as a
“John Doe,” and seemingly made no concerted
effort to discover his true identification.
Authorities later attempted to explain this away
telling the outraged family that essentially they
had just suspected he was just another loser
caught up in some kind of drug deal that had
gone bad.

has become known as the “Starbuck Murders.”
Mahoney, who had been the recipient of one of
the coveted positions of being the first of Clintons
interns back in January of 1993 just after his initial
election, was also good friend to Monica Lewinski,
a White House Intern whom Clinton had denied
having any sexual relations with. On national TV
with his fist pounding into the podium during that
statement on virtually every syllable, Clinton
claimed to NOT have had relations with Lewinski.
That video has played over and over on national
TV, Clinton later confessed to having had sexual
relations with Miss Lewinski.
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Monica Lewinski was not the only other White
House staffer to frequent the Starbucks in
Georgetown. Along with several other interns
who were regulars there, George
Stephanopoulos, Former White House
Communications
Director also was
known
to
patronize
the
coffeeshop.
Stephanopoulos,
who wrote later in
his book detailing Georgetown Starbuck’s
President Clintons
violent emotions, “All Too Human,” Clinton
said, “I believe in killing people who try to hurt
you. And I can’t believe we’re being pushed
around the these two-bit pricks.” This quote was
in reference to the agenda Clinton espoused in
his position against Somalia. Stephanopoulos
went on to state his own personal opinion of the
presidents mishandling of Somalia in general.
No wonder George and Bill have had a falling
out. George is now working as a TV news
commentator.

July 3, 1997 - Monica Lewinski sends President
Clinton a letter criticizing him for not coming
through on the job he promised her, also makes
veiled threats to expose their sexual relationship
to the public.

Mahoney, who had
been the Assistant
Manager for the
Starbucks was found
with five bullet
wounds in her. Three
to the chest, two to
the head, with
autopsy
results
Mary Mahoney
showing the final
bullet was fired into the back of her head after
she had already fallen to the floor, presumably
dead from the other gunshots. The keys to the
safe were found clutched in her hand, with over
$10,000 from weekend receipts still inside.
None of the cash registers were even opened.
This clearly, was not a robbery, even though
Mahoney had apparently thought so, having
grabbed the safe keys.

August 17, 1997 - Clinton announces to the
country and the world on national TV that he
did have sexual relations with Lewinski.

Here is a timeline leading up to Mahoney’s
murder and beyond, some of this has been
compiled out of the report filed by Kenneth Starr,
special counsel assigned to examine Clinton
activities

The timeline alone is damning enough, though
“circumstantial” in its thrust. Nonetheless, these
events took place in a morbid dance of coverup chronologically.

July 4, 1997 - Journalist Matt Drudge reports
that Newsweek reporter, Michael Isikoff is on
the trail of another Paula Jones, this one being
directly inside the White House. No identity
released.
July 4, 1997 - Monica Lewinski reports having
a “very emotional” meeting with President
Clinton, who scolded her, Clinton stated, “It’s
illegal to threaten the President of the United
States.”
July 7, 1997 - The Starbucks massacre.

December 5, 1997 - The White House is
informed that Kenneth Starr has placed Monica
Lewinski on the witness list in the Clinton
investigation.
December 6, 1997 - Eric Michael Butera, police
informant with information on the Starbucks
Murders is beaten to death in an alley, with
police standing by while he was on a mission to
collect evidence in the Starbuck Murders.
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Mahoney also was one of the full-time
campaigners in Bill Clintons 1992 election. It

Ronald Miller
Business Owner

is reported that Mahoney and Lewinski, being

Undisclosed Causes

friends, talked alot. What we’ll never know, is

Date of Death: October 12, 1997

how much, if anything, she knew about Monica
(Opposition) - Business owner Ron Miller died
October 12, 1997 of mysterious, undisclosed
causes. Miller had been the owner of the Gage
Corporation which was later sold to Dynamic
Energy Resources, Inc. His involvement
regarding the participation he was offering to
congressional oversight investigators is the
reason Miller is included in this report.

and the president. In the infamous phone
recordings made by Linda Tripp of her talks with
Lewinski, Monica makes mention of feeling
threatened, and wonders if “they” are going to
kill her. Lewinski is also reported as later stating
that she didn’t want to end up like Mary
[Mahoney]. This statement was made by

Gene and Nora Lum have been sentenced to
prison for their role in various campaign finance
violations using “straw donors” to conceal the
size of their contributions to various candidates
using various identities. Miller had turned over
tape recordings he had made to the Oversight
Committee implicating the Lums. Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown’s son, Michael had also
been indicted for similar offenses, and in fact,
Dynamic Energy Resources, Inc. had hired
Michael Brown for the sole purpose of funneling
$60,000.00 through him directly to Ron Brown.
This was testified to by Nolanda Hill, mentioned
in the profile on Ron Brown elsewhere in this
report.

Lewinski on the public record to long-time
friend of Bill Cinton, Vernon Jordan. This may
go to explain why Lewinski retained the semen
stained dress, and gave it to her mother for
safekeeping. Effective insurance, Monica,
thankfully, is still alive. Mahoney, unfortunately,
is not.
In the aftermath of the death, investigators
obtained a “confession” from a man held in
interrogation for nearly 3 days straight without
being taken to a cell. This violated various civil
rights of the man, in spite of the fact that officials
reported the man was well treated. This
defendant later recanted his confession, [perhaps
made under duress] and in spite of this, Attorney
General Janet Reno, going against DC local
statute has pressed to have the death penalty in
this case exacted against the defendant. This is
a complete override to DC law and sentiment.
The DC area is vehemently opposed to the death
penalty, but Reno gives this no regard. Once
carried out, this individual will not be able to
tell his story either. In the meantime, he remains
sequestered on death row.
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On October 3, 1997, Ronald Miller became
suddenly ill, and steadily worsened until his
death 9 days later. Ricin poisoning would seem
to fit this particular profile, and matches those
symptoms. Owing to this strange “illness,”
doctors at Integris Baptist Medical Center
referred this matter to the Oklahoma State
Medical Examiners Office. The State Medical
Examiner ran tests on Ron Miller and profiled
his blood chemistry during those tests, but has
refused to release any of the results. Most
autopsy results can be obtained, unless classified
for some reason. Why haven’t these records
been released?
Another convenient
coincidence? You decide.

medicine. McDougal arrived at John Petersmith
Hospital at 11:38 am in full cardiac arrest and
was pronounced dead at 12:01 pm CT.

Sandy Hume
Journalist, Son of Brit Hume
“Suicide”

McDougal was cooperating with the Whitewater
investigation. Janet Reno indicted him on 19
counts of conspiracy and banking related frauds
on August 17, 1995. Bill Clinton was
subpeonaed on February 6, 1996, roughly one
month before McDougal’s death. His death
meant that the Clintons no longer faced the
prospect of the damaging testimony McDougal
was going to offer against them in the criminal
investigation. Now that he is dead, his
depositions and testimonies already given can
not be used in any other proceedings in any other
court, criminal, or otherwise. This is a
significant blow to the criminal investigations
swirling around the Clintons and their financial
dealings in Arkansas.

Date of Death: February 22, 1998
(Opposition) - Sandy Hume, 28, son of the noted
journalist Britt Hume was found dead in his
Arlington, Virginia home on Sunday, Feb. 22,
1998. AP reports that the death is being ruled
as a suicide and that the Arlington Police
Department is declining any further comment.
Sandy Hume, in following in the footsteps of
his father, was also a reporter. He was a reporter
for The Hill magazine, a newspaper about
Congress, for Congress, and had broken a major
story in 1997 about the friction between then
Speaker Gingrich and Congressman Paxon (who
announced his resignation just 24 hours after
Hume’s death). Sandy had a reputation for
getting the stories nobody else wanted to handle.
His death came on the heels of reports that “a
reporter” was about to break a story confirming
White House’s use of investigators to dig up dirt
on critics and investigators. It has been
confirmed that the Medical Examiner who
performed his autopsy is none other than Dr.
James C. Beyer, outlined previously in the
Vincent Foster profile.

McDougal owned the Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan, which was the underwriter of
the failed Whtewater land deal. The institution
and the land deal both failed, costing taxpayers
roughly $60 million. In depositions prior to his
testimony, McDougal had testified he had met
with Clinton in 1986 and planned a taxpayerbacked loan to be used to prop up the Clintons’
Whitewater real estate investment. The
fraudulent $300,000 loan has never been repaid,
and Clinton denies ever knowing about it. This,
according to a CNN report filed March 8, 1998.
This report also mentions a cancelled cashiers
check for some $27,000 made out to Clinton
from Madison Guaranty, found by an auto
mechanic, who was killed three weeks later and
is detailed later in this report.

James McDougal
Former Clinton Law Partner
Heart Attack
Date of Death: March 8, 1998

This CNN report goes on to mention that Mr.
McDougals wife, Susan, has
also been implicated in the
criminal activities and has
refused to cooperate with the
Grand Jury, and Starr in his
investigation. She later went
to jail for refusing to answer Starr’s questions
before the Grand Jury. In a different interview
regarding the Lewinsky scandal, involving
sexual relations between Clinton and White
House Intern, Monica Lewinsky, Susan
McDougal had stated on whether or not Monica
should testify that, “...there are worse things than
going to prison.”

(Colleague) - Former Law
Partner to Bill Clinton out of
Arkansas, James McDougal,
57 died under mysterious
circumstances while in
solitary confinement less
than 24 hours before his
scheduled testimony before the Grand Jury in the
Whitewater Bank scandal. McDougal had been
scheduled for a urine screening on the day before
his testimony, but was unable to deliver a
specimen due to a medical condition. He was
“punished” for this by being thrown into solitary
confinement and denied his heart medicine,
(nitroglycerin) as well as his blood pressure
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Further regarding Susan McDougal, it’s
interesting to note that prior to her stay in prison,
her two brothers were failing in a business
venture, barely able to keep their heads above
water. After Susan went to jail, suddenly her
brothers, while she is “sacrificing for truth,
integrity, and the American way,” are now
drowning in work, and their personal finances
have taken a miraculous turn for the better.

A witness to the accident stated that Johnny was
seen in his car with an unidentified man shortly
before his 1988 Corvette was seen rocketing
down the road from his shop, sheering a
telephone pole, and then crashing into a tree.
His death was ruled a suicide. No autopsy report
is available and information on this case is hard
to come by but Kenneth Starr STILL has the
check as well as the other documents, none of
which has been disclosed by him. Bill Clinton
has denied under oath that he EVER accepted
any money from Madison Guaranty. Johnnie is
gone and cannot substantiate his finding.

Before his death, Jim McDougal told NBC news
on June 13, 1997 that he had evidence to bring
forward to the Starr Investigation which would
criminally link both President and Hillary
Clinton to the Whitewater fraud case and also
with other fraudulent land deals involving other
banks and properties. McDougal also stated at
that time to have enough evidence to convict
Hillary Clinton of perjury and he felt that,
“..she’d be going to jail.” That never happened,
of course, and McDougal is now gone.

The check found by Laughton had, in fact, been
cashed. Laughton turned this box of documents
over to Kenneth Starr. After turning this over to
Special Counsel Kenneth Starr, Laughton may
well have been called to testify about his finding
to the Grand Jury in the Whitewater scandal and
had he done so, these items could have been
entered into evidence. Before he could testify
in the matter, however, Laughton was killed.

Johnnie Laughton
Business Owner
Car Crash
Date of Death: March 29, 1998

Sheik Isa bin Salman Al Khalifa
Emir of Bahrain

(Opposition) - Johnnie Laughton had found a
cashier’s check from Madison Guaranty to Bill
Clinton in an amount exceeding $27,000.00.
This happened when his business, “Johnnie’s
Transmissions” had a tornado rip through it and
damaged several cars on his lot, including
blowing a trunk open, which is where this check
was located in a steel box along with other
Whitewater documents.

Unknown Causes
Date of Death: March 6, 1999
(Opposition) - On March 6, 1999, the Emir of
Bahrain mysteriously fell dead within
approximately 5 minutes after ending a meeting
with US Secretary of Defense, William Cohen.
In a report carried by AP, Cohen had been paying
the Emir a “courtesy visit” to discuss regional
peace and the threat still posed by Iran and Iraq.
Reportedly discussed also were issues
concerning the use and spread of biological and
chemical weapons and terrorism. The meeting
between the Defense Secretary and the Emir
ended at 11:15 am (3:15 EST) with a handshake
between the two gentlemen. Five minutes later,
the Emir collapsed and was dead moments after.

The car had originally been left on the lot by a
customer who had work done at the transmission
shop, but later disputed the charges. No
mechanics lien had yet been placed on the
vehicle, but was pending when the tornado
ripped through the business. The box of
documents was located by Mr. Laughton when
he was surveying the damage to his business in
the aftermath of the storm. No one has come
forward to claim the vehicle, and records of it
have been lost.
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Prior to his death, in a story carried by Reuters
on February 10, 1999, it was announced that the
Emir of Bahrain opposed the plans of the Clinton
Administration to utilize military attacks against
Iraq and would not allow Bahrain to be used as
a launch site for such attacks.

Eye-witnesses on the scene reported that Martin
took off in his private plane in Oklahoma City
and climbed into the sky above a local church
where he had attended services. Suddenly, and
for no known reason, the plane veered and nose

Further, the Emir announced it would not allow
Bahrain to be used to mount attacks directly
against Saddham Hussein as well. In a meeting
with British Defense Secretary, George
Robertson, Sheik Khalifa, Emir of Bahrain,
announced, “Bahrain has and will not allow the
use of its territory or its skies to achieve these
goals.”

dived into the ground in a field near the church
and Martin was killed. Of course, this accident
was ruled as a suicide by authorities. No note
was found, no reason offered by anyone close
to Martin to account for this. The case is now
closed.

In Washington, upon hearing the news issued a
statement expressing “deep sadness” over the
death of the Emir.

The next case profiled in this book deals with a
It is likely that the visit by Cohen was an attempt
to change the mind of the Emir. Would this story
have ended differently if the Emir had gone
along with the Clinton agenda? Or, at least have
worn surgical gloves when shaking Cohen’s
hand? You decide.

high-profile death which the media covered
relentlessly. There have arisen a great number
of discrepancies regarding the “official” reports
and events as they took place as recorded by
eyewitnesses on the scene, and also some of the

Cpt. Laurence Martin
Oklahoma Bombing Survivor

investigators. This case deals with the death of
John F. Kennedy, Jr., who, as you will see, was

Plane Crash

going to run for the Senate seat in New York,
Date of Death: April 27, 1999
(Unknown Relationship) - On April 27, 1999,
former Army Captain Laurence Martin crashed
in his private plane
and was killed.
Cpt. Martin had
been one of the
survivors in the
bombing of the
Murrah Federal
Building
in
Oklahoma City, OK on April 19, 1995. Above
is a picture of the crash site taken by investigators
at the scene. This death was quickly ruled a
suicide by authorities as have so many others
on these pages. Could Cpt. Martin have told us
of events that day? State trials of the defendants
didn’t begin until July, 2000.

and possibly also had eyes on the presidency at
some point. You will also see how the FBI report
on this matter has been classified for reasons
that can only be guessed. Evidence in this
section is presented in the hopes of enlightening
the reader as to the possibility that a cover-up
may exist in this death. Only time will reveal
the details, if at all. However this death took
place, it was a sad loss to the country and one
more sad chapter of a death of an individual
who may have opposed the agendas of the
Clintons. Here is his story, you decide...
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Chief Medical Examiner Richard Evans, who
performed the autopsies on the bodies, indicated,
in his opinion, all three died in the crash
instantaneously at the moment of impact into
the water. The bodies of John F. Kennedy Jr.,
his wife, Carolyn Bessette Kennedy, and her
sister, Lauren Bessette were all recovered by
Navy divers. The search was coordinated by
the Air Force Rescue Coordination Center at
Langley Air Force Base, Virginia.

John F. Kennedy, Jr.
Potential Senator Candidate for New York
Plane Crash
Date of Death: July 16, 1999
(Opposition) There is good
cause to include
the death of John F.
Kennedy, Jr., his
wife and his sisterin-law within the
JFK Jr. & Mrs. Kennedy scope of this
report. As reported in small blurbs on both CNN
and MSNBC after the plane crash which claimed
these lives, there was every likelihood that JFK
Jr. was going to run for the Senate seat in New
York, one which, beforehand, would certainly
have gone to Mrs. Clinton, and placed JFK Jr.
between her and this seat. In fact, Newsweek
magazine had ALREADY done a pre-release of
the next issue to distributors which included an
article containing JFK Jr.’s announcement for
candidacy which was subsequently pulled and
destroyed by the publisher after the fatal crash.
This news was leaked by an NBC Dateline
report. Good, credible sources. It’s interesting
to note, that now with JFK Jr. having been killed,
Mayor of New York, Rudy Guillianni, who had
announced his intention to run against Hillary,
has pulled out of the race.
In analyzing the crash of the 1996 Model Piper
Saratoga II HP on that day, the media was
reporting that the weather had been very hazy,
making it impossible for JFK Jr. to know which
way was up. Weather radar in the area, as well
as witnesses on Martha’s Vineyard all reported
clear skies. This would seem to be a discrepancy.
On board the aircraft, all instruments were in
good working order and could have been used
to land the plane. As was the case with TWA
800, which was shot down, the United States
Navy took command of the crash site, and
investigation.
The Navy issued an
unprecedented 5-mile wide no-fly zone during
the recovery operation when the wreckage of
the aircraft was transported to a military base
for assessment.
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Prior to the crash, in a report pulled by Virtual
News a reporter for the Vineyard Gazette told
WCVB-TV in Boston that he was out walking
Friday night about the time of the crash, and
saw a “big white flash in the sky” off Philbin
Beach. Seeming to confirm this is the fact that
the aircraft contained a 406 MHz satellite
distress beacon which would have notified the
FAA of altitude, and longitude and latitude data.
This beacon DID NOT ACTIVATE! If the plane
had virtually disintegrated in an explosion while
in mid-air, the beacon could not activate. In
media reports of the crash, confirmed with radar
data, the plane dove for 12 seconds before
crashing, plenty of time for this system to come
online, if it had been operational. Also, despite
media coverage of the “inexperience” of JFK
Jr. regarding his flight capabilities, other official
pilot logs show that he had an enormous amount
of experience for the 15 months he’d been flying,
in fact, enough hours logged, and tests passed
that he could have qualified for a
COMMERCIAL PILOT LICENSE! He had, in
fact, passed instrument checks testing with NO
reported difficulties. Also corroborating this
possible cover-up are reports from a military
intelligence team known as “SK Alpha,” called
in by Federal Investigators and were
investigating the weather anomalies and
contradictions and found that the critical data
obtained from radar and satellite, including any
possible electromagnetic disturbances, or radio
phenomenon were MISSING from the archives
of the Easter Long Island/Martha’s Vineyard
area during the 2 critical hours in which this
crash took place. Missing evidence, sound
familiar?

SK Alpha also found at least 10 people in the
area of the crash near Marha’s Vineyard who also
observed an explosion prior to the crash in the
sky. In addition to this information, it’s noted the
plane, had it been in a simple stall, would have
glided into the water and not taken a straight dive
down into it, again, reinforcing a mid-air
explosion of some kind. (Again, initially, 10
witnesses reported an explosion in the air.) A
straight dive could result from the wings being
ripped away by an explosion while the plane was
still airborne, otherwise, the wings should have
allowed the plane to GLIDE. Also, no MAYDAY
was ever broadcast from the plane, which would
have been standard procedure during engine
failure, if that was the cause as the major media
has reported, a MAYDAY distress would have
been sounded by the pilot alerting the FAA of the
problem. Combine this with the fact that the autobeacon also failed to sound, and the pieces begin
to come together.

Looking at the crash site map above, if this crash
had simply been a stall and dive crash, then why
was wreckage found over such a wide area?
Luggage, a tire and plexiglas was recovered on
the shores of Philbin Beach, debris from the
crash was also washing up on the west end of
Martha’s Vineyard, the headrest, steering yoke,
pieces of the cowling and plexiglas and carpeting
from the aircraft was also washing up on the
shores of Gay Head Beach. This is a wide area
of destruction, indicative of a mid-air explosion,
not a stall and dive, where wreckage would have
been compacted. Clearly, debris was spread out
over a very wide area of space on the ocean.
Below is a graph showing some type of energy
pulse taken in proximity of the time of the crash.
The frequency of the pulse does not conform to
known mainstream technologies commercially
available. This graph comes from ELFRAD
(Extra Low Frequency RADar) Group with the
following statement: “We detected some very
unusual signals on Friday for a duration of 100
minutes. The signal had a base frequency of
480Hz with a time period of 2.084 seconds. This
is the first recorded signal of this kind by us and
it may be significant due to the activity at
Brookhaven.”
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Upon his death, JFK Jr. was editor and CEO of
George magazine, who had recently come
forward as a platform of political change in
America. In fact, recent articles appearing in
George were factual exposes on George Wallace
and the Yitzak Rabin assassination. JFK Jr. had
also been preparing to interview Attorney Janet
Reno for a fall, ‘99 issue of his magazine. This
interview was requested by telephone, and to
advance his request, JFK Jr. had forwarded copies
of prior issues of the magazine to Justice
Department officials showing where he’d
interviewed other prominent, well-known public
figures. This interview, needless to say, never
happened. Among those he had interviewed
were: Secretary of State, Madeline Albright;
former White House Press Secretary, Mike
McCurry; Evangelist Billy Graham, and others.
It was reported that Kennedy had intended to
interview Reno on Waco, the failed impeachment
of President Clinton, the refusal of Reno to indict
Vice-President Al Gore for campaign finance
violations, the connections to John Huang, and
other issues. Clearly, had this interview taken
place, Reno would have been in an awkward
situation, to say the least. Reno would have been
forced to either say why she failed to execute her
duties, or lie in a public forum.

A l s o
seeming to
corroborate
the possible
cover-up
JFK Jr.’s Aircraft
regarding
JFK Jr.’s crash is that the NTSB (National
Transportation and Safety Board) did NOT
included in it’s normal course of investigation
and disclosure the crash of N9253N, the plane
carrying Kennedy and his wife and sister-in-law
in a timely manner. Why not? NTSB archives
maintain and release findings on all other plane
crashes, as they are reported yet not one mention
of this flight was present in these archives for
nearly a year. A file has only recently been
provided on this: file # NYC99MAL78. Proof
does exist linking the NTSB to former coverups of information. Call your congressman and
request a copy of: Hearings Before the
Subcommittee on Crime of the Committee On
The Judiciary, House of Representatives, 101st
Congress, 2nd Session, December 4 and 5, 1990,
concerning the Gander Newfoundland Arrow
Air DC-8 Crash on December 12, 1985, caused
by an on-board explosion, that claimed the lives
of 248 men and women of the US Army’s 101st
Airborne Division, and the 8 crew members.
This report contains factual information and
dissent filed by the Canadian Government
regarding this crash, which counters the NTSB
findings. This report never made it to
mainstream media sources, copies can only be
requested from Washington DC.

Fourth, according to the report, FBI analysis of
the plane shows the explosion to have been
caused by an explosive device known to be used
by certain intelligence agencies. (FBI report, at
this point, refers to POTUS order, [classified]).
Finally, the body of Carolyn Bessette Kennedy,
upon perfunctory examination, revealed that she
was in the third trimester of a pregnancy, and
that the fetus was a boy. The FBI report also
clearly states that the FOUR bodies were
transferred to a “senior member of the Kennedy
family.”
We may have to wait until 2029 for these items
to fully come to light. In the name of justice,
we can only hope we don’t.

Kennedy Family Saying Good-Bye

Highly respected journalist Sherman Skolnick out
of Chicago, IL has been provided a copy of the
FBI’s official report on this incident. According
to this document, several issues that haven’t been
reported in the mainstream media are apparent.
One, the file on this crash has apparently been
classified, with public release forbidden by law
until the year 2029! Why? Second, the FBI report
states clearly that in their analysis, an explosion
of some type DID occur on the plane before the
plummet, apparently activated by a barometric
trigger. This would explode when the plane
dropped below a specific altitude. Third, FBI
claims that images taken by the NRO (National
Reconnaissance Office) show clearly the flash of
the explosion prior to the crash.

Lauren Gail Bessette
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During the course of his career affiliated with
Bill Clinton, Dutko held many other high-level
political positions, including vice chairman of
finance for the Clinton-Gore presidential
campaign. There are several deaths of
individuals connected to the shady financial
dealings of these two that are detailed elsewhere
in this book, primarily, the sections on Ron
Brown and Charles Meissner. Due to the deaths
of the potential witnesses and those who were
“in a position to know,” we may never fully
know the depth of the corruption involving the
campaign funds used to perpetuate the ClintonGore power grip in this country.

David Drye
Businessman
Plane Crash
Date of Death: June 14, 1999
(Opposition) - David Drye, a Concord, NC,
builder and well-known businessman, his wife
Ann, his vice president of construction and the
pilot died in a mysterious plane crash. Drye was
a close friend of Pat Matrisciana, producer of
the video documentaries “The Clinton
Chronicles,” and “Circle of Power.” There have
been other deaths surrounding persons
connected to this investigative journalism
profiled elsewhere in this book. The plane — a
two-engine prop — crashed as it was taking off
from Concord Regional Airport. According to
the Charlotte Observer, the pilot — Kelly Ward
— told air traffic controllers that his right engine
was losing power just before the accident. “He
was a dear friend of mine,” said Matrisciana,
“but the strange thing is that I was scheduled to
fly with him to Washington and had to cancel
out two hours before I was supposed to meet
him in North Carolina. He made other plans and
went on the plane. The plane crash was very
suspicious — and it’s under investigation.” “I
can’t help but wonder if that crash weren’t really
for me,” said Matrisciana. “There have been so
many accidents and unexplained deaths.”

Sheriff Jack Harwell
Sheriff, (Waco, Texas)
Heart Attack
Date of Death: March 16, 2000
(Opposition) - Jack Harwell, Sheriff of
McClennan County (Waco, TX) for many years,
had called Branch Davidian and Waco Siege
survivor Clive Doyle March 13, 2000 to say he
wanted to meet with him because “the death of
all the children (killed at the Waco siege of 1993)
was starting to weigh on him.” Harwell told
Doyle that he wanted to meet with him to talk
to him about the case and the trial and “some
other things.” Before he could meet with Doyle,
however, Harwell died Thursday morning of the
same week from a mysterious heart attack. At
the time of this death, the wrongful death suit
filed against the government by the survivors
of the Waco Massacre was coming to a head and
testimony was soon upcoming. Harwell, with
sensitive “inside information,” would have been
a key witness in the suit filed by the Branch
Davidians’ attorneys. This is not the only death
of witnesses who could have implicated
government officials in the Waco Massacre.
Where known, those deaths are detailed in other
sections of this book, including Carlos
Ghigliotti, the investigator examining the
infrared video tapes made during the siege. He,
too, was expected to testify on behalf of the
Davidians, but also mysteriously “died.”

Dan Dutko
Democratic Fund Raiser
Biking Accident
Date of Death: July 27, 1999
(Colleague) - Longtime friend of Bill Clinton,
Dan Dutko, a major Democratic fund-raiser for
the DNC and member of the Democratic
National Committee, died Tuesday, July 27,
1999 of head injuries suffered in a freak
mountain biking accident over the weekend in
Aspen, Colorado. At the time of his death, Dutko
was 54 and in Aspen for a Democratic fundraiser attended by President Clinton on Saturday,
July 24, 1999. Dutko was also the co-chairman
of Leadership 2000, the DNC’s top finance
committee. Dutko first met Clinton while
coordinating the McGovern campaign in West
Texas in 1972.
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Needless to say, the government was completely
cleared of wrong-doing by the committee headed
by former Senator John Danforth and no
criminal charges can now be filed. Dead
witnesses cannot offer testimony.

PASSENGERS:

Four Marine Airmen
Clinton Bodyguards

From Camp Pendleton, Calif., all from the 3rd
Batallion, 5th Marine Regiment, 1st Marine
Division:

Helicopter Crash
Date of Death: April 10, 2000

Sgt. Jose Alvarez, 28, machine gunner, Uvalde,
Texas
Pfc. Gabriel C. Clevenger, 21, machine gunner,
Picher, Okla.
Pfc. Alfred Corona, 23, machine gunner, San
Antonio, Texas
Lance Cpl. Jason T. Duke, 28, machine gunner,
Sacramento, Calif.
Lance Cpl. Jesus Gonzalez Sanchez, 27,
assaultman, San Diego

(Bodyguards) - On April 10, 2000, four Marine
airmen were killed in a freak accident of an
Osprey V-22 helicopter along with 15 other
personnel. The four Marines had served on the
Presidential Helicopter Squadron, assigned to
President Clinton and based out of Quantico,
Virginia. The Crew of the Osprey confirmed
killed were:

Lance Cpl. Seth G. Jones, 18, assaultman,
Bend, Ore.
2nd Lt. Clayton J. Kennedy, 24, platoon
commander, Clifton Bosque, Texas
Lance Cpl. Jorge A. Morin, 21, assaultman,
McAllen, Texas

Major John A. Brow, 39, pilot, Marine
Helicopter Squadron 1, from California
Maryland

Cpl. Adam C. Neely, 22, rifleman, Winthrop,
Wash.
Pfc. Kenneth O. Paddio, 23, rifleman, Houston

Major Brooks S. Graber, 34, pilot, Marine
Helicopter Squadron 1, from Jacksonville, North
Carolina

Pfc. George P. Santos, 24, rifleman, Long
Beach, Calif.

Corporal Kelly S. Keith, 22, Aircraft Crew
Chief, Marine Helicopter Squadron 1, from
Florence, South Carolina

Pfc. Keoki P. Santos, 24, rifleman, Grand
Ronde, Ore.

Staff Sgt. William B. Nelson, 30, Aerial
Observer/Mechanic, Marine Tilt-Rotor Training
Squadron 204, from Richmond Virginia.

Pvt. Adam L. Tatro, 19, rifleman, Brownwood,
Texas

These military personnel were not the only ones
to lose their lives in this crash. The Boeing Bell
V-22 Osprey Helicopter was on a nighttime
training mission. The VSTOL (vertical/short
takeoff and landing) aircraft with its tilt-rotor
configuration did not have the capabilities to
avoid the crash, it would seem. The following
list of passengers were also aboard the craft, all
of them military personnel who lost their lives
along with the Clinton bodyguards listed above.

Cpl. Eric J. Martinez, 21, field radio operator,
Marine Wing Communications Squadron 38,
Marine Air Control Group 38, Flagstaff, Ariz

Cpl. Can Soler, 21, rifleman, Palm City, Fla.

From Marine Corps Air Station Miramar, Calif.:
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Needless to say, at this point, the Presidential
Helicopter Squadron has suffered signicant
losses under this administration. The variety of
the “accidents” and the personell involved who
have died in them are a matter of record. How
lightning could strike so many times in the same
place, so to speak, is a question better left to the
readers of this book.

Ghigliotti’s credentials in this field were
impeccable. He had done work for the FBI in
times past on various cases, and was thought of
very highly for his quality of work for the
Bureau. Ghigliotti had “inherited” this
assignment when the expert first considered to
do this work suffered a heart attack and stroke,
and nearly died. Dr. Edward Allard, the first
expert, no longer can talk about Waco, or his
opinions on the case. He has suffered a disabling
stroke. Before his stroke, however, Allard is on
record stating that he had determined the FBI
had fired into the compound on the day in
question. Another witness for the plaintiffs in
the Waco case also had a heart attack, and died,
and can not give testimony in the case being
heard at the time of this writing in the Appeals
Court petitioning for the release of the Davidians
still held in custody. The case involves a
wrongful death action filed against law
enforcement officials assigned to Waco during
the siege, and is set for trial June 19, 2000.

Carlos Ghigliotti
FBI Infrared Systems Analyst
Heart Attack
Date of Death: March or April, 2000
(Opposition) - On Friday, April 28, 2000, the
Laurel Police Dept. made a grisly discovery at
the offices of Carlos Ghigliotti, 608 Washington
Blvd., Suite 304, Laurel, Maryland. Police were
responding to a call placed by the building
manager of the office complex in which
Ghigliotti maintained office space, indicating
Ghigliottis car had been in the parking lot for
over a month, seemingly unmoved. Property
Manager, Mr. Alexander, who also worked in
the building contacted police with concerns
about Mr. Ghigliotti. This statement comes from
Officer Jim Collins, Information Officer for the
Laurel PD, also from interviews with Lt. Fred
Carmen, Senior Laurel Police Investigator.
Collins indicated to me in an interview,
Ghigliotti was found in a state of severe
decomposition, and though the exact date of the
death cannot be confidently ascertained, Lt.
Carmen advised me the body had lain in state
for somewhere between two and four weeks.
The office building where Ghigliotti maintained
his office is a 5 story office building, with his
office being on the third floor of the structure.
Lt. Carmen also revealed that this location was
also used as his place of residence. The body
was found lying on a “sleeping mattress” inside
the office, beside his desk.

Ghigliotti’s death did not come in time, however,
to cancel his inquiry. The results of his inquiry
may never be made known through normal
channels, so we’re left to farm the sources close
to him. Attorney David Hardy, Tuscon, Arizona
was friends with Ghigliotti since 1996.
Ghigliotti entrusted Hardy with his report and
indicated to Hardy that he felt tremendously
threatened between the time he’d arrived at his
conclusions and before he had filed them with
the House Committee for Government Reform.
The following is a partial transcript of the
Ghigliotti findings on the final day of the siege.
Ghigliotti apparently wanted to make sure his
findings would be made public somehow, if
normal channels would not bring these to light.
Hardy was faxed a copy of his report of that
day. He was also asked to keep this matter quiet
until authorities had at least been given a chance
to release this information, to date, that hasn’t
happened in spite of the fact the House
Committee has received these results. What
follows next is exactly that report, which has
also been faxed to me with Ghigliotti’s original
fax number showing on the document.

Carlos Ghigliotti’s company, called Infrared
Technologies, was under contract by the House
Government Reform Committee out of former
Senator John Danforth’s office at the time of his
death. Ghigliotti was to examine the infrared
films made by what is called “forward looking
infrared.” This is the technology used to make
the infrared videos taken by law enforcement
authorities in Waco, Texas of the Branch
Davidian compound, known as “Mount Carmel”
during the siege of 1993 in which nearly 80
people died. Ghigliotti’s assignment was to
determine the activities of both the FBI and the
Branch Davidians on the day of the deaths.
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To summarize:

Past this point, nothing of importance since fire
overloads FLIR, but visible media and the
soundtrack of FLIR indicates that gunfire did
continue. Ghigliotti notes that events at
11:24:31, 11:24:35 and 11:28:14 may have
involved more than one shot.
He notes that a pattern was apparent: Davidian
return fire only occurred following penetration
of the building by an armored vehicle. Other
tapes released of this incident reveal that the
penetrations of the building by the tanks (CEVs)
were such that the stairwells inside the building
were collapsed by the assaults. This occurred
even AFTER the Davidians were down in the
bunker, preventing them from escaping the
flames in the building, and sealing them inside
the inferno.

11:24:16 to 36: Shots from two locations into
hole [in the compound] made by CEV in gym.
11:24:50 to 11:25:04 Apparent return fire from
inside of gym.
11:26:13 to 11:26:27 Additional return fire. If
the dark objects behind the tank are indeed
shooters, this may have pinned them down.
Following this, the tank backs over the dark
spots.
11:26:39 "One of the two unknown subjects is
clearly visible exiting out of the hole in the front
wall of the gym which the tank previously made.
The unknown subject turns to the right into the
courtyard."
11:28:04 to 11:28:14: Gunfire from this person's
approximate position, directed toward building.
11:28:18 to 11:28:22: Return fire from structure.
11:30:09 to 11:30:15: Gunfire from shooter in
courtyard, toward building.
11:33:51: Gunfire between gym wall and
swimming pool, into the structure. The infrared
signature of these shots differs from those seen
earlier in courtyard area.
11:34:32: One shot at unknown subject that is
running and hiding between gym and swimming
pool.
11:38:34: Unknown subject is seen hiding in
front of tank.
11:43:36 to 11:59:03: Gunshots from 2nd story
of building directed at tank (I believe he is here
referring to the tank penetrating the front).
12:03:59: An unknown subject appears next to
the tank in rear of structure.
12:07:42: Fire is visible in 2nd story tower.
12:08:12: Unknown subject comes out of tank
and shows up at 12:08:51 shooting at another
unknown subject that appears at 12:08:34.
12:08:31 to 12:08:32: "A cluster of thermal
anomalies appears at the corner of the gym."
12:08:34 and 12:08:44: Unknown subject runs
from the area where the thermal anomalies were
seen, hops over rubble, and hides in gym.
12:08:51: Automatic gunfire into area where
previous subject hides.
12:10:41 to 12:11:15 Numerous rounds shot
from center of courtyard, directed at structure.

At the end of his report, Ghigliotti entered his
conclusions regarding the evidence pertaining
to the day the Davidian’s perished, April 19,
1993. His conclusions filed with the House
Committee are as follows:
[Other than what is noted] “No additional
gunfire is detectable on the [FLIR] videotape
because the infrared detector on the FLIR
overloaded with the infrared energy emitted by
the fire. The gunfire did continue on. There is
visible video evidence taken by the media to
support this and there is gunfire recorded on the
audio track of the aerial FLIR tape #4 taken by
the same aircraft.”
“TOTAL NUMBER OF GUNFIRE SHOTS
COMING OUT OF THE STRUCTURE: 69
TOTAL NUMBER OF GUNFIRE SHOTS
GOING INTO THE STRUCTURE: 57
TOTAL NUMBER OF FLASH DEVICES:
[Incendiary Devices]: 1 cluster
SUB-TOTAL:

127

TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES TANKS
PENETRATED INTO STRUCTURE: 33
TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME TANKS
PENETRATED THROUGH STRUCTURE: 1”
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It’s interesting to note at this point, that when
Mr. Ghigliotti was discovered by Laurel Police
Department officials that a laundry list of items
were impounded by the Laurel Police for
safekeeping. According to Lt. Carmen, Head
of Investigative Services for the Laurel PD and
lead investigator in Ghigliotti’s death, these
items amounted to 2 or 3 computers, and a
number of videotapes with “WACO” written on
them. Lt. Carmen states that these tapes were
not viewed by him, but were retrieved out of
the property room by members of the Special
Counsels Office (Danforth’s office), members
of the House Committee for Government
Reform, and a member of the office of the
attorney for the Waco plaintiffs in the wrongful
death lawsuit, Mr. Michael Caddell of Arizona.
The remainder of the items were released to Mr.
Ghigliotti’s sister. In light of the fact that these
tapes contained possible evidence in the Waco
deaths, it’s interesting to track the possession of
these items. Calls made to the Special Counsel
resulted in a flat, “No comment,” coming from
Jan Diltz, spokeswoman for the Special Counsel
out of St. Louis. In an interview, Diltz stated
she could not confirm, nor deny the existence
of these tapes, or their whereabouts, or whether
or not the Special Counsel made ANY attempt
to retrieve these items. Laurel PD confirms
members of the Special Counsel DID make a
visit to the property room, and them, along with
the House Committee, and Mr. Caddells office,
removed 4 video tapes containing Waco
material. Diltz went on to state that all the
information they DO have will be made public
at the conclusion of the investigation, but could
not give any time frame as to when that may be.
Former Senator John Danforth was appointed
Special Counsel by Attorney General Janet Reno
in this matter on September 9, 1999. How long
the inquiry will take is unknown at this time.

Ghigliotti Investigation Conclusions Cont.
Ghigliotti went on in his conclusion to the House
Committee with the following:
•
“THERE ARE 3 THERMAL FLASHES
WHERE THE WEAPON USED, HAD A
POSSIBLE FLASH SUPPRESSOR DEVICE
INSTALLED. THEY OCCURRED AT
11:24:31.28, 11:24:35.10 AND 11:28:14.13.
THEREFORE THE POSSIBILITY EXISTS
THAT MORE THAN ONE ROUND OF
AMMUNITION WAS FIRED DURING EACH
OF THE 3 EVENTS. ALTHOUGH ONLY ONE
ROUND OF AMMUNITION WAS USED AS
THE AMOUNT FIRED FOR THIS LIST.”
•
“AFTER
REVIEWING
THE
VIDEOTAPE NUMEROUS TIMES, THE
FOLLOWING PATTERN APPEARED, WITH
ONLY A FEW EXCEPTIONS. THE BRANCH
DAVIDIANS SHOT AT THE TANKS, ONLY
AFTER THE TANKS PENETRATED THE
STRUCTURE.”
“TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES, UNKNOWN
SUBJECTS APPEAR ON THE FLIR
VIDEOTAPE: 7.”
“TOTAL NUMBER OF EVENTS THAT
OCCURRED BETWEEN 10:41:57 AND
12:16:13 (FLIR TAPE #3): 198.”
That is the end of the Ghigliotti filing made to
the House Committee. Clearly, this completely
refutes FBI testimony of the same events. This
is precisely WHY Ghigliotti was contracted to
investigate this day, to determine the veracity
of FBI testimony against the actual evidence.
If there is justice to come from this, it will result
in perjury charges against members of the FBI,
and other law enforcement agencies who have
testified that no shots were fired into the
compound on that fateful day. Unfortunately,
with Ghigliotti now dead, he won’t be able to
be called to testify for the Davidians in the
upcoming wrongful death lawsuit, which is
damaging to the presentation of that case.
Coincidence?

For now, the Ghigliotti findings remain up in
the air, he won’t be able to testify in the Waco
matter, however, his integrity may live on in the
findings he has presented already, provided those
responsible for the release of this information
are forthright in doing so.
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In an interview I conducted with Public
Information Officer, Lt. Rick Pritzen of the Pine
Bluff Police Department, I was informed that,
according to the traffic officer report in the death
filed by 5-year veteran Officer Wayne Bishop,
that witnesses interviewed at the time of the death
indicate that Mr. Moser was in the company of
another person near him when he crossed in front
of the truck. When Mr. Moser was struck by the
truck, two witnesses, Lisa and Edna Higgins, who
had been traveling in the opposite direction, state
that the other man near Moser fled down the street
after Moser was struck, and that prior to the
accident, the two men had been close together,
stepping off of the curb together.

John Millis
House Select Committee on Intelligence
Gunshot Wound
Date of Death: June 4, 2000
(Colleague) - John Millis, Staff Director of the
House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence, was found dead of an apparently
self-inflicted gunshot wound in a motel room in
Fairfax, Virginia. Police stated that an
anonymous tip was telephoned in just prior to
police being dispatched indicating that “a man”
was threatening suicide. When police arrived,
Millis was already dead. His death has been
officially ruled a suicide by authorities.

Even though, initially, identity of the man striking
Moser was withheld, I was able to obtain a copy
of the official report indicating the driver of the
truck killing Moser was Charles M. Waters, of
Jefferson, Arkansas. Reports filed in this case
seem to differ, on the following page, the official
diagram of the impact shows up in the accident
report filed by Officer Bishop. On that diagram,
you can see that, according to his findings, the
vehicle which struck Moser was left of the line
in his lane, further, the accident report indicates
that the vehicle struck Moser on the passenger
side, indicating a veer over the line with the body
being located near the middle of the road after
the impact. According to the accident report, the
truck was “going slow,” however, according to
Chief Deputy Coroner, Greg Williams, the vehicle
struck Moser with enough force to cause multiple
compound fractures, as well as a broken neck.
Williams stated the victim was, “killed
immediately on impact.” When asked about the
rate of speed of the vehicle, Williams told me in
an interview that the truck was probably going
some 40 miles per hour. This is not “slow,” as
reported by Officer Bishop.

Millis, in the course of his duties with the House
Committee, helped the HPSCI complete its
investigation in alleged CIA cocaine smuggling
operations in the US. Millis, himself a CIA
agent, concluded officially that the CIA was
innocent of all allegations of wrongdoing.
Tony Moser
Journalist
Traffic Accident
Date of Death: June 10, 2000
(Opposition) - Longtime critic of the Arkansas
Democratic Party political machine, Tony
Moser, journalist, 41, was killed as he crossed a
street in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Just 10 days prior
to his death, Moser had been named columnist
for the Democrat-Gazette newspaper. An article
written by Moser in his column just 2 days
before his death, exposed the looting of
programs designed to obtain money from
“deadbeat” dads to then transfer money to the
children of the child support violators. His
article detailed how money was being removed
from this program, and then disappearing with
the children never receiving it. Arkansas police
initially refused to release the name of the man
driving the 1995 Chevy Pickup Truck that struck
and killed Moser, stating that the driver was not
intoxicated, nor had he been speeding.

I have also obtained a copy of the preliminary
autopsy performed at the Jefferson County
Coroner’s Office. In addition to multiple
compound fractures, Moser suffered a broken
neck, official cause of death is blunt force trauma.
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Above is the original diagram filed by Officer
Bishop in the Moser death. You can see the
truck as having crossed the center line of the
road. Even though there was another vehicle
in close proximity of this fatality, the vehicle
being driven by Lisa and Edna Higgins doesn’t
appear on the diagram. In a statement taken by
Officer Bishop with the two women, they say
that they saw the accident and that two men
stepped out in front of the truck, and that as
soon as the truck struck one of them, the other
man ran down the street in a southern direction.
This man has yet to be identified, and has not
stepped forward. If the two were friends, this
would be very unusual, so who was this man?
In Officer Bishop’s filed statement, the states,
“Since the pedestrian has a responsibility to
yield to a motor vehicle unless in a crosswalk,
which was not present, the operator of vehicle
1 [Mr. Waters] was not cited.” What if Moser
was PUSHED by the “other man” seen by the
Higgins women?
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In preparing this section, I was also able to reach
the mother of Tony Moser. She indicated to me
in an interview with her that her son had been
working on corruption involving the child
support division and was investigating how
money that was supposed to be going to needy
children was ending up in the hands of
government officials. She’d also stated to me
that her son had mentioned to her the curiosities
surrounding the deaths of people surrounding the
Clintons and she said she told him not to write
anything more about the Clintons. Some time
back, Moser had written a story regarding
whether or not Bill Clinton should have his law
license revoked. Moser opined, according to his
mother, that he though if Bill Clinton were going
to practice law, it should only be in the state of
Arkansas. As already mentioned, Moser was a
columnist for the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette,
out of Pine Bluff, Arkansas. His direct
supervisor was Meredith Oakley, who, in turn,
is under Paul Greenburg, editor-in-chief.

Left is a map of the area in
which this death occurred, is
spite of it being so close to
an intersection, the truck that
struck Moser was reported as
going some 40 miles per
hour. I called the Classic Inn
to see if I could get any
information from them and
was told by the receptionist
that they didn’t know about
the incident. All that is
known for sure is that another
voice that had spoken against
the Clintons publicly is now
silent... You decide...
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Conclusion

It has been the intent of this book
to open the eyes of the reader as to
the potential reality that these
deaths, while seemingly unrelated,
may, in fact not be so unrelated.
Assuming the best, compare this
series of “coincidences” with that
of any prior administration, you’ll
find no administration before this
has EVER had these problems. A
good question would be, “Why?”
In the end, only God can see the
truth, or fiction surrounding all
the “prayers” offered by Clinton
for these individuals and the
havoc wrought upon countless
others in their families who have
mourned over them and had their
lives forever changed by their
deaths, murders, and accidents.
Truly, those victims undergo
perpetual suffering not knowing
this truth, or fiction. The blood of
the innocent still cries out from
the ground for justice, who will
hear them?
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